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The present study was undertaken to investigate the relationship

of self-esteem and locus of control to defending behavior as perceived

by classmates in junior high schools in Japan, and to examine the

relationship of all three of these to school grades. Special attention

was given to how the present test-centered education in junior high in

Japan might be negatively affecting the self-concepts of the students.

Girls with high self-esteem were picked as copers by their

classmates and girls with low-esteem as defenders. Boys who see

themselves as in control of their lives were picked more often by their

peers as copers, and boys who consider their lives influenced by luck

were picked as defenders. The relationship between self-esteem and

locus of control was significant for both boys and girls.

A strong relationship between defending behavior and low GPA was

found for both boys and girls. Low self-esteem appeared related to low

GPA for girls only, and a relationship between external locus of

control and low GPA was found only for boys. The inter-action among



defending behavior, self-esteem and locus of control in relation to

GPA was not significant.

An analysis of the self-esteem item-placement scores revealed

significant differences between students in the high and low quartiles

in defending behavior for 15 items, suggesting meaningful differences

in the way these students see themselves. Low self-esteem students and

high self-esteem students appeared significantly different in how they

see themselves in 51 of the 53 Q-sort items, but their ideals were

significantly different in only 12 items--suggesting that "low self-

esteem" is affected more by negative attitude toward self than by

higher than average ideals.

Almost without exception, high self-esteem students, coping

students, internal students, and students with higher grades put

positive self-referent items closer to "like me" in the Q-sort than did

students with the opposite characteristics. Low self-esteem girls who

are defending and have low grades seemed to have very negative self-

concepts, and to be using the defense of sensitization. Defending boys

with external locus of control and low grades had self-Concepts similar

to those of other boys, and seemed to be defending by repression.

The findings were related to recent literature on guilt toward

parents as a motive for studying in Japan, and to frustrated dependency

wishes. The data suggested that the strong emphasis on academic

achievement is harming the self-esteem of most of the students in the

sample.

The results suggest that an attempt to help defending boys with

low grades in Japan should focus on helping them become more internal



in locus of control. They suggest that attempts to help defending

girls with low grades should be concentrated on helping them improve

in self-esteem.
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. The word "alternative" was inserted before my hypotheses in Chapter Iv -- yet
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following words . . .type of student as a statistical construct. In this
section the word "self-concept" . . .
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The first two items in Table 15-A plus the four showing signifi-
cant differences between coping and defending girls only read like
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confidence in Oyself to do many things." Ambition and confidence are ((end of p. 74))
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others more than even internal girls do, but external boys value this
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SELF-ESTEEM, LOCUS OF CONTROL, AND PERCEIVED DEFENDING
BEHAVIOR IN THE CLASSROOM IN RELATION TO GRADES

OF JUNIOR HIGH STUDENTS IN KOCHI, JAPAN

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship of

self-esteem and locus of control to defending behavior as perceived by

classmates in junior high school in Japan, and to examine the relation-

ship of all three of these to school grades. Will students with low

self-esteem and external locus of control be perceived by classmates

as engaging in defending behavior, and will they have relatively low

grades in relation to their I.Q.s? Conversely, will students with high

self-esteem and internal locus of control be perceived by classmates as

exhibiting coping behavior, and will they have relatively high grades

in relation to their I.Q.s? A survey of the research literature in

America suggests that these relationships exist, but the investigator

knows of no research either in America or in Japan where all these

variables have been researched together.

Background

In 1976 over half of the junior high school students in Tokyo were

attending private schools at night to supplement five and a half days

a week of public school education. (Asahi Evening News, Nov. 23, 1976)

On February 6, 1977 fifty-six ninth graders and their mothers

assembled in an inn near Osaka for ten days of intensive schooling

before the students took the entrance examination of Nada High School,

which regularly tops the list of entries into Tokyo University. The
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evening after that exam the group took a plane to Kyushu and the next

day began cramming for the entrance exam of LaSalle High School--also

famous for sending many graduates to Tokyo University. After that

test, those still without a school flew to Hokkaido for another exam

and then to Shikoku for a fourth! (Asahi Evening News, April 9, 1977)

The same intensity can be seen in entering some kindergartens:

The applicants to the best kindergartens are so numerous
that difficult examinations cannot sort the applicants ade-
quately, and a lottery is required to select the favored
few. Recently, special schools have been opened in Tokyo
to prepare three- and four-year-olds for the kindergarten
entrance examinations. (Vogel, 1971, p. 46)

These may be extreme cases, but they illustrate a national trend in

Japan' topressure children while they are still quite young to do well

in school in order to be able to enter prestigious universities. This

pressure continued to increase through the mid-1970s, and complaints

from parents and teachers were commonly reported in the mass media.

There is the following voice among teachers: "In the first
grade in primary school, 10 percent of the children can't
keep up with their studies. The percentage rises to 20 per-
cent in the second grade and 30 percent in the third grade.
By the time nine years of schooling in primary and junior
high school are completed, 90 percent of the children have
dropped behind." It has been said that the causes are cram-
ming-type education, because of excessive teaching material,
and speedy classes. (Asahi Evening News, Oct. 9, 1976)

Compulsory education in Japan continues through ninth grade,

with 93% of junior high graduates going on to high school and about

40% of high school graduates entering college. Entrance to high

school and college in most schools is by qualifying examination only.

Entrance to college appears to be very important to most Japanese

families today, even though only about one out of every ten parents of

college students has a college education (Asahi Evening News, July 7,

1978). Bell, speaking in Tokyo about Japan and the post-industrial

society, pointed out the reason when he said the educational system is

at the very heart of social change today: "society reproduces a class

system and the old property route is no longer the way of reproduction
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--the education system reproduces it" (Daniel Bell, Asahi Evening News,

Feb. 11, 1978). Bell seems to be saying that today education is the

road to attain what people in every society are said to be seeking:

power, prestige and position. Vogel (1971, p. 42) maintains that, as

most of the Japanese population is now urban, land is no longer a source

of economic security; thus security for one's children and for oneself

in his old age can only be obtained by seeing that one's children enter

a large company.

Although_Japan has developed into a modern society with an educa-

tional system that appears in many respects like that in America, it

would be wrong to assume that it functions just as it does in the

United States (see Black, 1966, p. 49). Nakane (1972, pp. 2-3) warned

that to label the distinctive characteristics of Japanese society

'feudal' or 'backward' and expect them to disappear when industriali-

zation reaches the same level as in the West is to take a biased view

of social change. Japan has developed into a highly competitive

industrial power while retaining its own culture. The functions of its

educational and economic institutions continue to reflect the unique-

ness of the Japanese cultural heritage in many ways that affect

psychological research in the public schools.

It would appear from many articles and books on Japanese society

and education today that the following distinctive characteristics of

Japan need to be considered to understand the psychological climate in

Japanese schools and how these characteristics might affect self-esteem

and locus of control and possibly defending behavior as well: (1) The

family system has remained in the fabric of Japanese society since

feudal days. It reveals itself in a (2) life-long employment system

and (3) cliquish hiring practices. This life-long employment system

has brought about (4) inter-generational mobility, which has made (5)

college entrance of paramount importance. This has led to a (6)

content-centered education that appears to be distorting the declared

purpose and function of education in Japan. One result of this has

been a pre-occupation with (7) success and failure by students and



their parents. These characteristics are reviewed and some of the

literary sources given in Appendix One.

The National Center for Educational Research conducted a survey

in 1975 from elementary through high school to study the attitudes of

students and teachers toward lifelong education. Part of their

conclusion regarding student attitudes follows:

Achievement motivation, the strength of the desire and
efforts for improvement, confidence, and dependence on
internal criteria in making decisions all tend to decline
steadily from elementary school to lower secondary school,
and further from lower to upper secondary school.
(National Institute for Educational Research, 1975, p. 100)

These researchers also surveyed the teachers' objectives for education

and found that one objective was "the development of the realistic and

accurate self-concept." It appears from this and other research that

many teachers in Japan today are showing considerable interest in

identifying the hindrances to academic and personal growth in their

students. However, this humanistic concern does not -yet seem to be

manifesting itself in helping students achieve more positive self-

concepts and take more responsibility for their own learning, and this

is one of the major concerns of the Japanese researchers quoted above.

From research reports like the one just quoted, from this investi-

gator's personal contacts with personnel at the National Institute for

Educational Research, and from contacts with many teachers in Kochi

Prefecture, it would appear that an investigation of self-esteem and

locus of control in relation to defending behavior in the junior high

classroom, and the relationship of all three of these variables to

school grades, would be a timely study.

Rationale

Maslow (1971) observed that two kinds of education are being

pursued today. He said that the chief concern of most teachers and
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other educators

is with efficiency, that is, implanting the greatest number
of facts into the greatest possible number of children with
a minimum of time, expense, and effort. On the other hand
there is the minority of humanistically oriented educators
who have as their goal the creation of better human beings.
(pp. 180-181)

The same two kinds of education are seemingly also being pursued in

Japan today. The first kind, emphasizing content, is more common;

this is revealed in many of the quotations in Appendix One. Rogers

seemed to be describing this type when he expressed six assumptions

teachers hold--judging from what they do rather than from what they say.

These six are: (1) The student cannot be trusted to pursue his own

learning; (2) evaluation is education and education is evaluation;

(3) presentation equals learning; (4) knowledge is the accumulation

of brick upon brick of content; (5) the truths are known;

(6) creative people develop from passive learners. (From Freedom to

Learn, pages 171-180)

Maslow, Rogers and many other authors insist that the school

should stimulate children's natural motivations, but instead it is

actually stifling them. Kagan (1966) suggested that three broad

motives stimulate the child to learn academic skills. The first motive

to develop is a desire for nurture, praise, and recognition by signifi-

cant others (p. 34). Schools in America and in Japan seem to be

appealing strongly to this motive, but Kagan pointed out that it is

extrinsic, and should yield to two intrinsic motives: the child's

desire to increase his perceived similarity to a model, and the desire

for competence and self-worth (pp. 34, 36). It is this third motive,

in which this investigator would include the clarification and enhance-

ment of the self-concept, that is said by Silberman and Fish and others

to be damaged most by education in schools today. Silberman main-

tained, "the proper kind of education gives meaning and direction to

the search for identity" (1970, pp. 335-336). Fish wrote about

American schools along the same lines:
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Everyone needs to feel that he is accomplishing something
and that he is adequate and competent. He can do that by
working productively on a.real task in which he can see the
results of his work. Only through experience can this need
be satisfied: it cannot be talked or therapized away. Self-
realization is another aspect of this drive. Every person
needs to feel that he is growing and becoming what he is able
to become. A school will either provide for these basic
needs or risk alienating its students. (1970, p. 106)

Silberman and Fish both contended that schools in America are aliena-

ting students by emphasizing extrinsic content and neglecting intrin-

sic growth (and with it the development of self-esteem).

As one student summed it up, "It's all a question of what
they want to produce, not what we want to become." The

result, at best, is to persuade students that knowledge has
no relation to them, no relevance for the kinds of lives
they will lead; at worst, it produces the kind of alienation,
the rejection of authority, the rejection of the whole notion
of culture, of discipline and of learning, with which we are
now contending. (Silberman, 1970, p. 336)

Both authors studied the schools during the period of often violent

revolt in America in the 1960s, but they seem to be describing an

enduring gap between what schools are doing and what students want and

need. Apparently the .situation in Japanese schools has not been

investigated as thoroughly as it has in American schools, but some

authors have written about an alienation of many students in Japan- -

this is especially true of authors who have worked with delinquents.

Children without academic ability, particularly the children
of poor parents, whose school records tend to be affected by
their social circumstances, lose all hope for the future and
react by abandoning themselves to enjoyment of the present.
Junior high school is the "parting of the ways" where decisions
about the future have to be taken, and this characteristic
of the Japanese education system, which closes off the path
to high social status as an adult at a very early age, is one
of the factors contributing to the high rate of delinquency
among fairly young children in Japan. (Iwai, 1974, p. 386)

The Japanese police were reported as saying that inability to follow

the lessons in school is the primary cause of the increasing dropout

rate, and all youth they caught involved in juvenile delinquency felt

frustrated and isolated while they were in school (Asahi Evening

News, August 15, 1977).
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Dissatisfaction with school experience in Japan does not appear

to be limited to the delinquent or dropout. A 1972 survey found that

72% of Japanese youth feel schools determine superiority and inferior-

ity by test scores alone and make light of human nature. It also

found that only 17% of Japanese students were satisfied with school

life (Youth Bureau, 1973b).

The present investigator has been a teacher of American Culture

and English at a private Japanese junior and senior high school for

six years. With small classes and very close contact with his students,

he has observed marked extremes in readiness to learn what he has

sought to teach: some students appear eager to enter into almost any

educational experience while others manifest a pervasive resistance to

almost any classroom subject. When he shared this observation with

Japanese teachers in the public schools in Kochi Prefecture, many of

them quickly responded that they experienced the same thing and consi-

dered this the greatest problem in their classrooms.

Bruner (1971) called these differences "coping" and "defending."

He studied defending students and concluded that defending is an

unconscious process and that it is very different from, and functions

in place of, coping. He equated coping with psychological health and

defending with psychological illness. McCall (1963) maintained that

all defenses may not be against anxiety, as Freud and others proposed,

but may be to safe-guard self-esteem. Bruner (1971) also seemed to

see defending as a protection of self-esteem. It would appear, then,

that an exploration.of defending behavior in the classroom should also

consider the self-esteem of the students. From the foregoing quota-

tions about education in Japan it would also appear important to find

out what is happening in the classrooms there to the self-concepts and

self-esteem of defending students.

The research literature suggests that at least one other variable

should be considered. Bruner, in an undated paper, stated that belief

in luck-versus-effort is also an extremely important factor in learn-

ing. This is the area Rotter (1966) called "locus of control." From
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the research literature it would appear to be distinct from self-

esteem, and also to be a potentially important dimension in understand-

ing defending behavior in the classroom.

Consequently, it seems plausible that low self-esteem, external

locus of control, and defending behavior may hinder students in their

academic and personal development. If this in fact does occur, there

should be a positive relationship between each of these variables and

low grades in school.

Population

The target population was eighth graders in public schools in

Kochi Prefecture (population about 800,000). The sampled population

was eighth graders in four public schools. Eighth graders were picked

for four reasons: (1) Eighth, grade would appear to be the junior

high_grade least.affected by other schools; since junior high in Japan

is quite different from elementary school, seventh grade is quite an

adjustment period, and ninth graders are under considerable pressure

to prepare for qualifying tests into high school. (2) A survey of

the literature did not show any cases of the Q-sort method being used

in Japan below eighth grade, and many seventh graders may lack the

maturity to handle it. (3) It has been found very difficult to get

class time to test ninth graders, and usually it is easier to gain

access to eighth grade classes. (4) Eighth grade is commonly con-

sidered a crucial year of adjustment and attitude change for many

students in Japan and appears to deserve special study.

Although it was decided to pick two eighth grade classes at

random in each of as many schools as would permit the testing, only

five schools agreed to our request and these schools insisted that all

of their eighth grade classes be tested as they felt it would be

discriminatory to test some classes and not others. Since random

sampling was not possible it could not be determined whether the

sample was representative or biased in some way. Since the schools
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tested were scattered throughout the prefecture and since the limita-

tions on what classes could be tested were imposed by the responses of

teachers and not by students, the investigator was aware of no biases

in the sample. However, special care should be exercised in general-

izing the results to the target population because of the lack of

randomization.

Fourteen classes were tested for a total of over 500 students,

but grades and I.Q.s were obtainable from only nine classes. Some

students were absent for one or more of the tests, and a few others

did not follow directions, but usable tests, grades and I.Q.S-were

obtained from a sample of 259 eighth graders.

Hypotheses

This study was developed to test the following hypotheses:

1. A significant relationship exists between habitual defending

behavior in the junior high classroom (as defined by peer report)

and level of self-esteem as measured by Q-sorts.

2. A significant relationship exists between habitual defending

behavior (as defined by peer report)and external locus of control

as measured by self-reports.

3. A significant relationship exists between low self-esteem and

external locus of control.

U. A significant relationship exists between defending behavior

(as defined by peer report) and grade point average.

5. A significant relationship exists between self-esteem and grade

point average.

6. A significant relationship exists between locus of control and

grade point average.

7. There is no significant inter-action among the three variables

(defending behavior, self-esteem and locus of control) in relation to

grade point average.
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Statistical Treatment

The following assumptions were made regarding the population and

statistical data used in this investigation: (1) the characteristics

being measured are normally distributed in the population; (2) the

data consists of multivariate observations--that is, the same popula-

tion of people was used to gather all data used to test the hypo-

theses; (3) all sets of observations are mutually independent;

(4) for each variable, variances are homogeneous; and (5) the data

scales for the dependent variables are between ordinal and interval.

The assumption could not be made that the data from the tests used in

this investigation are of the equidistant interval type, but McNemar

(1969, p. 431) makes a strong point that interval scales are not

necessary, provided the score distributions do not markedly depart

from normal form. The sample size was also large enough that the

requirement of equal units for the use of F, t and r was not consider-

ed necessary.

In consultation with Ken Kopecky of the Department of Statistics

at Oregon State University, regression analysis using multiple

regression was selected as potentially the most effective tool to test

hypotheses one, two and three.

1. To test hypotheses one and two, I.Q. was "statistically controlled"

and the F statistic and level of significance between defending

behavior and self-esteem (H1) and locus of control (H2) computed

and reported.

2. To test hypothesis three, with I.Q. "controlled," the F statistic

and level of significance between locus of control and self-esteem

were computed and reported.

3. To test hypotheses four, five and six Analysis of Covariance was

used to control I.Q. statistically and compute and report the F

statistic and level of significance between school grades and de-

fending behavior (H4), self-esteem (H5), and locus of control (H6).
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4. To test hypothesis seven Analysis of Covariance was used to

measure and report the F statistic and level of significance in the

inter-action among the three variables--defending behavior, self-

esteem and locus of. control--in relation to grade point average.

The hypotheses were accepted or rejected on the basis of the .05

level of significance. The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

programmed on the Oregon State University CYBER 70 Model 73 computer

was used for the statistical treatment.

Definitions

1. CLASSROOM. In Japan the junior high students remain in their

home room together for most of their classes. A teacher comes into

the room, teaches a subject for 50 minutes and then leaves.

2. COPING BEHAVIOR. "Action that enables one to adjust to the

environment, to get something done." (English and English, 1958)

Various authors include in the term "coping" persistence, courage,

problem-solving efforts that tax the person's adaptive resources

(Coelho and others, 1974, pp. 64, 250-251) and active, effective

action towards one's environment (Kroeber, 1963, p. 179).

For the purposes of this research, coping behavior will be considered

to be working at lessons and co-operating with others in accomplish-

ing classroom and school-related tasks as defined by the items on

the Behavior Rating Scale peer-rating used in this investigation.

A "coper" refers to one typified by coping behavior.

3. DEFENDING BEHAVIOR. It is defending as an observable behavior,

rather than defensiveness as a disposition or the defense mechanisms

as unconscious processes, that are of concern in this investigation.

While assuming with the great bulk of the professional literature

that the process of defending is a largely unconscious process and

coping is a largely conscious one (McCall, 1963), defending behavior

is seen from Bruner's viewpoint that it is behavior different from,

and in place of, coping behavior. It is operationally defined as
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not working at lessons and not co-operating with others in accom-

plishing school-related tasks. This is determined by the student

not being reported as coping by his classmates on an item on the

Behavior Rating Scale peer-rating.

A "defender" is one who is typified by defending behavior.

4. EXTERNAL CONTROL. "The perception of positive and/or negative

events as being unrelated to one's own behavior in certain

situations and therefore beyond personal control." (Rotter, 1966)

External control is operationally defined by obtaining a high score

on the locus of control test used in this investigation by selecting

a comparatively large number of items that indicate a belief in

external control.

An "external" 'refers to one typified by belief in external control.

5. INTERNAL CONTROL. "The perception of positive and/or negative

events as being a consequence of one's own actions and therefore

under personal control." (Rotter, 1966)

Internal control is operationally defined as obtaining a low score

on the locus of control test used in this investigation by selecting

a comparatively large number of items that indicate a belief in

internal control.

An "internal" refers to one typified by belief in internal control.

6. SCHOOL GRADES. The grades of junior high students in public

schools in Kochi Prefecture, Japan are derived from content-centered

mid-term and term-end tests and reported on a five-point scale, with

five as the highest and one as an unsatisfactory (but not failing)

grade. School grades for the purposes of this research are the

average for the basic school subjects (English, Japanese, mathematr

ics, science, social studies) of the students in the sampled popu-

lation for the term or terms in which testing was done. Grades in

two schools were adjusted mathematically to make the mean grade of

the eighth grade in all the schools roughly equivalent.

7. SELF-CONCEPT.

The self-concept, or self-structure, is defined by Rogers
as an organized, fluid but consistent, conceptual pattern
of the characteristics of the 'I' or the 'me' which are
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admissible into awareness, together with the values attached
to those concepts. . . . this self-concept is seen as the
criterion determining the 'repression' or awareness of
experiences and as exerting a regulatory effect upon
behavior. (Butler and Haigh, in Rogers and Dymond (1954))

In Chapter IV and Chapter V the term "self-concept" will be used in

the more restricted sense of the portion of the universe of self-

concept that is measured by the 53 items of the Q-sort used in this

investigation.

8. SELF-ESTEEM. As a psychological construct, Robinson and Shaver

(1969) define self-esteem as follows:

By self-esteem we refer to the evaluation which the indivi-
dual makes and customarily maintains with regard to himself:
it expresses an attitude of approval or disapproval, and
indicates the extent to which the individual believes him-
self to be capable, significant, successful, and worthy.

For this investigation, self-esteem is operationally defined as the

degree of satisfaction with the self as measured by correspondence

between the self-sort and the ideal-sort on the Japanese version of

the Butler-Haigh Q-sort used in this study.

(a) Self-sort refers to a subject's putting a group of written self-

referent cards in order on a continuum according to whether he

considers that reference is "very like me" or "not at all like me."

(b) Ideal-sort refers to a subject's putting the self-referent cards

in order on a continuum according to whether that reference is

"very much as I want to be" or "very much as I don't want to be."

(c) Mother-sort refers to the subject's putting the same self-

referent cards in order on a continuum according to whether he

considers that reference is "very much as my mother thinks I am"

or "not at all as my mother thinks I am."

A "low-esteem" individual is one who has comparatively large

discrepancies in item placements between his self-sort and ideal-

sort and so has a high score on the self-esteem Q-sort.

A "high-esteem" individual is one with a low score on the self-esteem

Q-sort.
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Importance of the Study

This study would appear to be important for at least three

reasons. Psychological theory has advanced to where important atti-

tudinal antecedents to defending behavior as a theoretical hindrance

to personal and academic growth seem identifiable, but adequate methods

for measuring those attitudes apparently are still in the developmental

stage. Variables like self-esteem, locus of control, and defending

behavior would appear to need repeated testing with different social

and cultural samples in order to identify better the universes involved

and develop more adequate reservoirs of testing measures. It is anti-

cipated that this, research will be another small step in this

direction.

Secondly, if a positive relationship between defending behavior

in the classroom and poor grades is demonstrated, this should call

attention to some of the hindrances to academic and personal develop-

ment in the junior high classroom in Japan. Also, if significant rela-

tionships between self-esteem and/or locus of control and defending

behavior in the classroom are discovered this should suggest to

Japanese educators that more attention should be given to these

personality variables in school in order to reduce defensiveness and

promote both academic and personal growth.

The third reason is more local. This investigator, when leading

seminars for Japanese teachers on effective English teaching methods

in Kochi Prefecture, Japan, has been involved in many discussions about

students with negative attitudes toward English and what can be done

about these attitudes. There is general agreement in most of these

discussions that the greatest hindrance is in the attitudes of these

students toward learning in general. It is hoped that there will be

practical applications of the insights gained from this research in

seeking to overcome attitudinal hindrances to learning in Kochi

Prefecture.
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Limitations of the Study

1. The reliability and validity of attitude scales is a matter of

debate in professional circles, but the literature indicates that

with improved instruments such scales are reaching a more acceptable

level in the United States. Reliability and validity research does

not appear to be as advanced in Japan as in the U.S., but what

appeared to the investigator to be the most theoretically and

methodologically defensible instruments available on the basis of a

survey of the professional literature were used.

(a) Self-concept research seems to have developed only to the point

where an assessment of self-regard or self-esteem can be relied on

for statistical analysis, so only this dimension was assessed in

testing the hypotheses.

(b) Locus of control seems at present a more manageable concept to

measure. On the basis of research in America and in Japan, there

was a solid basis for anticipating that junior high school students

could be divided into "internal" and "external" in locus of

control.

(c) Coping and Defending research appears to be still in its

infancy, but observed patterns of coping and defending can

apparently be assessed.

2. Translation between English and Japanese is always a problem as

exact meaning equivalents do not always exist._ Material translated

into Japanese was retranslated into English, compared with the

original, and discrepant items in Japanese changed to reflect the

original meaning as closely as possible.

3. Although tests were selected that demonstrated relatively high

reliability and validity in research in America, it was necessary

to change them to fit the time limitations imposed by the schools

tested and to respond to the criticisms voiced by classroom

teachers during the pilot study.

(a) Only 53 of the 73 Butler-Haigh Q-Sort items appearing in Robin-

son and Shaver (1969) were used in this investigation. Although
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these were picked on the basis of high reliability, validity and

discriminating power from the results of the pilot study, most of

the items were simplified in wording because the tester reported

that students asked many questions about the meanings of the items.

Support for the reliability and validity of the revised Q-sort

items was obtained in the high internal consistency demonstrated

in the results of the self-sort (Goode and Hatt, 1952, pp. 270-

276).

(b) Locus of Control items already in Japanese that were reported

by others as having high reliability and validity were used in

this investigation. Rotter (1975) claims the locus of control

scale is additive and he supports the adding and deleting of items

with new populations of people to obtain better measures of locus

of control, so it was assumed that the item reliability and

validity of the questions used in this investigation were retained

in the final scale.

(c) The Behavior Rating Scale was changed to meet the strong

criticism of Japanese teachers that students should not be asked

to rate the negative qualities of their classmates. Kajita's

research showed high reliability and validity of the Behavior Rat-

ing Scale for topers, and this would appear to apply to the first

seven_items of the scale used in this investigation as they are

the same items he used. Three new items were added for this

investigation, and the results showed that all ten item scores and

the total score are significantly related to the variables tested

by the hypotheses.

4. As grades in America commonly include more than a straightforward

assessment of the student's academic achievement, validity of school

grades would appear to be a serious limitation. However, this would

seem to be much less of a limitation in Japan because of the

following reasons:

(a) In junior high school, owing to the great emphasis on advancing

into high school and then into college, grades in the basic school
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subjects (English, Japanese, mathematics, science, social studies)

are reported by Japanese teachers to be almost always derived from

content-centered mid-term and term-end tests without including the

teacher's evaluation of the behavior of the student. (The other

subjects taught in junior high are art, health, music, and shop

or homemaking.)

(b) The practice in Japan is for the same teacher to teach the same

subjects to all the classes in a given grade level, and the same

test is given to all the students in a grade level. A junior high

teacher in Japan is licensed to teach a certain subject, and

usually teaches only that subject.

5. Schools were very reluctant to sacrifice class time for the

testing. Because of this, testing that could be done in three or

four hours was chosen. The sample had to be limited to five schools,

as other schools refused class time. One of the schools tested

adamantly refused to divulge grades and I.Q.s.

6. Japanese people often tend to take a "public position" (tatemae)

on issues rather than reveal their true feelings (honne), and some-

times respond to surveys the way they think the questioner wants

them to or to be seen in a better light by others. For this reason

it was emphasized to the subjects that no one in their school would

see their answers and non-school personnel administered the tests.

Numbers were used in the place of names on the test papers to

strengthen the appearance of anonymity. In a pilot test in Spring,

1976, 38 students were given a lie-test as part of an 8-factor

standardized test and all results were acceptable--so honest

responses in the main study were assumed.

7. The investigator, as a foreigner, was a potentially contaminating

variable in the testing. For this reason the testing was done by

volunteer Japanese personnel and the investigator was not associated

with the testing in the students' knowledge.



II. SURVEY OF LITERATURE

Introduction

Two assumptions underlying this investigation are that behavior

is an expression of the attitudes a person holds toward himself and

his environment and that these attitudes can to some degree be

identified and measured. Another assumption is that students'

attitudes affect the grades they receive i school.

A survey of the research literature suggested that the coping-

defending dimension is a potentially testable variable in seeking to

understand classroom behavior. The professional literature also

suggested that self-esteem and locus of control are theoretically two

of the most important attitudes to study in the effort to understand

classroom behavior. Personal discussions with teachers in Japan

suggest that grades are seen there as a measure of content-centered

achievement.

Coping-Defending

In this section reference will be made to American research

related to the investigation, and then two of the major works on

coping will be examined in detail to present the theoretical framework

for this study. The relationship of self-esteem to coping-defending

and the relationship of defending to coping will also be introduced

with these two major works as reference. Next, research most directly

related to this investigation of coping-defending will be introduced.

General Research in America. Several studies suggest that coping-

defending can be studied even in children. Heider and Murphy found

the precursors of coping styles and defense mechanisms in two-months

old infants (Murphy, 1960, p. 144). Hughes (1967) studied the

18
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self-concepts, I.Q.s, reading achievement, and anxiety of 51 sixth

graders and found that children with positive self-concepts dealt more

effectively with the effects of distraction and earned higher grades

than did children with negative self-concepts. Schimek (1968, p. 578)

gave a battery of perceptual and projective tests to 28 boys at ages

10, 14 and again at 17 and found support for the assumption that an

individual's prevailing defense style is set fairly early in develop-

ment and becomes an enduring and stable part of his character structure.

Credo (1970) found relationships between certain types of defense-

mechanisms and locus of control.

Major Works. The first major work studied for the present investiga-

tion was Psychological Stress and the Coping Process by Lazarus (1966).

From the theory and experimental material presented in this book on

defenses, five assumptions can be made:

(a) Defenses are largely unconscious (p. 78).

(b) Individuals tend to use the same defenses in a variety of

situations; that is, defenses are dispositional (p. 242, p. 244).

(c) Low self-esteem and defensive dispositions are related (p. 250).

(d) Emotions are responses rather than the sources of responses. "In

this book emotions have been treated as consequences, rather than

causes, of reactions "(p. 250).

(e) Denial removes consciousness of threat. "Defenses are psycholo-

gical maneuvers in which the individual deceives himself about the

actual conditions of threat" (p. 266).

The second major work studied was Coping and Adaptation by

Coelho, Hamburg and Adams (editors, 1974). This book deals with all

five of the themes Lazarus did, as mentioned above, but the authors

emphasized the problem-solving function of coping (pp. 250-251).

In Chapter Ten of Coping and Adaptation, Lazarus, Averill and

Opton reviewed the research literature and observed,

One is left with the clear impression that a great deal of

thinking and research must still be done before the coping
dispositions and processes implied in the above defense

polarities are understood. Measures must be developed for

coping processes so that the underlying theory can be

verified and changed by empirical research. (p. 256)
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Although research on coping is fraught with difficulties, Lazarus et

al. stated that this research does deal with behaviors that are

important to human adaptation (p. 259). They posit three theoretical-

ly testable dimensions of coping-defending: situational (ecological

and stimulus conditions), dispositional (personality traits, beliefs

and cognitive styles), and behavioral (coping responses), and indicated

all three have been measured many times. They reported that situa4

tional variables have been commonly measured in laboratory settings

but with little success in generalizing to life situations (p. 306).

They further stated that dispositional variables suffer from theore-

tical orientations that are hard to reconcile from one experiment to

another and also suffer from the complexity of human dispositions.

This chapter suggests that the behavioral dimension is the most

manageable dimension to measure, considering the present state of

theory and research. However, these researchers warned that in

investigating behavior, inferences about coping can seldom be made

from isolated reactions but such inferences should take into consider-

ation the entire patterning of responses and the situation in which

they occur (p. 278). Furthermore, they noted that self-reports are

not suitable here (p. 275). So it would seem that the coping-defending

dimension is best measured by observers' reports of patterns of

behavior in a natural setting like a classroom.

Coping-Defending in Relation to Self-Esteem. Several writers in

Coping and Adaptation show that the concepts of "self" and "self-

esteem" are important in coping-defending theory. In Chapter Four,

White refers to several theorists who maintain "that defenses are not

understandable without a concept of self," defense mechanisms arise

from self-deception in order to maintain or restore self-esteem, and

that "the fundamental human motive is the maintenance and enhancement

of the self" (pp. 59-60). White also said,

One thing that must be enhanced if possible, and desperately
maintained if necessary, is the level of self-esteem. In

part this shows itself as a struggle to keep intact a satis-

factory self-picture, in part as attempts to preserve a sense

of competence, an inner assurance that one can do the things
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necessary for a satisfactory life. . . . No adaptive strategy
that is careless of the level of self-esteem is likely to be
any good. (p. 61)

Moos, in Chapter 12, and Coelho, in Chapter 13, also maintain that

self-esteem is one of the most important antecedents to human coping

behavior (p. 366 and p. 435 respectively). It follows then that self-

esteem is potentially an important attitudinal variable to investigate

in the present study.

Is Defending Part of Coping? Another issue that seems important to

this investigation is whether defending is an activity within coping

or an activity different from, and in avoidance of, coping. Murphy

(in Coping and Adaptation, p. 76, and as quoted in Lazarus, 1966,

p. 268) pointed out that children with physical handicaps use defense

mechanisms in the total process of coping, especially when the child

is confronted with threats that cannot be mastered at his current state

of development. But Bruner maintained,

I should like to consider one of the differences between
psychological health and illness--the distinction between
coping and defending. And I should like to limit the
matter further by concentrating upon the reflections these
cast on a human being's intellectual life. Coping respects
the requirements of problems we encounter while still
respecting our integrity. Defending is a strategy whose
objective is avoiding or escaping from problems for which
we believe there is no solution that does not violate our
integrity of functioning. Integrity of functioning is some
required level of self-consistency of style, a need to solve
problems in a manner consistent with our most valued life

enterprises. . . . Yet, notwithstanding that there is always
a mixture of coping and defending in dealing with life as we

find it, I would urge that we distinguish sharply between
the two processes. (1971, pp. 129-130)

In the end, then, we too were impressed by the sharpness
of the difference between coping and defending. When the

child could meet the requirements of the tasks set him,
the spreading pattern of defenses would fade. . . . What

seems clearest to me is that there is a deep discontinuity

between the two not only in their objectives but also in
the nature of the processes involved. (Ibid., p. 146)

Bruner studied children with learning problems, children whose

defenses did interfere with their ability to cope with schoolwork.

He concluded that defending is an unconscious process and that it is
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very different from, and functions in place of, coping. It is defend-

ing in Bruner's sense of the word, not the short-term "emergency use"

of defense mechanisms referred to by Murphy, that is being investi-

gated in this study, and the research design will seek to measure only

this long-term defending.

A review of the literature on coping-defending seems to support

Lazarus' evaluation that psychological theory is further advanced than

psychological measurement, and that more experimental research is

needed to test and perhaps modify theory. While acknowledging the

insufficiencies in both theory and methodology, the present investi-

gation is an attempt to contribute to the pool of empirical knowledge

of coping-defending and to do it with a new population, eighth grade

students in Kochi, Japan.

Cross-National Study of Coping Styles. Robert Peck of Texas University

led the investigation most directly related to this research: a cross-

national study of coping styles that included Japan. In 1965 he wrote

in an unpublished report:

Any response to a problem situation, whether in real life,
or in a measure such as the story completion, can thus be
classified in one of the eight cells in the following
diagram of "coping styles":
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Of these three dimensions (instrumental-expressive, active-passive,

coping-noncoping), only the coping-noncoping or coping-defending

dimension is considered evaluative; the other dimensions may vary from

culture to culture without affecting mental health or achievement.

Peck expanded on this theory in 1967 and 1968 and described a cross-

national study in Brazil, England, Germany, Italy, Japan, Mexico and

the United States.

The central goal of this project is to identify and develop
ways of measuring styles of coping with work related problems
among children and youth in the various countries. The ulti-
mate aim is to increase our knowledge of the coping skills
needed to achieve academic and vocational competence, so that
future policies and practices in vocational as well as general
education can be wisely designed. (Peck and Stenning, 1967,

P. 3)

The populations chosen were working-class children, ages ten and 14,

and middle-class children the same ages. Occupational values and cop-

ing styles were studied. A story-completion test was devised to measure

Peck's three dimensions measured above. Coping styles were also

studied using TAT, peer-reports, self-reports, teacher-reports, and

parent-reports of the children's behavior. To this investigator's

knowledge, the results of this research have not yet been published

A seven-volume report in English was begun in 1972, but its circulation

was evidently limited to those involved in the project.

The Japanese portion of Peck's cross-national study has only been

partially reported. Bulletin 74 of the National Institute for Educa-

tional Research (1970) gives some of the theory behind it, and Bulletin

75 (1970) gives some of the research findings. In the latter, Kajita

reported that a seven-item peer-rating of coping-noncoping was given

to one school first term and a ten-item test to the same students third

term. Peck's original format was used first term, with students re-

porting the 25 per cent of classmates who coped best and the 25 per

cent who coped least, with the middle 50 per cent not reported on.

But third term he had them report only on the 10 per cent who coped

best. The reason for the change (Kajita, personal communication) was

that students reported very few classmates as non-coping, making the

measure for non-copers in Peck's original format invalid. Kajita
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reported a high correlation between those designated as coping on both

tests. He divided the items on each test into four groupings: (1)

positiveness in doing lessons; (2) characteristic ways of doing les-

sons; (3) inter-personal relations; (4) taking care of inner feel-

ings. The population was ten-year-old and 14-year-old boys and girls

from upper lower-class homes and the same from upper middle-class

homes. Throughout the four groupings social class differences were

striking, with upper middle-class boys and girls significantly more

coping. He concluded that either the economic stability and intellec-

tual richness of middle-class homes help children develop their poten-

tial more fully, or children consider parents' occupations when

evaluating their peers.

It appears, therefore, that social class is an important factor

in coping and defending in Japan. Unfortunately, the schools in Kochi,

the site of this investigation, did not divulge social-class informa-

tion on their students. The reason seems to be that this is related

to the so-called "outcaste-community" issue and that this was a very

sensitive issue at the time of this investigation, especially because

of the high concentration of these communities in the Kochi area.

Self-Concept and Self-Esteem

The literature strongly suggests self-concept as a potentially

fruitful area to explore in seeking to understand the antecedents of

coping-defending. But self-concept research has suffered from the

lack of a universally accepted definition of the term and from

difficulties in devising adequate means to measure it.

Self-concept is central in Roger's psychotherapy and is of vital

interest to most psychologists who work with defending students. Ells-

worth noted (unpublished lecture), "I don't think you can change any-

body's behavior permanently or lastingly unless you do something with

(his) self-concept; that's the main root of the tree."
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In the United States. Self-concept appears to be one of the most

researched variables in personality theory in the past twenty years in

America, though Wylie (1974) notes that most research on self-concept

is actually measuring self-esteem. A brief review of the research is

all that is essential for this chapter.

One of the most common measurements of self-concept and self-

esteem is the Q-sort. Rogers first used this in a study in 1951, and

Butler and Haigh described the relationship of this measure to Rogers'

self-theory in Psychotherapy and Personality Change (1954). Because

this description is the basis of the construct validity of the self-

esteem measure used in this investigation, Butler and Haigh will be

quoted at length:

Let us first consider the basic logic involved in arriving
at some operational use of this construct. We start with
the notion of Rogers that the self-concept consists of an
organized conceptual pattern of the "I" or "me" together
with the values attached to those concepts. This implies
that many single self-perceptions, standing in relation each
to the other, exist for the same individual. It is quite
possible for the individual to order these self-percepts
along a subjective or psychophysical continuum from "unlike
me" to "like me." Thus, if a given characteristic such as
"intelligence" is held by the individual to apply to him-
self, this characteristic may be perceived by the individual
to be more or less like himself than another characteristic,
such as "introversion." . . . Thus one assumption is that
the individual is able to make this type of judgment about
his self-perceptions and to order them along a continuum.
(p. 55)

This is the theoretical basis of the self-sort. Butler and Haigh

went on to explain the logic behind the ideal-sort.

This subjective scale does not, however, yield any clues as
to the values attached to the self-concepts. For instance,
an individual might say, "I am intelligent and glad of it"
(or "I am not stupid and glad of it"). . . . In order to
take care of this crisscross of metrics, we introduce the
notion of the ideal self-concept. This is here defined as
the organized conceptual pattern of characteristics and
emotional states which the individual consciously holds as
desirable (and undesirable) for himself. The assumption is
that the individual is able to order hid self-perceptions
along a continuum of value from "whpt I would most like to
be" to "what I would least like to be" or, more briefly,
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from "like my ideal" to "unlike my ideal." This subjective

scale could then yield a distribution of the same character-
istics or self-perceptions which were ordered along the scale
of "like me" and "unlike me." (pp. 55-56)

They concluded the description by explaining how they obtained an

index of self-esteem.

The discrepancy between the placements of a given charac-
teristic on the self scale and the ideal scale would yield
an indication of self-esteem. It would indicate operation-
ally not only the way in which the individual perceived
himself as possessing this given characteristic but the
degree to which he values this state. The discrepancies

between the self and ideal on all these characteristics
would yield an index of self-esteem or self-value. (p. 56)

Rogers (1954) used a 100-item Q-sort based on this theory with a

therapy and a control group. He found that the therapy group improved

significantly in self-esteem after a series of therapy sessions, but

found the control group relatively stable in self-esteem.

Bruce (1958) and Coopersmith (1959) found that self-esteem could

be measured in fifth and sixth graders, but neither used Q-sorts. No

examples were found in the research literature that used Q-sorts with

children under the junior high age.

Engel (1959) used Q-sorts to test the self-concepts of eighth

graders and tested them again two years later and found a test-retest

correlation of .78. This study suggested that what the author called

"self-concept" is relatively stable by eighth grade, especially among

those with more positive self-concepts.

Fitch (1970) tested locus of control and self-esteem and manipu-

lated feedback given to college students and found that

low-self-esteem subjects who received failure feedback
attributed significantly more causality to internal
sources than did high-self-esteem subjects who received

failure feedback. (p. 313)

Wylie (1974) dealt with the viability and methodology of self-

concept research in America as exhaustively as seems possible in one

volume. She maintains that, since self-reports are essential in self-

concept testing, construct validity is the necessary validity.

(Projective tests have the problem that no inference can be made as to
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conscious processes in the responses.) In summarizing a long section

on the suitability of self-ideal discrepancies, she stated,

In short, a discrepancy between self and stated ideal for
self seems plausibly to be an experience about which S
should be able to report, and which phenomenologists should
attempt to index and use in research, since such an approach
is consistent with their theorizing. (p. 94)

It would appear from Wylie, also, that the Q-sort technique is the

most theoretically-defensible method of measuring self-esteem in use

today. For a more thorough treatment of the defensibility of this

type of test, the reader is referred to pages 38-123 of Wylie (1974)

under the title, "Analysis of Problems in Measuring Self-Referent

Constructs." Many of the problems relevant to the research in this

dissertation are covered there.

For other pertinent research see Jones and Mussen (1958), Shaw

and Alves (1963) Griffith (1966), Katz and Zigler (1967), Rasmussen

(1964), and Wessman and Ricks (1966).

In Japan. There have been a few studies in Japan on self-concept.

Atsumi and Hoshino (1960) studied relationships between self-attitudes

and adjustment level of 44 eighth graders, as rated by peer-group

members. Yoshikawa (1960) studied the self-consciousness of junior

and senior high students in relation to self-acceptance. Shiino

(1966) studied five kinds of self-concepts (present self, ideal self,

friend's self, mother's self, father's self) in relation to the

Yatabe-Guilford Personality Inventory. ("Friend's self" would be the

individual as he thinks his friend sees him.) He found the discrep-

ancies between present self and all four of the others to be indices

of emotional adjustment.

Kajita wrote four articles on self-esteem (1966, 1967a, 1967b,

1968), of which the last seems to be the most important. Using 133

high school students, he studied their "self-image," "ideal self-

image," "the image of the other person," "the inference of the other

person's cognition concerning the subject," and "the inference of the

other person's self-image." He found that students with high self-
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esteem considered others to be more similar to themselves and to their

ideal selves than did students with low self-esteem.

Nagato (1973) observed that "the reciprocity tendency (wish for

high evaluations from others regardless of self-evaluation) in 64

seventh graders was stronger than the "consistency tendency" (wish

for evaluations from others consistent with self-evaluation). He

did not generalize his findings to other age groups.

None of these studies used the Q-sort method. Four research

studies using Q-sorts to measure self-concepts or self-esteem in

Japan were found. Kato and Sorita (1961) studied the self, ideal self

and ideal opposite-sex concepts of 54 college students. They found a

significant similarity between the self-concept and the ideal self-

concept and a tendency to appreciate in the opposite sex traits sub-

jects lacked in their self-concept. A tendency toward introspection

or self-reflection was found in students with greater discrepancies

between self and ideal self-concepts.

Saji (1961) studied self-concepts of college students, but the

research report is now unavailable. His Q-sort items were reported

in a later study of group counseling (Kanazawa University, 1972).

Nagashima's research (1961) appears to be the most related to the

present study. He had eighth graders do five Q-sorts, present-self,

mother-self ("Sort these cards to describe yourself as your mother

thinks of you."), friend-self, father-self, and ideal-self. A

Personality Diagnostic Test was also given. Then group therapy was

given to an experimental group for three weeks (nine sessions).

These findings seemed to show that the discrepancy between

present-self and friend-self and the discrepancy between

present-self and mother-self are associated with psychologi-

cal maladjustment and more valid and effective as measures
of adjustment than the discrepancy between present-self and

ideal-self. . . . When the subjects who obtained extremely
high scores in the subtest of lie scale and hence were assumed

to be defensive were excluded, the statistically significant

correlations were found between self-ideal DS and scores of

Personality Diagnostic Test. (Nagashima, 1961, p. 180)

Nagashima takes the position that the present-self and ideal-self
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discrepancy is insufficient to categorize people as adjusted or

maladjusted, and an adequate experimental design would include not

only the former as Rogers advocates but would also include the discrep-

ancy between how a subject sees himself and his notion of how an

intimate-other sees him. Nagashima observed that self-deal discrep-

ancies did not decrease during "successful" therapy, but he divided

subjects into an adjusted control group and a maladjusted experimental

group and his whole treatment seemingly emphasized adjustment. In

response to Nagashima's findings, it was decided to include a

"mother-sort" as part of the present study.

None of these researchers reported using achievement in any form

in their studies using the Q-sort method.

Locus of Control

The term "locus of control" usually refers to the Internal Versus

External Control of Reinforcement (I-E) Scale that Rotter (1966)

devised in 1962, or to what this scale is intended to measure, though

many others have revised or added to this scale or have substituted

other scales purported to measure the same thing. Although the universe

of locus of control has never been defined, most of the research studies

investigated claim that what they are measuring is an important factor

in personality and has predictive validity or is related to mental

health.

In the United States. In the last ten years a great many studies on

locus of control have been made, but only a few can be reported here.

Rotter (1966) gathered 100 forced-choice items, some from an earlier

study by Phares and James, and, after eliminating items with high corre-

lation to the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale, retained 23

items to form the Internal Versus External Control of Reinforcement (I-

E) Scale. He reported test-retest reliability ratings over two months

of .49 to .83. Crandall, Katkovsky and Crandall (1965) developed a

children's I-E scale and tested 923 students from third through twelfth
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grade, finding test-retest reliability over two months significant at

.001. The test had predictive validity, and they found self-

responsibility was already established by third grade. McGhee and

Crandall (1968) related locus of control to academic performance, test-

ed 134 third, seventh and tenth graders, and found children "who are

highly internal . . . consistently attain higher academic performance

scores" and that low grades were associated with external-control

scores. Messer (1972) tested 78 fourth-graders and found,

Internals were shown to have higher grades and achievement
test scores than externals even when IQ and cognitive
impulsivity were statistically controlled. Boys who took

credit for their academic successes and girls who accepted
blame for their failures were those most likely to have high-
er grades and higher achievement test scores. (p. 1456)

These studies didn't show whether locus of control is a cause of

higher grades or vice versa, but they revealed a close relationship

Ryckman, Gold and Rodda (1971) tested 345 college undergraduates

with anagrams and reported,

The present study also highlights the need for a theoretical
and empirical exploration of the relationship between the
locus of control and chronic self-esteem variables. Al-

though other interpretations are possible, it may be that
high-self-esteem internals are individuals who have learned
to profit from their mistakes, as well as from their suc-

cesses. They may be capable of trying new problem-solving
strategies after failure, in particular, which ultimately
helps ensure success on given tasks. . . . In contrast,

low-self-esteem internals may not possess the same degree
of flexibility because they have become convinced that they

lack the requisite skills to be successful, no matter what
adjustments they make. (p. 309)

Lefcourt (1972) surveyed the locus of control research from its

beginnings. He reported over a dozen studies indicating internals

are more resistant to influence than externals are. He wrote, "The

overwhelming majority of studies . . . do report positive association

between internality and achievement behavior and do so despite a wide

range of measuring devices for the locus of control" (p. 18). He

found one study that "found that a sense of personal control chara-

cterized successful students regardless of the socioeconomic status

of the home" (p. 18). He noted that,
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While some of the writers mentioned above have advanced the
position that internals are more defensive in the face of
threat than externals, the larger group of studies concerning
cognitive activity, the willingness to defer gratification,
and the response to success and failure experiences argue
against the interpretation emphasizing defensiveness. (p. 22)

Individual and group therapy was seen to increase internal control

(p. 31). Lefcourt observed that "it may be concluded that I-E has

already proved to be a fruitful research area" (p. 32), and

It is obvious that when I-E is paired with other related
but distinct variables such as self-esteem and differenti-
ation, more powerful prediction of the criteria under
investigation becomes possible. (p. 32)

So it would appear that locus of control can be used in this investi-

gation with some confidence that it is an important and testable

variable.

Other relevant research was conducted by Crandall and Lacey

(1972), Hummel and Sprinthall (1965), Eisenman (1972), Sherman (1972),

Diamond and Shapiro (1973), and Lefcourt, Hogg, Struthers and Holmes

(1975).

Several studies, including some of ethnic minorities in the

United States, have demonstrated that Rotter's scale is not uni-

dimensional. These include Gurin, Gurin, Lao and Beattie (1969), Lao

(1970), Mirels (1970), and Joe (1971). Lao (1970) found that blacks

differ from whites on items dealing with non-personal control, and

scores on personal control items for blacks seem to function like the

whole locus of control score for whites.

In Japan. Locus of control has apparently featured in only about

half a dozen studies reported in Japan by the end of 1976. The

National Institute for Educational Research in Tokyo co-operated with

a cross-cultural study by Parsons and Schneider beginning in 1970,

but this study was not published in Japan. Nakamura (1968) studied

2,628 under- and over-achievers from elementary school through college

and found "feelings of responsibility" a significant factor, but he

did not measure locus of control. Yoshida and Shirakashi (1975) test-

ed 140 eleventh-grade girls, manipulated success and failure feedback,
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and found the internal-control girls rated their own behavior high in

the success condition but low in the failure condition, whereas

external-control girls rated themselves the opposite. Others rated

the internal-control girls high in the success condition and low in

the failure condition also. A Japanese translation of Rotter's scale

was used in this experiment. Jiroomaru (1975) gave a translation of

Ratter's scale to 212 college students and also tested cognitive

patterns toward values. She concluded "that expectancy regarding

Internal-External Control, as a personality variable, is an acceptable

concept for understanding the cognitive process of the individual.

Internals tend to choose theoretical, social, political and physical

values while Externals tend to choose aesthetical and economic values."

The major study in Japan affecting this investigation was by

Hayamizu (1973), who developed a locus of control scale around 1972.

He first translated Rotter's 23 items into Japanese and gave them to

99 college girls. Then he selected the 13 items from this scale that

contributed most to the final scores and added seven new items for

his Form I. He gave Form I to 1535 Japanese of all ages as a validi-

ty study based on three criteria: (1) with increased age, people

become more internal; (2) company managers are more internal than

employees; (3) people with a more positive view of life are more

internal than those with a negative view of life. Results indicated

that men over 40 were more internal than those under 40, but no clear

difference was found with women; his second and third assumptions were

confirmed.

Hayamizu also gave Form I to 145 college girls and retested them

three weeks later. Discarding all items with reliability under .75,

he retained six Rotter items and six new items. He added 27 new

items and filler items to make a Form II of 46 items. He then made

three new assumptions as the basis of a validity study of his new

scale: (1) fathers are more internal than their children; (2)

adolescents who violate traffic laws are more internal than regular

high school boys ; (3) those with strong interest in society are more

external. He found ten of the 46 items valid on all three criteria

and 19 valid on two criteria. He felt his research clearly identi-
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fied the invalid items, but further validation was needed for the items

he termed "valid." These 29 items valid on two or more criteria were

later used in a pilot study by this investigator preliminary to the

present study.

School Grades

Teachers often discuss whether grades are adequate indicators of

scholastic progress. Johnson (1976), among others, argues convincingly

that for most schools and most students grades are the best indicators

of classroom achievement available and that they do motivate students

to study. Larson and Scontrino (1976) evaluated the consistency of

high school grade point average and the verbal and mathematical por-

tions of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) of 1,457 students as

predictors of college performance. College performance was measured

by the students' four-year cumulative college GPAs. Over the eight-

year period of the study, high school GPA was found to be a highly

significant predictor of college performance, far higher than the SAT

scores. (When SAT scores were added to high school GPA, the regression

equations slightly improved predictability for males but actually

decreased it for females in two out of three years.)

Although nothing was found in writing to evaluate the use of

grades in Japan, personal discussion with Professor Kiyoko Egusa of

the Faculty of Education at Kochi National University established that

in the junior high schools of Japan, owing to the great emphasis on

advancing into high school and then into college, grades in the basic

school subjects (English, Japanese, mathematics, science, social

studies) are almost always derived from content-centered, mid-term and

term-end tests without including the teacher's evaluation of the

students' behavior. It was also brought out that in Japan the practice

is for the same teacher to teach the same subject to all the classes in

a given grade level, and the same test is given to all the classes in a

grade level. Thus, it would appear that in Japan grades are more
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standardized between classes in a grade level in a given junior high

school than they are in America and that grades are considered more

straightforward assessments of the student's academic achievement.

Research was not located that sought to investigate the

relationship between any of the variables in this research and

achievement in Japan. However, several articles on aspiration and

achievement were found: Hoashi (1961), Hayashi and Habu (1962),

Matsubara (1967), Nakamura (1968), Yoshida (1971), Devos (1974) and

Shimoyama (1974).

Summary

A survey of the research literature in America on Coping-

Defending, Self-concept or Self-esteem, and Locus of Control suggests

that much progress will yet be needed before all the questions

regarding the identifying of the universes involved, adequate stand-

ards of validity and reliability, and other matters can be answered.

But most of the research studies on these three variables that were

investigated did indicate the authors were satisfied they were

measuring definite and important aspects of human personality and that

the validity and reliability of their measures were satisfactory.

Johnson (1976) maintains that school grades also seem to be the best

indicators of classroom achievement commonly available, and Larson and

Scontrino (1976) show that high school grades are highly significant

predictors of college grades. In Japan also coping-defending, self-

esteem and locus of control have been measured with similar results.

It also appears that teachers in Japan consider grades in junior high

generally valid indicators of content-centered scholastic achievement.
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Introduction

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship of

self-esteem and locus of control to defending behavior as perceived

by classmates in junior high schools in Japan, and to examine the

relationship of all three of these to school grades. Specifically,

it was to investigate whether low self-esteem and external locus of

control were significantly related to defending behavior, and whether

these three variables had a significant, positive relationship to low

grades when I.Q. was controlled. The following hypotheses were to be

tested, and are reported in the null form for statistical analysis:

Hypothesis One: There is no significant relationship between

habitual defending behavior in the junior high classroom (as

defined by peer report) and level of self-esteem.

Hypothesis Two: There is no significant relationship between

habitual defending behavior (as defined by peer report) and

external locus of control.

Hypothesis Three: There is no significant relationship

between low self-esteem and external locus of control.

Hypothesis Four: There is no significant relationship between

defending behavior (as defined by peer report) and grade point

average.

Hypothesis Five: There is no significant relationship

between self-esteem and grade point average.

Hypothesis Six: There is no significant relationship

between locus of control and grade point average.

Hypothesis Seven: There is no significant inter-action among

35
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the three variables defending behavior, self-esteem and locus

of control in relation to grade point average.

The data was gathered from whole classes of eighth graders in and

around Kochi City in southern Japan during fall term, 1976 and winter

term, 1977.

Regression analysis was chosen to test hypotheses one, two and

three. Analysis of Covariance was selected to test hypotheses four,

five, six and seven. I.Q. was to be statistically controlled for all

of these operations.

Research Design

The basic design was to give a self-sort and an ideal-sort to the

eighth graders to measure self-esteem and a self-rating to measure

locus of control. This was to be followed by a peer-rating of

defending behavior. Grades and I.Q.s were to be sought for all the

students tested. Then, with I.Q. statistically controlled, the

seven hypotheses were to be tested.

A mother-sort (myself as I feel my mother thinks I am) was added

to the above research design, and given to the eighth grade classes

in three of the schools after the self-sort and ideal-sort. This was

done because Nagashima (1961) found in his research that the

discrepancy between the self-sort and the mother-sort showed a higher

statistical significance to adjustment than did the self-sort and

ideal-sort discrepancy. Although it was felt necessary to measure

this variable in the light of Nagashima's findings, it was not

anticipated that his findings would be replicated because self-esteem

and adjustment appear to be separate constructs.

The dates the tests were given are reported in Table One on the

next page.
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Table 1. The testing time table.

School Self- Ideal- I-E Self Mother B.R.S. GPA & I.Q.
Sort Sort Retest Sort

"A"

"B"

"C"

"D"

"E"

9/22/76

10/ 2/76

10/ 8/76

12/15/76

3/ 4/77

9/22

10/ 2

10/ 8

12/16

3/ 4

9/22

10/ 2

10/ 8

12/15

3/ 4

2/23/77 2/23

12/16

3/ 4

12/13

2/23

Dec.

12/16

3/ 4

June, 1977

May, 1977

Jan., 1977

Refused

May, 1977

(I-E means locus of control; B.R.S. means

Methodology

Behavior Rating Scale.)

Measures

Defending Behavior. The Behavior Rating Scale was used in the form

developed by Peck and associates, with four changes: (1) it was

translated into Japanese; (2) student numbers were used in place of

names for anonymous reporting to strengthen the appearance of confi-

dentiality; (3) three items were added from material originally used

by Peck in another test, as this in no way changed the format of the

original seven items and had prospects of adding valuable data;

(4) as the Japanese testers objected to the students reporting negative

characteristics of their classmates, the format had to be changed so

that students reported the top- and middle-thirds of their class on

positive characteristics (hence a student is considered as manifesting

a negative quality of a characteristic if his classmates did not mark

his number). The previous research in Japan by Kajita had a similar

change in Peck's format, but as it provided data only on coping it was

not suitable for this investigation. A Teachers' Behavior Rating Scale

was constructed in Peck's format for the Behavior Rating Scale, but

the same wording was used as in the peer-rating of the Japanese Behavior

Rating Scale to insure identity of meaning.

Self-Esteem. (1) Rogers' rationale for using the Q-sort method has
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already been mentioned, but the question of what items to use has not

yet been touched. Wylie (1974) argued that sampling methods are as

impertant in selecting the test-items used as in selecting the

sampling of persons. She quoted Guttman:

It is therefore essential to inquire into the nature of the
universe of all possible questions of the same content, and
to determine what inferences can be made about that universe

that will not depend on the particular sample of questions
used. (p. 41)

It does not yet seem possible in 1978 to define a universe like "self-

concept" or "self-esteem," but some researchers advocate random

sampling or stratified sampling after it is defined.

Stimulus-item pools thought to be relevant to those defini-
tions should be prepared, evaluated by expert judges, and
editorially culled and revised. A minimum requirement
should be that the construct be defined explicitly enough
so that the experts can agree on whether or not specific

items are examples of the concept. (Wylie, p. 42)

The investigator asked several psychological researchers in Tokyo what

they did to define an attitude universe and all frankly admitted this

problem has nct really been faced in Japan. Nagashima volunteered

that his Q-sort items were not scientifically selected and recommended

this writer not use them. Sampling procedures for items for children's

self-esteem scales in the United States did not appear to be system-

atic either. However, Rogers tried to be systematic in gathering the

Q-sort items used in his research:

A set of one hundred such statements was taken at random from

available theraputical protocols (actually the statements

were selected on an accidental sampling rather than a strict-

ly random basis), reworded for clarity, and given to both

control and client subjects. (Butler and Haigh, pp. 56-57)

Counselors working with Rogers evaluated these 100 items and agreed

that 37 were descriptive of good adjustment and 37 were descriptive of

poor adjustment. These 74 items are known as the "Butler-Haigh Q-Sort."

Because cf the lack of a defined universe of self-esteem, unavaila,

bility of randomly selected items already in Japanese, and the

relatively tight relationship to theory of the Butler-Haigh items,

these items were used for the self-esteem Q-sort in this investigation.
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(2) Another problem faced is that no scale has yet been developed to

insure honest self-reports. Wylie (1974) suggested that the best way

to avoid deliberate deception is to establish testing conditions which

maximize rapport between experimenter and subject, and to offer

subjects anonymity wherever possible (pages 59, 61, 72). This investi-

gation sought to minimize the students' tendency to "fake" socially

desirable self-reports by using non-school personnel to administer the

tests and by emphasizing at the beginning of each test that the results

would not be shown to anyone at that school. The pilot study included

a lie-scale that suggested that students were responding honestly.

(3) Wylie (1974) seems to support repeated use of one instrument like

the Butler-Haigh Q-Sort (pp. 122-123). She also gave the Butler-Haigh

Q-Sort the highest marks of all the tests she investigated on validity

and on every point but reliability. Rogers and his associates (1974)

reported that the test-retest reliability for his control group over

a period of from six months to a year was .86 (p. 83). This appears

to support their position that the test is reliable. They also report-

ed that their Q-sort has content validity and construct validity.

(4) A pilot study was made in May, 1976. For this purpose the 73

items of the Butler-Haigh Q-Sort appearing in Measures of Social

Psychological Attitudes (Robinson and Shaver, 1969) were translated

into Japanese independently by two English teachers and two psycho-

logy teachers. The measure of self-esteem used in this investigation

was developed as a result of this pilot study.

(5) A Mother-Sort was added to this investigation, patterned after

Nagashima's experiment. The same items used in the self-sort and in

the ideal-sort in this investigation were used for the mother-sort.

Locus of Control. All 23 items of Rotter's original scale have been

translated into Japanese by several researchers, and the translation

judged by Japanese teachers most understandable to junior high students

was picked for the pilot study. Only 28 items remained in Hayamizu's

Form II measure of locus of control after eliminating items he consi-

dered invalid on at least two of his three criteria, and these 28
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items were added to Rotter's 23 items. This 51 item test was given to

the same 66 students who did the Q-sort in the pilot study. Thirty-

two items from this test were selected for the locus of control scale

used in this investigation.

Rotter (1966) reported that item analysis and factor analysis of

his 23-item scale show reasonably high internal consistency for an

additive scale. He stated that test-retest reliability is satisfactory

and that the scale correlates satisfactorily with other measures used

to assess the same variable, such as questionnaire, Likert scale,

interview assessments, and ratings from a story-completion test.

Discriminant validity was demonstrated by low relationships to intelli-

gence, social desirability and political liberalness. Construct vali-

dity was demonstrated by using Rotter's scale to predict behavior.

Reliability and validity data for Hayamizu's scale are reported on

page 32.

Population

The original population consisted of fourteen whole eighth grade

classes in five public schools in Kochi Prefecture (population 800,

000). Grades and I.Q.s were unobtainable from one school and from

three classes of another, leaving nine classes totalling 309 students.

Six students didn't complete both Q-sorts and another 27 did not

follow directions.Severiteen Q-sorts were rejected because of errors,

leaving a sample of 259. Seven of the 14 classes were also given the

mother-sort, resulting in about 200 usable scores. Grades and IQs

were available for 124 of these.



IV. GATHERING AND TREATMENT OF DATA

Gathering the Data

This section will begin by describing the pilot study that was

used to select the self-esteem Q-sort items and the locus of control

test items used in this investigation. It will then describe how

these instruments and the peer-rating of defending behavior were

administered to the students. The scoring procedures will then be

described for self-esteem, locus of control, defending behavior and

school grades. This will be followed in the next sections by the

treatment and analysis of the data.

Pilot Study

A pilot study was conducted in May, 1976 to determine the via-

bility of the testing in Kochi Prefecture. One eighth grade class

from each of two junior high schools outside Kochi City was used.

Both classes were asked to do a self-sort and an ideal-sort, using the

73 items from the Butler-Haigh Q-Sort translated into Japanese. They

also did locus of control self-rating employing a 51-item scale using

all of Rotter's 23 items and all the items in Hayamizu's Form II that

he reported as being valid. The students in one of the classes were

given the Factor Diagnostic Test of Achievement-Advancement (FAT) as a

validity test of the items. Both classes did a second self-sort a few

weeks later to use as a measure of reliability. They also did the

locus of control test a second time as a reliability test. One major

result of the pilot study was that it took each class about 90 minutes

to do the first Q-sort. The test administrator reported that the

number of Q-sort items must be reduced to about 50 because the teachers

strenuously objected to any testing that would take more than a
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50-minute class period at one sitting. The tester, Minoru Kono of the

Kochi Center for Educational Research, also asked the investigator to

reduce the number of locus of control questions to about 30 in order

to avoid tiring the students and avoid a response set. The details

regarding the pilot testing follow.

Self-Esteem. The 73 items of the Butler-Haigh Q-Sort appearing in

Measures of Social Psychological Attitudes (Robinson and Shaver, 1969)

were translated into Japanese independently by two English teachers

and two psychologists. The best translation of each item to use with

junior high students was selected by consensus of the investigator,

the head professor of psychology at Kochi University and a third Eng-

lish teacher. Then a fourth English teacher, who had not read the

original items in English, translated the items in Japanese back into

English. These were compared with the original Butler-Haigh items for

equivalence of meaning by the investigator and the psychology professor,

and discrepant items retranslated into Japanese. A Q-sort score sheet

was also devised.

The 73 Japanese items were printed and given with the score sheets

to a class of 29 eighth graders in one school and a class of 37 in

another. After the tester explained the procedure and answered ques-

tions the students sorted the items into nine rows on their desks

according to oral instructions and recorded the item numbers on their

score sheets. The Factor Diagnostic Test of Achievement-Advancement

(FAT) was given the same day to the class of 37. The FAT was selected

as a validity test because it was reported to be the most widely used

personality test for junior high students in Japan. It is divided into

the following eight categories: Mental Health, Physical Health, How to

Learn, Self-Initiative to Learn, Friendship, Teacher-Pupil Relation-

ship, Domestic Environment, and The Environment of Community and

School. It has a lie scale, and all students' responses were well

within the acceptable limits. The students were given a retest of

the Q-sort items a few weeks later.

Item discriminative power was found by comparing how the
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discrepancy between the present-self and the ideal-self of each item

contributed to the total difference between high-scoring and low-

scoring students. Item reliability was determined by correlation between

the placement of the self-sort in the first test and the retest.

Comparison of each item on the self-sort with the individual's

score on the Mental-Health Factor of the FAT was used as a rough

estimate of validity for purposes of item-selection. Fourteen items

were found to have a correlation greater than .85 with all three meas-

ures; and another 16 items correlated with the reliability and validity

measures. Nine items had acceptable test-retest reliability correla-

tions and also good discrimination. Thirteen items appeared good on one

criterion but not on the other two criteria, and were rewritten on the

assumption that difficulty in understanding them lowered their effec-

tiveness. This assumption was based on the tester's observation that

the students asked many questions about the items which indicated their

lack of understanding of the meanings. Also, researchers such as

Goode (Goode and Hatt, 1952, pp. 154-166) have written that lack of

understanding of the meanings of questions does lower the reliability

and validity of psychological tests. One item, "I usually like people,"

could not be effectively rewritten, and was retained because of its

important content and high reliability. It was not felt necessary that

all items have a high plus or minus correlation to the Mental Health

Factor as students were instructed to put in the center columns items

they feel are neither like nor unlike them. One item, "I often kick

myself for the things I do," was included in the final selection even

though it had a strongly negative relationship to the Mental Health

Factor while it is considered a positive item in the United States. By

this process 53 items were selected for the final Q-sort.

An example of the translations and bases of selection of these

Q-sort items is given on the next page. All the items retained were

appraised in the same manner as those appearing in Table 2. For a

complete presentation of the 53 items and the basis of their selec-

tion, please refer to Appendix Two.
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Table 2. Translation and bases of selecting Q-sort items.

Item translations

I am strict with myself.

I have a feeling of hope-
lessness.

I often kick myself for R R
the things I do.

If I make a mistake, I R R
take responsibility for it.

Rel. Dis. Validity Data

R R - - H.001 L.002 M.016 +.012

R R - - M.001 H.014 L.02 P.013 S

d d M.026 P.08 +.097 C

- - M.032 T.055 +.148 S
L.063

In the column titled "Rel." the first R refers to reliability at the

.001 level of significance for the self-sort and the second R to the

reliability for the idea-sort for that item. The d in the column

titled "Dis." shows a difference significant at from .006 to .08; the

first .d refers to the difference in mean for that item between the top

33 and bottom 32 tests in total self-esteem score, and the second d to

the difference in mean between the top and bottom quartiles. The col-

umn titled "Validity Data" reports the correlation coefficients between

the mean score for that item of the 37 students on the first self-sort

and the eight factors in the Factor-Diagnostic Test of Achievement-

Advancement where "H" is how to learn, "M" mental health, "L" self-

initiative to learn and "P" physical health. Appendix Two presents

this process in its entirety.

A Mother-Sort, as identified in Chapter III, was added to the in-

vestigation, and was patterned after Nagashima's experiment. The same

53 items used in the other sorts in this investigation were used for this,

and a separate score sheet with appropriate pole names was prepared.

Locus of Control. All 23 of Rotter's original locus of control scale

items were already available in Japanese, and these were added to the

28 items from Hayamizu's Form II that he considered had highest valid-

ity. These were given to the same 66 students who did the Q-sort in

the pilot study. They were given the same test of 51 items a few weeks

later. The validity of these items was judged by their degree of cor-

relation with the Self-Initiative to Learn Factor of the FAT, and
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reliability was determined by computing the Pearson's r coefficient of

each item between the students' first test and second test. Discrimi-

native power was assessed by how much a particular item contributed to

the total score of high and low scorers. Thirty-two items were picked

for the final scale: 11 with acceptable reliability, validity and dis-

crimination, 20 with two of these three, and one because it is a personal-

reference item with high discrimination. The 32-item test is translated

and attached as Appendix Three.

This completes the report of the pilot study.

alb

Testing for This Investigation

Q-sorts. (1) Self-sort: Test administrators were instructed to show

the students a diagram of the score sheet, read some of the items to

be sorted, and tell the students how to arrange the cards on their desks.

They were to distribute directions and read them aloud to the students,

inviting and answering questions. (A translation of these directions is

found in Appendix Two.) Sets of 53 Q-items were distributed to each

student. The testers then walked around the room to observe whether

students were following directions. Near the end of the 50-minute period

score sheets were distributed. Then students recorded their attendance

numbers in place of their names and the item numbers on the score sheets

in accordance with the way they sorted the cards. (2) Ideal-sort: At

the beginning of the next test period directions for the ideal-sort were

distributed and read aloud to the students. Students this time were

directed to sort the cards, not according to "very like me" and "not at

all like me," but according to "very much as I want to be" and "very

much as I don't want to be." A second score sheet was distributed to

each student and each recorded his attendance number and item numbers as

before. (3) In two schools the mother-sort was given during the third

hour, and in another school a second self-sort was given four months

after the first one, followed in the next hour by the mother-sort. This

was done to see if the relationship between the self-sort and the mother-

sort would show a stronger relationship to the other test variables than

would the relationship between the self-sort and the ideal-sort. Students
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were directed to sort the cards according to "very like my mother thinks

I am" or "not at all like my mother thinks I am," and record their

responses on score sheets designed for this purpose. No written direc-

tions were used.

Locus of Control. This test was usually given at the end of the second

hour of testing, with the tester reading the directions to the students

and answering all their questions before the students answered the test

items. Again the students used numbers and not names. The translation

of this test forms Appendix Three.

Behavior Rating Scale. A large poster of the name and attendance num-

ber of each member of the class was posted in front of the room, and

students were asked to report on their classmates by placing 0 or X on

the test paper on the numbers of those students. A number equal to

one-third of the class, with fractions rounded out to the next higher

number, was written on the test. Students were to report that number of

classmates as most coping and a similar number as moderately coping.

The translation of this test forms Appendix Four.

Grades. IQs and grades were sought for all students in the sampled pop-

ulation and were obtained for nine of the fourteen classes, for a total

of 309 students. In Japan the five subject grades considered most indi-

cative of scholastic progress are in English, Japanese language, math-

ematics, science and social studies, so the average for each student in

these five subjects for the term in which testing was done was used for

this investigation. The other grades that junior high school students

customarily receive are in art, health, music, and shop or homemaking.

Scoring

Self-esteem. In scoring the self-sort, items in the column designated

"not at all like me" were given a score of one, items in the next column

two, then three, four, five, six, seven, eight, and items in the column

labeled "very like me" a score of nine. For the ideal-sort, items in
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the column entitled "very much as I don't want to be" were given a

score of one, and items in neighboring columns from right to left scores

of two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, with nine for the column

labeled "very much as I want to be." The difference in placement score

between these two sorts for each item was squared and the squares tot-

alled to make the self-esteem score. The higher the total the lower is

the assessment of self-esteem. In scoring the mother sort, items in the

column labeled "not at all like my mother thinks I am" were given a score

of one, and items in neighboring columns from right to left were scored

two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, and nine for the column

labeled "very much like my mother thinks I am." The differences between

placements of each of the 53 items on this sort and on the self-sort,

squared and totalled, made up the total score for the mother variable.

In accordance with Nagashima's research, the higher the total the lower

is the assessment of adjustment.

Locus of Control. Items on this scale that indicate an external locus

of control when picked by the student were given a score of two, and

items indicating an internal locus of control were given a score of one

when picked. These scores were totalled to make the test score; the

higher the total score the higher is the assessment of perceived exter-

nality of control of that student.

Behavior Rating Scale. For every X placed over the subject's number by

a classmate a score of one was given, and where there was no mark a two

was given. Each 0 was given a score of zero. As each student in the

class rated all his classmates and there are different numbers of stu-

dents in different classes, total possible scores differ from class to

class. Consequently, scores were changed to a percentage of the highest

possible score in that class. (For example, if there are 41 students in

a classroom and Jiro received ten 0, three X and 27 blanks--his own mark

is not counted--his score on that item will be 57 out of a possible 80

or 7170.) The higher the score the higher is the assessment of defensive

behavior. The lower the score the lower is the assessment of defensive
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behavior and the higher is the assessment of coping behavior.

School Grades. The grades of junior high students in Japan are usually

given on a five-point scale, with five as the highest and one as an

unsatisfactory (but not failing) grade. The average of a student's

grades in English, Japanese language, mathematics, science and social

studies to one decimal point was used, and the decimal point dropped to

make possible scores between 10 and 50. Average grades in the four

schools were 3.02, 3.12, 3.15 and 3.25. In order to adjust the grades

among the schools mathematically for purposes of comparison, 96% of

each grade in the school averaging 3.25 and l04% of each grade in the

school averaging 3.02 was used. This made the mean grade for all the

schools within one percent of each other. Since the practice in Japan

is for the same test in a given subject to be given to all the students

in a grade level it appeared that a grade in one class was equivalent

to the same grade in another class within the same school, but not

between schools. The purpose of adjusting the averages in the two

schools was to attempt to make the grades in these schools equivalent

to the same grade in the other schools. Average I.Q.s in the various

eighth grades were roughly equivalent.

Treatment of Data

This section reintroduces the seven hypotheses that guided the

present investigation, and reports the results of the statistical analy-

sis. This is followed by a brief discussion of some of these results.

Testing the Hypotheses

For purposes of statistical analysis, all seven hypotheses will be

stated in the null form. In consultation with Ken Kopecky of the Depart-

ment of Statisticsat Oregon State University, regression analysis

using multiple regression was selected as potentially the most effi-

cient tool to test Hypotheses One, Two and Three.
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Alternative Hypothesis One: There is no significant relationship

between habitual defending behavior in the junior high classroom

as defined by peer report and level of self-esteem.

With I.Q. statistically "controlled" and using data from 259 stu-

dents, the F Statistic was reported at 15.8642 and the level of signi-

ficance at beyond .001. Therefore the null hypothesis was rejected and

a positive relationship between defending behavior and low self-esteem

and between coping behavior and high self-esteem was confirmed.

Carlson (1971) reported that sex differences are commonly ignored

in psychological research, but were significant in 74% of the cases when

they were investigated. For this reason sex differences were analyzed

in this study. First the total sample was divided into high and low

groups on the basis of defending behavior and the relationship of this

variable to self-esteem computed. Then the boys were divided into high

and low in defending behavior and the relationship computed for boys

only. Then the same procedure was followed with the girls.

Table 3. Statistical relationship of self-esteem to defending behavior.

Sample Degrees of Freedom F Statistic Significance

Total sample 256/2 15.8642 Beyond .001

Boys 104/2 0.8504 .359

Girls 149/2 22.4869 Beyond .001

These statistics indicate that level of self-esteem is strongly related

to defending behavior only for the girls and not for the boys.

Alternative Hypothesis Two: There is no significant relationship

between habitual defending behavior as defined by peer report and

external locus of control.

With I.Q. "controlled," F was reported at 21.8335 and the level

of significance at beyond .001. The null hypothesis was therefore

rejected for the total sample.
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Table 4. Relationship of locus of control to defending behavior.

Sample Degrees of Freedom F Statistic Significance

Total sample

Boys

Girls

256/2

104/2

149/2

21.8335

10.1511

5.5490

Beyond

.002

.020

.001

In this investigation defending behavior is strongly associated with

external locus of control only for the boys. Coping behavior is

strongly associated with internal locus of control for the bays only.

A relationship for the girls is demonstrated, but it is much weaker.

Alternative Hypothesis Three: There is no significant relation-

ship between low self-esteem and external locus of control.

With I.Q. "controlled," the F Statistic between these two vari-

ables was 21.3180, again significant at beyond .001 for the total sample.

Table 5. Relationship of self-esteem to locus of control.

Sample Degrees of Freedom F Statistic Significance

Total sample

Boys

Girls

256/2

104/2

149/2

21.3180

5.7602

16.5230

Beyond

.018

Beyond

.001

.001

In this study low self-esteem seems clearly related to external locus

of control, and high self-esteem is related to internal locus of con-

trol. Therefore the null hypothesis can be rejected. Though the rela-

tionship is much weaker for the boys, it is still significant.

Alternative Hypotheses Four Through Seven. The remaining four hypotheses

used school grades as the dependent variable. Analysis of Covariance was

used, and I.Q. was statistically controlled.
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Alternative Hypothesis Four: There is no significant relation-

ship between defending behavior as defined by peer report and

grade point average.

With the F Statistic at 150.961, significant at well beyond .001,

the null hypothesis was rejected. A strong relationship is shown

between being rated by peers as defending and low grades, and between

being seen as coping and high grades.

Table 6. Relationship of defending behavior to school grades.

Defending Score D/F F Significance

Total of all ten items 256/2 150.961 .001

Boys total 104/2 32.026 .001

Girls total 149/2 75.487 .001

Item 1 (Study lessons) 256/2 133.751 .001

Item .2 (Class activities) 256/2 17.040 .001

Item 3 (Get along with adults) 256/2 54.541 .001

Item 4 (Working together) 256/2 68.997 .001

Item 5 (Don't get upset) 256/2 75.447 .001

Item 6 (Fight to get own way) 256/2 27.112 .001

Item 7 (Make up with others) 256/2 23.225 .001

Item 8 (Keep rules) 256/2 62.606 .001

Item 9 (Considerate) 256/2 43.330 .001

Item 10 (New ideas) 256/2 21.010 .001

Alternative Hypothesis Five: There is no significant relationship

between self-esteem and grade point average.

F was reported at 7.040, significant at .008 and rejecting the

null hypothesis for the total sample.
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Table 7. Relationship of self-esteem to school grades.

Sample Degrees of Freedom F Statistic Significance

Total sample 256/2 7.040 .008

Boys 104/2 .004 .948

Girls 149/2 9.976 .002

Dividing the sample by sex, it is clear that only for the girls is

there a significant, positive relationship between high grades and

high self-esteem and between low grades and low self-esteem.

Alternative Hypothesis Six: There is no significant relationship

between locus of control and grade point average.

Here F was 11.789 and the level of significance at .001, again

rejecting the null hypothesis before sex differences are considered.

Table 8. Relationship of locus of control to school grades.

Sample Degrees of Freedom F Statistic Significance

Total sample 256/2 11.789 .001

Boys 104/2 6.697 .011

Girls 149/2 3.454 .065

The F for the boys is almost twice that of the girls. It seems there is

a significant, positive relationship between external locus of control

and low grades and between internal locus of control and high grades

for the boys, and only a very weak relationship for the girls.

Alternative Hypothesis Seven: There is no significant inter-

action among the three variables defending behavior, self-esteem

and locus of control in relation to grade point average.

This hypothesis is worded according to expectation--that no sig-

nificant differences exist. The null hypothesis was confirmed.
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Table 9. Inter-actions of the three variables with school grades.

First variable Second variable D/F Significance

Defending Behavior - Self-esteem

Defending Behavior - Locus of Control

Self-esteem - Locus of Control

Three-way Inter-action

246/8 .596

.359

.274

2.244

.441

.549

.601

.135

There were no two-way or three-way inter-actions with the whole sample,

or with the boys only or girls only. In the analysis of covariance the

residual F was quite low compared with the Fs of the variables tested,

suggesting that if all four of the variables in this analysis were

known it might be possible to predict GPA with a high degree of accur-

acy. The fourth variable is I.Q.

Discussion

On the previous several pages, comments were limited to a simple

presentation of the statistics used to test the hypotheses. The next

few pages explore these relationships further in preparation for the

presentation of interpretations in the next chapter.

Sex Differences. The relationship between defending behavior and low

self-esteem for the boys and the girls together was significant at

beyond .001. But when the sample was divided by sex, only the regres-

sion of the girls' scores showed a significant relationship between

these variables. The relationship between defending behavior and locus

of control also showed a strong relationship for the total sample at

beyond .001. When divided by sex, the relationship for the boys was

quite strong, but for the girls it was weaker at .020. Both locus of

control and self-esteem are significantly related to grades for the

total sample. When divided by sex, self-esteem was significantly

related to grades only for the girls. Locus of control was signifi-

cantly related to grades only for the boys.
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Apparently no other researcher in Japan has reported on this

matter of sex differences in junior high, so they were investigated

further. Table 10 compares the means of the test variables by sex.

Table 10. Test variable means showing sex differences.

Sample Defending Behavior Self-esteem Locus of Control

Total sample 44.66 373.90 43.44

Boys 42.90 350.29 43.65

Girls 45.89 386.90 43.30

The greatest sex difference in the mean scores is in self-esteem,

with the girls averaging 110% of the boys' average. The girls also

average three points higher in defending behavior. There is little

difference in the locus of control means between the sexes.

The statistics indicate that girls with high self-esteem were

usually picked as copers by their classmates and girls with low self-

esteem were picked as defenders. But this does not seem true of the

boys. Boys who see themselves as more in control of their lives were

picked more often by their peers as copers, and boys who consider their

lives more influenced by luck were picked as defenders. Messer (1972)

reported in America that "boys who took credit for their academic

successes and girls who accepted blame for their failures were those

most likely to have higher grades and higher achievement test scores"

(p. 1456). It would appear that the boys who take credit for their

academic successes would have higher grades in this present study too,

since internals generally had higher grades. The importance of the

sex differences discovered in this investigation will be explained

further in Chapter V.

Validity and Reliability of the Data. In testing Hypothesis Four it

was found that all ten questions of the Behavior Rating Scale were

significantly related to GPA at the .001 level of significance. Ques-

tion one ("students in your class who study hardest at their lessons")

has the highest F and question two ("students in your class who work
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hardest at outside activities") has the lowest F. Table 6 on page 51

reports the F for each of the ten questions, and Appendix Four gives

the full translation into English of the Behavior Rating Scale. The

fact that the students rated classmates with good grades as those who

study hardest at their lessons suggests they correctly identified their

studious peers from personal observation. The interpretation that they

knew their classmates' grades is questionable. The teachers this

investigator talked with all asserted that grades are not revealed to

the class and that students show their grades to only a few friends.

The high F of 133.751 for the relationship between question one and

GPA would seem to support the concept validity of the Behavior Rating

Scale used in this investigation.

Support for the validity of the Q-sort used in this investigation

is presented on pages 59 and 60.

The statistics seem to show that I.Q., defending behavior, self-

esteem and locus of control together explain the school grades at the

.001 level of significance. The following table reports these sta-

tistics. As the table shows all the variables acting together on GPA,

the F Statistics are much lower than those reported when the individual

relationships were considered in testing Hypotheses One through Six.

Whether or not social class is a strong factor in school grades could

not be determined from the data available in this study. Social class

may possibly be a factor in the defending behavior scores.
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Table 11. Variables that appear to explain school grades.

Variables D/F Mean Square F Statistic Significance

I.Q.

Main Effects

Defending Behavior

Locus of Control

1

3

1

1

79.179

1709.874

4384.669

89.041

2.317

50.045

128.332

2.606

.129

.001

.001

.108

Self-esteem 1 2.928 0.086 .770

2-Way Inter-actions 3 12.420 0.363 .779

Defending - Locus 1 12.276 0.359 .549

Defending - Esteem 1 20.367 0.596 .441

Locus - Esteem 1 9.354 0.274 .601

3-Way Inter-actions 1 76.679 2.244 .135

Explained 8 665.342 19.473 .001

Residual 246 34.167 Not given. Not given.

Total 254 54.445

Summary. From the statistics, a picture emerges of a boy with low

grades who believes that what happens to him is not a direct conse-

quence of his own actions and who is seen by peers as being non-coping.

The relationship of external locus of control to low grades and to de-

fending behavior is consistent with research results in America, but it

seems to be the first time this has been established in Japan.

A picture appears of a girl with low grades and low self-esteem

who is seen by peers as being non-coping. This also seems consistent

with the research findings in America. What was not anticipated from

the research literature is the lack of a relationship between the boys'

self-esteem and their grades, and between the girls' locus of control

and their grades. These findings should be taken as suggestive as the

sample was not randomized, but the differences seem strong enough to be

clearly meaningful. The relationships explored in this investigation

appear to be influenced by cultural factors, and these factors will be

discussed in the next chapter.
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Analysis of Data

Introduction. The analysis of data is based on the placement of the

Q-sort items by the sampled population. These Q-sort item studies

produced a wealth of information that was used to explore the rela-

tionships between the variables in the seven hypotheses. Data from

these item studies is used in the rest of Chapter IV to try to under-

stand the relationships between the self-concepts and self-esteem

of the students and their locus of control, defending behavior and

grades. The data will also be used in Chapter V as a basis for inter-

pretation.

As sex differences appeared to be a strong factor in the sta-

tistical analysis, they were considered in most of the Q-sort item

studies. The Q-sorts of 87 boys and 123 girls were used for this

study. The other Q-sort score sheets contained errors in recording

and could not be used.

Differences in placement means of the items between the boys

and the girls were examined first. After that, differences in place-

ment means between the high-esteem group and the low-esteem group

were examined in some detail. Answers were sought to the following

questions: What item placements in the self-sort distinguish high

self-esteem students from low self-esteem students as identified in

this study? What are the differences in ideal-sort placements between

these groups? What relationships can be identified from these differ-

ences when the meanings of the items are considered? What additional

information is gained when the sample is divided by sex as well as

by level of esteem? These questions are related to Hypothesis One,

and indirectly to Hypotheses Three and Five.

After the above analysis, the same sample was divided into the

highest quartile (the "defenders") and the lowest quartile (the

"copers") in defending behavior and the placement of the Q-sort items

between these groups was examined. Using these differences in place-

ment of the self-sort as a basis, an attempt is made to describe a

"defending self-concept" type of student and a "coping self-concept"
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is used in the restricted sense of what the items in the self-esteem

Q-sort measure when placed on the test continuum by the students. The

questions to guide this study are: How do the two quartiles differ

in their placements of the items in the self-sort? How do they differ

in the ideal sort? Do the students identified in this study as coping

and defending appear to represent distinct types of self-concept or

self-esteem? Can any meaningful relationships be discovered when the

meanings of the significant items are considered? These questions are

also related to Hypothesis One.

Following this analysis, the sample was divided into those who

received scores on the locus of control scale indicating external locus

of control (the "externals," who scored 47 or higher) and those who

received scores indicating internal locus of control (the "internals,"

who scored 40 or lower). Differences in placement of the Q-sort items

between these groups are examined to see if belief in locus of control

is significantly related to any of the self-perceptions represented by

these Q-sort items. This study is most directly related to Hypothesis

Two.

Finally, the sample was divided into high and low on grade point

average to investigate whether the Q-sort placements of these two

groups are significantly different and whether relationships can be

discovered for any differences that are found. This study is related

to Hypothesis Five.

Differences Between Boys and Girls. Because the difference

between the self-esteem means of the boys and the girls was so great- -

350 for the boys and 387 for the girls--the differencesin self-sort

placements and ideal-sort placements between the sexes were investi-

gated. Differences in placement significant at beyond .05 were found

for 11 of the 53 items in the self-sort and for ten items in the ideal-

sort. The boys put only five items significantly closer to "like me;"
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three items relating to achievement and two expressing satisfaction

with self. The girls put six items closer to "like me," and the

greatest difference (t of 7.77) was in the item showing dissatis-

faction with their sex (being girls). These item placements seem to

suggest clearly that the girls are more dissatisfied with themselves

than the boys are. In the ideal-sort, the girls placed much more value

on having attractive personalities. All the items showing differences

significant at .05 or beyond are reported in Appendix Five, Table A.

High and Low Self-Esteem Differences. As a method of dividing the sample

into self-esteem groups, all students with scores of 256 and below were

considered the low-scoring or high-esteem group, and all with scores of

520 and above were considered the high-scoring or low-esteem group. In

this first analysis of self-esteem differences, sex differences were not

considered. The item scores of a few students had to be rejected in

the item placement analysis because of mistakes on their score sheets.

Forty-nine students in the high-esteem group and only 44 in the low-

esteem group had usable scores. These students are approximately the

top and bottom quartiles in self-esteem scores. Using Student's t, it

was found that 51 of the 53 items showed significant differences in

placement in the self-sort between the two groups at beyond the .05

level of significance, 48 of these at beyond .01. The high-esteem

group placed 25 items significantly closer to the "like me" pole. All

25 were identified in the pilot study as positive items. The low-esteem

group placed 26 items significantly closer to "like me," and 25 were

identified as negative items in the pilot study.

These significant differences seem to support the validity of the

self-esteem test used in this investigation. The self-sort placements

of 51 of the 53 items effectively differentiated between high-esteem and

low-esteem students. The characteristics the high-esteem students put

closer to "like me" are positive. The characteristics the low-esteem
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students put closer to "like me" are negative. These significant dif-

ferences seem to support the theory that people have a global self-

concept that includes a great many self-referent concepts. These dif-

ferences also seem to demonstrate the internal consistency of the test

used in this investigation (Goode and Hatt, 1952, pp. 270-284).

The ideal-sort placements also seem to support the validity of the

self-esteem test. Only 12 items in the ideal-sort showed significant

placement differences between the high-esteem and low-esteem groups.

This suggests that the differences between these two groups in self-

. esteem discrepancy scores is accounted for more in the self-sort than

in the ideal-sort. The differences thus appear to be more in self-

perceptions than in self-ideals. What is referred to as "low self-

esteem" is not accounted for by the higher ideals of the low group, but

by more negative self-estimations in comparison to the higher self-

estimations of the high-esteem group. This fits the theoretical founda-

tion of Rogers on which the Butler-Haigh Q-Sort is based, and suggests

that the instrument used in this investigation with Japanese subjects

is functioning in a similar way as the Butler-Haigh Q-Sort did when used

with American subjects. It appears that the same universe of self-

esteem is being measured even though the number of items was reduced

and the wording is Japanese rather than American.

The 51 significant items in the self-sort and the statistical

results can be found in Appendix V, Table B. The significant items in

the ideal-sort are also reported in Table B. They are not presented in

Chapter V because sex differences were not taken into account. Because

of the differences in the mean self-esteem scores between the boys and

the girls mentioned earlier, it appeared necessary to consider sex dif-

ferences in the Q-Sort item studies presented in this chapter.

High and Low Self-esteem Differences Divided by Sex. The sample was

divided by sex, and placement differences between high- and low-esteem

students for the boys' group and the girls' group were investigated.

The top and bottom quartiles in self-esteem scores for the total sample

were used, making 19 boys in the high-esteem group and 11 boys in the
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low-esteem group, with 28 degrees of freedom. There were 30 girls in

the high- and 33 girls in the low-esteem groups, allowing 61 degrees

of freedom. In the boys' self-sorts there were 41 items where the

means of the high-esteem group and the low-esteem group were signifi-

cantly different at .05 or beyond. In the girls' self-sorts t7 items

were significant at .05 or beyond. The complete list of these items

and the statistical results can be found in Appendix Five, Table C.

The 11 items that show the greatest difference between the high-

and low-esteem boys and girls are reported in Table 12 on the following

page. The ranks in Table 12 show how close a group put a given item to

"like me." The item ranked one was put closest to "like me" by that

group and so has the highest means for that group of all 53 items. The

item ranked 53 was put farthest from "like me" (and thus closest to

"not like me") and so had the lowest means for that group.

The table on page 62 illustrates several characteristics found

throughout the complete table in Appendix Five. One characteristic is

the placement of items related to achievement. Low-esteem boys and

girls rated themselves very low on these items, significantly lower

than high-esteem boys and girls did. Another characteristic is the

very high rating by low-esteem boys and girls for items expressing low

self-worth. A third characteristic is the much higher ratings of the

low-esteem girls for many negative items.

The separate means and rankings of the boys and girls in Table 12

provide a basis for comparing sex differences among the high- and low-

esteem students. The study generated so much data on these differences

that it was decided to report them in Appendix Five. A summary follows.

High-esteem boys seem the most satisfied with their inter-personal

relations, the most satisfied with themselves, and the least worried.

They give themselves the highest ratings on self-worth and seem to feel

the least helpless. They seem the most satisfied with their sexuality.

In their ideal-sorts, they prize ambition the most and reject apathy

the strongest. They also value liking people the most.
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Table 12. Self-sort differences of high- and low-esteem boys and girls.

Item Boys t- Girls t- Boys Girls

Group Means values Sig. Means values Sig. Rank Rank
High Group Means Higher

52 "I have confidence in myself to do many things."
High 5.6316

+6.22 .001* +8.11 .001*
5.6000 18 18

Low 2.9091 3.1515 52 50

30 "I do things on my own initiative."
High 5.6316 6.2333.6

+3.03 .005 +9.45 .001*
17 8

Low 4.0000 3.6667 38 43

6 "I am a responsible person."
High 5.7895 5 9667

+4 19 .001* +6.47 .001*
16 12

Low 3.5455 3.5758 44 45

36 "I am likeable."
High 5.9474 +4.06 .001* 5.8333 +5.5o
Low 4.0000 4.0303

1
.001*

4 14

37 37

50 "I am popular with children my own age."
High 5.4211 +4.09 001*

5.7000 +4 24 .001* 23
16

Low 3.6364 4.2121 42 34

Low Group Means Higher

2 "I have a feeling of
High 2.2632

6.23
Low 5.0000

15 "I am confused."

9
High 4.2632

.001* -6.64

hopelessness."
2.5667 50 53

.001* -7.13 .001*
5.2727 28 23

3.7667

Low 6.4545 6.2424

31 "I just can't respect myself."
High 4.4211 .44333

- 4.99 .001* -5.37
Low 6.5455 6.4545

26 "I am a good-for-nothing."
High 3.2632 3.7000

- 4.01 .001* -7.33
Low 5.6364 6.3333

51 "I am worthless (insignificant)."
High 3.2105

- 3.96 .001*
3.4333 -7 46

Low 5.5455 6.2121

.001*

.001*

.001*

.001*

38 46

10 11

35 35

7 8

48 47

19 9

51 48
22 12

24 "I have the feeling that I am just not facing things."
High 4.4211 4.2000 34 41

Low 6.6364 -4.24 .001* -5.45 .001*
6.0909 6 14

The abbreviation " Sig " refers to the level of significance.
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When the symbol "*" appears after .001, it signifies a level of sig-

nificance of .0005 or beyond.

High-esteem girls rate themselves the highest as having attractive

personalities, being rational, having initiative, and being ambitious.

They rate themselves the lowest on acting on impulse, wanting to leave

home, being driven by parents, being confused and failing. In their

ideal-sorts, they value being likeable, having an attractive person-

ality, and not revealing their true feelings to others. In their ideals

they reject the most strongly feeling driven by parents, wanting to

leave home, and despising themselves. They value keeping social rules

somewhat less than the other groups do.

Low-esteem boys feel the most that people don't trust them, they

are driven by their parents, and that they can't decide things for

themselves. They feel the most easily confused, impulsive, and help-

less, and that they are not facing things. They see themselves the

least as being rational, emotionally mature, and popular with other

children. In their ideal-sorts, they prize the following character-

istics more than the other groups do: being strict with themselves, not

thinking about their problems, understanding themselves well, not get-

ting excited in front of people, and being responsible. Of the four

groups, they put lowest in their ideal-sorts being worthless, being

popular with their peers, being uneasy, desiring to change themselves,

being easily confused, and making up their minds and sticking to it.

Low-esteem girls are the most dissatisfied with their sexuality

(being girls), feel the most uneasy, see themselves as having the least

worth, and feel apathetic the most. They are the least content with

themselves, consider themselves intelligent the least while valuing

intelligence the most, and feel they express their opinions less clearly

than the other groups do. They see themselves as dependent on others,

as failures, and as giving in to others the most. And yet they place

these characteristics lowest of all the groups in the ideal-sort. In

their ideal-sorts, they value having personalities attractive to the

opposite sex, being trusted by others, and being free from worry the

most. The low-esteem girls also show the biggest discrepancies between

what they think they are (the self-sort) and what they wish they were
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(the ideal-sort).

The above differences between high- and low-esteem boys and girls

seem important for understanding the results of this investigation.

But the presentation has dealt mainly with the self-sort and the ideal-

sort separately. Based onRogeriantheory, a student's self-esteem score

is determined by the discrepancy scores between his self-sort and ideal-

sort for the 53 items. Thus it seems important to also consider discrep-

ancies between the self-sort means and the ideal-sort means for the four

groups to compare the degree of dissatisfaction with self on a given char-

acteristic. The discrepancy data for 49 of the 53 items is reported in

Appendix Five, Table D. The following table reports the discrepancy

data for five items that were selected for special comment here.

Table 13. Self-ideal discrepancies by sex and level of esteem.

Item Grou.
Boys Boys Boys Girls Girls
Self Ideal Differences Self

Girls Boys
Ideal Rank

Girls
Rank

40 "I am a hard worker."
High 4.4737 6.6316 2.157 2.933 4.1000 7.0333 33 11 43 4

Low 2.4545 7.2727 4.818 5.030 2.3030 7.3333 53 4 52 2

6 "I am a responsible person."
High 5.7895 7.5789 1.789 1.633 5.9667 7.6000 16 1 12 1

Low 3.5455 8.1818 4.636 3.939 3.5758 7.5152 44 1 45 1

43 "I am intelligent."
High 4.7895 6.1579 1.368 1.800 4.8333 6.6333 30 17 29 10

Low 3.5455 6:2727 2.727 4.970 2.2424 7.2121 46 18 53 4

3 "I often kick myself for the things I do.".

High 6.5263 4.2632 2.263 2.233 6.5333 4.3000 32 4 31

Low 8.2727 3.6364 4.636 4.515 7.8182 3.3030 1 39 1 47

41 "I have an anxiety about failing in everything."

High 5.4211 4.0526 1.368 1.500 5.4667 3.9667 21 36 21 35

Low 6.9091 3.8182 3.091 3.848 7.3939 3.5455 4 35 3 43

The first column of numbers under "Boys Rank" is the rank of the means
of that group for the self-sort. The next column under "Boys Rank"

shows the ideal-sort ranking. The next column shows the girls' self-

sort ranking. The last column is the girls' ideal-sort ranking.
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The five items in Table 13 were chosen because they reveal the

highest self-ideal discrepancies for all four groups. The first three

items show all groups value these characteristics much higher than they

feel they possess them. The last two items show all groups feel they

possess these characteristics much more than they value them.

The means of four of these items show a gap of over three columns

between the self-perceptions and self-ideals of the low-esteem boys and

girls. "I am a hard worker" is a characteristic strongly promoted by

Japanese teachers and parents. This item shows a self-ideal gap span-

ning over half the score sheet continuum for the low-esteem boys and

girls. "I am a responsible person" shows a large self-ideal gap, also.

"I am intelligent" seems to be a complement to the above two items.

Hard work and a sense of responsibility are considered vital to get

ahead in Japan, but without natural ability one can work very hard and

still lose out in the fierce competition to enter the best universities

and thus qualify for a job that has security. The low-esteem girls put

"I am intelligent" lowest in the self-sort and fourth highest in the

ideal-sort. According to the data, they seem to be more dissatisfied

with their lack of intelligence than with anything else.

The negative item showing the largest self-ideal discrepancy for

all four groups was "I often kick myself for the things I do." The

low-esteem boys and girls put this highest of all the 53 items in the

self-sort. Even the high-esteem students put it over two columns

higher in the self-sort than they did in the ideal-sort. This charac-

teristic may be closely related to the next one in Table 13, "I have an

anxiety about failing in everything."

All the items in Table 13 appear related, though they were chosen

only because they reveal the highest self-ideal discrepancies for all

four groups. The low-esteem students seem to desire to be hard work-

ers, responsible individuals, and intelligent as much as the high-esteem

students do. All four groups "kick" themselves for mistakes in the past

and express anxiety that they will fail in everything they do in the

future. The Japanese for "everything" (nanigoto nimo) is quite strong,

and cannot be interpreted to mean failure in some things and success
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in others. The Japanese for "kick'. (kokai shimasu) is also strong,

meaning to regret doing, repent of, or feel remorse for. It would

appear that high- and low-esteem students alike feel remorse for things

that they do that are inconsistent with their ideals. They also seem to

have a pervasive concern about failure. This seems to be because they

value achievement and success so highly. Though these perceptions are

common to high-esteem and low-esteem students, the degree of dissatis-

faction of the low-esteem students is far greater.

There are other characteristics that all four groups put much lower

in the self-sort than in the ideal-sort. Those with the greatest dis-

crepancies are:

1. "I have confidence in myself to do many things." (Item 52)

2. "I am a rational person." (Item 21)

3. "I do not get excited in front of people." (Item 19)

4. "I have an attractive personality." (Item 25)

5. "I am strict with myself." (Item 1)

Three of these also seem related to achievement and success in Japan

Other characteristics that all four groups put much higher in the

self-sort than in the ideal-sort that are not reported in Table13 are:

1. "People don't trust me." (Item 49)

2. "I often act on impulse without thinking much." (Item 23)

3. "I am easily confused." (Item 34)

The data shows that the greater self-ideal discrepancies of the

low-esteem students are a result of two things. The low-esteem students

value certain characteristics in the ideal-sort higher than the high-

esteem students do, and they rate themselves quite low in the self-sort

on these same characteristics. This shows that the high ideals and the

low self-ratings of the low-esteem students contribute to their higher

self-ideal discrepancies. But the data also shows that the low self-

ratings are a greater contributor to the discrepancy scores than the

high ideals of these students are. This is demonstrated by the much

larger differences between the low-esteem and high-esteem students in

the self-sort than in the ideal-sort.
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Tables 14-A and 14-B identify the items that typify low-esteem

students. Table 14-A reports the eight items the low-esteem boys and

girls put much higher in their ideal-sorts than in their self-sorts.

The discrepancies for the high-esteem boys and girls are less than

two-thirds of a column for each item, but those for the low-esteem

boys and girls are many times that.

Table 14-A. Ideal-sorts of low - esteem groups much higher than

self-sorts.

Item Boys Boys Boys Girls Girls

Group Self Ideal Differences Self
Girls Boys Girls
Ideal Rank Rank

33 "I express my opinions clearly."
High 6.1579 6.4737 0.316 0.233 6.3000 6.5333

Low 4.0909 7.36361 3.273 3.727 3.3636 7.0909

46 "I don't depend on other people."

High 5.5789 5.8421 0.263 0.633 5.3000 5.9333

Low 3.7273 6.4545 2.727 3.485 3.3333 6.8182

35 "I am satisfied with myself."
High 5.2105 5.3684 0.158 0.467 5.2333 5.7000

Low 3.5455 5.8182 2.273 2.636 3.1818 5.8182

38 "I usually don't brood over thing

High 6.6842 6.8947 0.210 0.600 5.8000 6.4000

Low 3.8182 6.5455 2.727 1.939 3.9394 5.8788

13 "I can usually live comfortably with
High 7.3684 7.2105 0.158 0.267 6

Low 4.9091 7.0000 12.091 2.151 5

16 "I usually make up my mind and stick
High 6.2632 6.2632 0.000 0.267

Low 4.0000 5.5455 1.545 2.667

8 "I can accept and keep most soci
High 6.6316 6.7368 0.200

Low 4.4545 6.7273 2.273 1.242

50 "I am popular with children my o
High 5.4211 5.8421 0.421 0.333

Low 3.6364 5.1818 1.545 1.758

6

3

the people
.7333 7.0000
. 0909 7.2424

to it."
.0000 6.2667
. 6061 6.2727

rules."
6.1667 5.9667
5.0000 6.2424

age."
5.7000 6.0333
4.2121 5.9697

12 13 7 13
35 3 46 7

19 20 24 20
41 12 48 10

27 26 28 22
45 20 49 22

4 6 15 14
39 11 39 21

ound me."
1 4 3 5

30 6 29 3

11 16 11 15
36 21 44 15

5 9 9 19
33 9 31 16

23 22 16 17
42 26 34 19

It appears that the eight items in Table 14-A contribute greatly

to the higher discrepancy scores that are used to identify the low -

esteem students. The differences in the self-sort means for these
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items between the high- and low-esteem girls are significant at .001.

They are significant at .005 or beyond between the high- and low-

esteem boys for all but item 35. Item 35 is significant at only

.015. All or most of the eight items appear to be related to inter-

personal relations. Item 13, "I can usually live comfortably with

the people around me," stands out clearly when ranking is considered.

The high-esteem boys put this item highest of all the 53 items in the

self-sort, and the high-esteem girls put it third. But the low-

esteem boys put it thirtieth and the low-esteem girls put it twenty-

ninth. The ideal-sort rankings for this item, in contrast, show

little difference between the groups. The high-esteem boys and girls

also put item 8, "I can accept and keep most social rules," much

higher in the self-sort than the low-esteem students did. The low-

esteem students thus seem much more dissatisfied with their inter-

personal relationships than the high-esteem students do.

Table 14-B reports the items that the low-esteem boys and girls

put much higher on the self-sorts than they did on the ideal-sorts.

Table 14-B. Self-sorts of low-esteem groups much higher than ideal-
sorts.

Item Boys Boys Boys Girls Girls

Group Self Ideal Differences Self

45 "I feel uneasy."
High 3.7895 3.3684 0.421 0.733
Low 6.0000 2.4545 3.545 3.273

Girls Boys Girls
Ideal Rank Rank

4.2000 3.4667 44 43 40 42
6.7879 3.5152 14 53 4 45

44 "All people have to do is insist with me,
High 4.3684 4.1053 0.263 0.933
Low 6.2727 3.2727 3.000 3.788

31 "I just can't respect myself."
High 4.4211 4.0000 0.421 0.200
Low 6.5455 3.8182 2.727 2.606

2 "I have a feeling of hopelessness."
High 2.2632 2.2632 0.067
Low 5.0000 3.0909 1.909 2.636

and I give in."
4.7000 3.7667 36 35 31

6.6970 2.9091 11 43 5

4.4333 4.2333 35 37 35

6.4545 3.8485 7 36 8

2.5667 2.6333 50 53 53
5.2727 2.6364 28 51 23

40

49

32

36

51
51
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In summary, the high-esteem students seem to reveal a healthy

positiveness, not only in the way they see themselves but also in the

way they wish they were. They rate themselves highest on ambition.

Next, they see themselves as comfortable with others and able to keep

the rules of society. They feel they take responsibility for their

mistakes, understand themselves well, express their opinions clearly,

and don't brood over things. They see themselves as fairly close to

their ideals on all these characteristics. Conversely, the low-esteem

boys and girls rate themselves low on all of these characteristics, and

show very large discrepancies between their self-ratings and ideals on

all these characteristics. The low-esteem students seem to reveal the

strongest dissatisfaction with their inter-personal relationships.

A few of the characteristics appear to distinguish between the

sexes better than between levels of self-esteem. Boys in general feel

more driven by their parents, and this is especially true of low-esteem

boys. Girls in general feel dissatisfied with their sexuality, and

this is especially true of low-esteem girls. It also appears that

low-esteem boys feel helpless and low-esteem girls feel worthless.

High and Low Defending Quartile Differences. Differences in placement

of the self-sort between those designated as "copers" and those desig-

nated "defenders" were investigated to see if these differences were

significant and meaningful. The Kochi sample was divided into a high-

quartile group and a low-quartile group by the students' defending

behavior scores. Then the item placement means of the self-sort of each

group and the t and level of significance between group means were com-

puted. This was done to seek to discover if copers and defenders repre-

sented distinctly different groups in their attitudes toward themselves.

Only 16 item means showed a difference between groups of .052 signifi-

cance or more, but these differences appeared clearly meaningful. The

16 items are reported in Table E in Appendix V, and only a brief resume

is given here. There were 54 students in Group One and 55 students in

Group Two.
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The three items copers put significantly closer to "like me" at

beyond .001 are all clearly associated with achievement. The next two

are significant at .001, and are related to inter-personal relations.

A sense of worthlessness and inadequacy is most prominent in the nega-

tive characteristics the defenders put significantly higher.

If a coping self-concept could be derived from the significant

differences in Table E, it would seem to show that copers see them-

selves as more active and responsible and more socially adjusted. A

defending self-concept would seem to include a sense of hopelessness,

a sense of low self-worth, and a sense of failure. Perhaps these "types"

should be considered as only suggestive, as the choices the students had

were limited to the 53 items used in this investigation. It can be

assumed that the universe of both self-esteem and self-concept is

actually much larger.

The statistics revealed significant differences in the self-

concepts of the boys and girls in this sample and in the relationship of

their self-esteem scores to the other test variables. Because of this

the sample was divided into boys and girls and then the differences in

self-sort placements between the copers and defenders were explored.

There were 31 boys and 23 girls in group one, and 25 boys and 30 girls

in group two.

Table 15-A shows the means of the copers and defenders for the

whole sample, then just for the boys, and then just for the girls. The

symbol "*" indicates the difference is significant at .05 or beyond

when it comes after the whole sample means; when it follows the .001

significance level it means the difference is significant at beyond

.0005. The items showing greater differences between the copers' and

the defenders' means are put higher in the table.

In the table item 43, "I am intelligent," shows the greatest

difference because the defending girls put it lowest in the self-sort

of all the 53 items, and the defending boys put it second lowest. It

seems that the belief that one is not intelligent is the self-evalua-

tion most strongly related to being picked by classmates as non-coping!
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Table 15-A. Higher self-sort means of coping boys and girls.

Item Sample Boys Boys Boys Girls Girls Girls Boys Girls

Group Means Means t Sig. Means t Sig. Rank Rank

43 "I am intelligent."
Coping 4.74074!

Defending 2.8545/

6 "I am a responsible
Coping 5.6296l
Defending 4.21821

8 "I can accept and
Coping 6.2963I
Defending 5.1818

13 "I can usually
Coping 6.7037*
Defending 5.65451

4.9032 4
0

'
001*

3.1600

person."
5.3871 ,

.2.41 .019
4.4800

keep most social
6.3226 2.85 _ oo6
5.0400

live comfortably with
6.6452

2.07 043
5.6800

4.5217
5.14 .001*

2.6000

5.9565 4.02 .001*
4.0000

rules."
6.2609

2.17 .0355.3000

the people around
6.7826

2.79
5.6333

.007

28
52

19
40

6

25

me."

3

12

36
53

9

44

8

22

3

17

Girls' Means Only Significant

30 "I do things on
Coping 5.59264
Defending 4.27271

33 "I express my opinions
Coping 5.35191
Defending 4.50911

46 "I don't depend
Coping 4.9630
Defending 4.3636

40 "I am a hard worker."
Coping 3.9444
Defending 3.4909

my own initiative."
5.4516
4.6400

clearly."

5.3226
5.3200

on other people."
4.8065
4.8000

4.1290
4.3200

5.7826
3.9667

5.3913
3.8333

:,tr3,(ig

3.6957
2.8000

4.61

3.03

2.56

2.31

001*

004

.013

.025

18
35

21
19

29

31

45

45

12
47

19

49

26

45

49

52

Defending girls are distinguished by feeling that they lack

initiative and autonomy. It seems clear from the table that more

characteristics separate defending from coping girls than separate

defending from coping boys, and the differences are generally much

greater for the defending girls. Coping girls do not seem very differ-

ent from coping boys in the characteristics in Table 15-A.
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The items the defending boys and girls put higher are reported

next .

Table 15-B. Higher self-sort means of defending boys and girls.

Item Sample Boys Boys Boys Girls Girls Girls Boys Girls

Group Means Means t Sig. Means t Sig. Rank Rank

2 "I have a feeling of hopelessness"
2.6522

4.75 .001*
49 52

41 33
Coping 2.870qe 3.0323

3.36 .001
4.8000Defending 4.63641 4.4400

51 "I am worthless (insignificant.)"
Coping 4.1852 4.0968

-2'35
.022

4.3043
-2.42 .019

46 39

5.3667Defending 5.25451 5.1200 23 21

Boys' Means Only Significant

35 "I am satisfied with myself."
Coping 4.1852 4.1290 4.2609

-2.26 .028
Defending 4.5636 5.1200 4.1000

9 "1 often feel like leaving home."
Coping 3.0741* 2.8o65 3.434

Defending 4.0909 3.8800
-1.97 .054

4.2667
8

43 41
22 43

52 51
48 4o

Girls' Means Only Significant

i15 "I am confused n.
Coping 4.6114 4.7742
Defending 5.47271 5.0000

39 "I am a failure in many things."
Coping 4.0926 4.5806
Defending 4.8000 4.7200

49 "People
Coping
Defending

5 "I feel
Coping
Defending

don't trust me."
4.3889* 4.6129
5.3455 5.0800

inadequate, but it's all
2.6852* 3.0000
3.6727 3.5200

26 "I am a good-for-nothing."
Coping 4.1296* 4.1290
Defending 5.09091 4.3600

28 "I despise myself."
Coping 3.7963 3.8710

Defending 4.4000 3.8400

4.3913
-4.23 .001*

5.8667

3.4348
3.95 .001*4.8667

4.0870
- 3.83 .001*

5.5667

teachers' fault."
2.2609

-3.68 .001
3.8000

4.1304
-3.31 .002

5.7000

3.6957
- 2.3o .026

4.8667

31 38

27 12

38 50

34 32

35 43

24 20

51 53

51 5o

44 42

44 16

48 47

49 31
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"I have a feeling of hopelessness" stands out in this table as the

one characteristic that clearly separates defending boys and girls alike

from their coping classmates. This is because the copers put this item

very low while the defenders did not.

Again more items distinguish defending from coping girls than

distinguish defending from coping boys, and the significance is greater.

The defending girls put "I am a good-for-nothing" and "I am worth-

less" higher, and they are the only group that put the former towards

"like me" from the center of the score sheet. The means of the defend-

ing boys for "I am worthless" and "I am satisfied" are exactly the same

and slightly toward "like me" from the mid-point. But the standard

deviations are relatively large, suggesting that among the 25 boys in

this group there are wide variations in how they see themselves on

these characteristics. Thus it would appear that feelings of low self-

worth clearly typify the low-esteem girls and also some of the low-

esteem boys.

When the characteristics reported in Table ]5-A and15-B are con-

sidered together, certain differences in the self-concepts of the

four groups can be seen. Defending boys seem different from the other

three groups in only two characteristics: " I am satisfied with myself"

is placed higher and "I can accept and keep most social rules" is lower.

The defending boys may actually feel less dissatisfied with themselves,

but this interpretation is not consistent with their placing "I am worth-

less" and "I have a feeling of hopelessness" significantly closer to

"like me" than the coping boys did. These placements may suggest they

have lower personal aspirations than the coping boys have. Alternately,

it may mean that one group of defending boys feels worthless and another

group feels satisfied with themselves, and that these differences are

great enough to make the means for the defending boys as a group sig-

nificantly different. This latter possibility will be explored in

Chapter V. Defending boys also appear to be characterized by the belief

that they cannot keep the rules of society. This may be why they are

designated as "non-copers" by their classmates.



The defending girls appear to be the most different of the four

groups. They put "I am confused" and "people don't trust me" closer

to the "like me" pole than most of the positive items. Since they did

not put being likeable or having an attractive personality much lower

than the other students did, their putting "people don't trust me" so

low should not be interpreted as meaning they feel rejected. Perhaps

this item should rather be related to their very low self-ratings on

"I am a hard worker" and "I am a responsible person" in Tablel5 -A.

They may be thinking, "People, that is, adults, don't trust me because

I am not working hard and am not doing well in school."

The defending girls put "I despise myself" near the center of the

score sheet. Their despising themselves and seeing themselves as worth-

less may be an acknowledgement that they see themselves as non-copers,

especially since non-coping is strongly related to poor grades, as was

reported on page 51.

The defending girls also consider themselves far more confused

than the other groups do. Confused about what? Many of the Butler-

Haigh Q-Sort items appear vague in meaning as this one does, perhaps

on purpose so that individuals can identify with the items. Are

defending girls confused about studies, as the literature about Japa-

nese education suggests many Japanese junior high students are? If so,

why are the girls more confused than the boys? Perhaps only the girls

admit they are confused, or perhaps they are more aware of their con-

fusion. The girls more than the boys seem to reveal a strong tendency

to depreciate themselves. This is manifested in their high self-ratings

on many negative items in Table15-B. It is also seen in their low self-

ratings for many positive items in Table15,A, and in their much lower

average self-esteem as tested in this research.

The six items in Tablel5 -A that distinguish between coping and

defending girls read like a list of what appear to be the characteristics

most valued in Japan for success in life: The only similar items from

the Q-sort not appearing in Table15-A are "I am ambitious" and "I have

confidence in myself to do many things." Ambition and confidence are
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matters of attitude. These attitudes aside, the defending girls marked

themselves lowest of all the groups on all self-referent items related to

achievement and success, and only on these items! They are, in relation

to school work, non-copers in their own eyes. In this their self-

concepts are very different from the other three groups, even from defend-

ing boys:

The coping boys stand out as being different in two characteris-

tics: "I can usually live comfortably with the people around me" is

placed highest of the four groups to "like me" and "I often feel like

leaving home" is placed lowest. They also placed "I can accept and keep

most social rules" slightly closer to "like me" than the coping girls did.

Coping boys seem to stand out even more than coping girls in their confi-

dence that they can get along well with others and are generally satis-

fied with their home lives.

The coping girls put the following four items lowest of all the 53

items: "I feel inadequate, but it's all my teacher's fault," "I have a

feeling of hopelessness," "I often feel like leaving home," and "I am a

failure in many things." These suggest it is the coping girls even more

than the coping boys who are confident toward the future, feel they have

positive relationships with teachers and parents, and see themselves as

not being failures--four apparent aspects of coping in school.

The coping girls also stand out by putting "I am a responsible per-

son" highest of the four groups. They put "I do things on my own initi-

ative" and "I don't depend on other people" even higher to "like me" than

the coping boys did. Coping girls apparently see themselves as doing the

things required for achievement and success, though they mark themselves

lower than coping boys do on personal qualities like intelligence that

are needed for success.

The statistics, therefore, do support the existence of a "coping

self-concept" and a "defending self-concept," but since sex differences

are pronounced it would seem more accurate to speak of a "girl coper's

self-concept," a "boy coper's self-concept," and so on.

In the ideal-sort there were significant differences between the

placements of the coping group and the defending group on only five

items, so sex differences were not explored. These differences are

reported in Table 15-C on the next page.
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Table15-C. Ideal-sort placement differences of copers and defenders.

Item Group Ideal t-value Significance Self

Means Means

Copers' Ideal-Sort Means Higher

47 "There are many things about myself I'd change if I could."
Coping 5.3333 +2.24 .030

6.9815

Defending 4.4074 6.6364

Defenders' Ideal-Sort Means Higher

24 "I have the feeling that I'm just not facing things."
Coping 2.9048

- 2.97 .005
Defending 4.3333

17 "I feel apathetic."
Coping 2.9048

-2.95 .005
Defending 4.2222

14 "I can't decide things for myself."
Coping 2.6667

- 2.35 .023
Defending 3.6296

39 "I am a failure in many things."
Coping 2.9524

-2.16 .036
Defending 3.9259

5.0926*
5.7455

4.8704
5.0909

4.5926
4.8182

4.o926*
4.8000

This table shows that item 47 is the only one the copers put signifi-

cantly higher. The high-esteem group also put it higher in the ideal-

sort than the low-esteem group did. How is this item being interpreted

by the students? Perhaps it is being interpreted not as dissatis-

faction with the abilities and features the individual inherited at

birth, but as a willingness to improve oneself by effort. Or it may

be that those with high esteem and copers are willing to consider the

possibility that things might be better for them if they were better.

It does suggest the copers and high-esteem students are more open to

change.

Of the five items in the above table only 24 and 39 were signi-

ficant at .052 or beyond in the self-sort. These items may suggest the

copers value success significantly more than the defenders do. Are the

defenders then relatively unconcerned about failure, or simply more

willing to fail than the copers are? The ideal-sort means of most items

related to achievement and success (items 6, 27, 40, 43, 46, 52) are
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considerably higher for the copers. Only item 30, "I do things on my

own initiative," shows a higher ideal-sort means for the defenders.

Generally speaking, it does appear that copers value the qualities

connected with achievement and success more than the defenders do.

Perhaps the defenders value initiative higher for purposes other than

academic advancement! Defenders do not seem to highly value deciding

things for themselves, and reject apathy in their ideals less.

Perhaps the only general conclusion that can be made from the

five significant ideal-sort items is that defenders do not value coping

as much as copers do. This appears to be a somewhat different conclu-

sion from that drawn from the ideal-sorts of the low-esteem students.

Low- esteem students seem to value many of the very qualities they rate

themselves low on.

Internal and External Locus of Control Differences. The locus of

control scores were grouped in the middle of the possible scoring

range, and there were many identical scores. It was decided to select

only those students with higher or lower than average scores for purposes

of comparison. All with a score of 40 or lower were designated "inter-

nals" and all with 47 or higher were designated "externals." In this

way 59 were selected as internals and 47 as externals, with 24 boys in

the former and 19 in the latter group. In the self-sort, 15 items were

found with a difference of means between internals and externals signi-

ficant at .05 or beyond. These 15 items showing differences with the

sexes combined are reported in Appendix Five, Table F. Divided by sex,

it was found that there were only seven items showing significant

differences between internal and external boys and 14 items between

the girls. Tablel6 -A on page 78 reports the ten items internal boys

and/or girls placed closer to "like me" at the .05 significance level.

The first two items in Table 16-A, "I am likeable" and "I am popu-

lar,. . ." distinguish between types of locus of control but not be-

tween sexes. These are the two positive items with the strongest

significance levels in Table F in Appendix Five (.001 and .002), sug-

gesting that external locus of control and a feeling of not being
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likeable are somehow related.

Table16-A. Higher mean self-sort placement of internal boys and girls.

Item Sample Boys Boys Boys Girls Girls Girls Boys Girls
Group Means Means t Sig. Means t Sig. Rank Rank

36 "I am likeable."
Internal 5.2712*' 5.3333 2.48 .018

5.2286
2.17 .034

19 20

External 4.4681 4.3158 4.5714 40 40

50 "I am popular with children my own age."
Internal 5.0339* 5.0417 2.40 .0211 5'0286 2.10 .040

26 30

External 4.2553 4.2105 [ 4.2857 42 42

Boys' Means Only Significant

11 "I usually like people."
Internal 6.38984 6.4583

2 79 0081
6.3429

External 5.6596 5.1579 6 0000

43 "I am intelligent."
Internal 4.05084'4.2917
External 3.4043 3.4211

2.12 .040
3.8857

3.3929

3 7

24 6

43 48

51 50

Girls' Means Only Significant

52 "I have confidence in myself to do many things."
Internal 4.98314 4.8333 5.0857 33 29

.003.

External 4.1489 4.6316 3.8214 3.11 36 47

13

1

22

40

46

"I can usually live comfortably with the people around me."
Internal 6.3898 5.9167 6.7143

2.70 .009
11 3

.

External 5.8298 6.0526 5.6786 7 14

"I am strict with myself."
Internal 4.7627 4.0833 5.2286 45 21

2.65 .010
External 4.1702 4.0000 4.2857 46 41

"I try not to think about my problems."
Internal 5.6949 '5.7500 1 5.6571 14 12

.

External 4.9362 5.9474 1 4.2500
2 55 .013

12 44

"I am a. hard worker."
Internal 3.9322 3.9167 3.9429 47 47

2.07 .042
External 3.5532 4.1579 3.1429

"I don't depend on other people."
Internal 5.0678 5.0000 5.1143 29 26

04703 .

External 4.4681 14.8421 4.2143
2.

29 45

The group rankings for item 11 show the external boys like people

much less than their classmates do.
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External and internal girls more than boys seem clearly distin-

guished by the self-sort, like coping and defending girls are. The

external girls put "I am a hard worker" lowest of all the 53 items.

They feel the most that they depend on other people. This appears

consistent with the rationale behind locus of control differences.

These girls seem to be looking to others for rewards rather than

believing rewards are a result of self-effort. External girls stand

out in having less self-confidence, feeling they are undisciplined and

not working hard, and depending on other people. With the external

boys they feel unliked and unpopular. Perhaps they are not trying to

get good grades and make friends. But since these assessments do lower

their self-esteem it would appear that perhaps discouragement more than

lack of desire is keeping them from "coping." From the statistics

presented earlier in Chapter IV, it seems clear that their low-esteem

more than their external locus of control is strongly related to both

poor grades and their being seen by classmates as defending. Internal

girls feel they are disciplined and more comfortable with others, and

with internal boys feel more likeable and popular.

The eight items external boys and/or girls put higher are reported

in Table16-B on page 80. In this table also more items separate exter-

nal and internal girls than separate boys. But the difference is not

in the internal girls; they do not put any negative item noticeably

higher or lower than the other groups do. The external girls seem

the most dissatisfied with their sexuality. Perhaps it is a similar

response to believe things would be better if one were born a boy as

it is to believe that one's future is controlled by outside forces.

The very high placement by external girls of "I often feel like

leaving home" (ranked thirty-fifth) suggests that for some children a

relationship may exist between external locus of control and unhappy

family relationships.
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Table 16-B. Higher mean self-sort placements of external boys and girls.

Item Sample Boys Boys Boys Girls Girls Girls Boys Girls
Group Means Means t Sig. Means t Sig. Rank Rank

2 "I have a feeling of hopelessness."
Internal 3.0508* 3.0833 3.0286 51 52

-2.04 .048 -3.09 .003
External 4.2553 4.2105 4.2857 44 43

Boys' Means Only Significant

49 "People don't trust me."
Internal 4.7797* 4.7083

-2.75 .009
External 5.3191 5.7368

34 "I am easily confused."
Internal 5.5085 5.1667

External 5.8298 6.1053
-2.07 .044

4.8286

5.0357

5.7429
5.6429

35 31
13 25

22 10

6 16

Girls' Means Only Significant

45 "I feel uneasy."
Internal 4.7288*
External 5.7872

17 "I feel apathetic."
Internal 4.6102
External 5.7872

28 "I despise myself."
Internal 3.6780*
External 4.5319

4.8750
5.1579

4.8750
5.1579

3.7917
4.2105

4.6286
-3.69 .001*

6.2143

4.4286
-2.50 .015

6.2143

3.6000
4.7500 2.47 .016

31 33
25 5

32 37

35 19

48 49

43 34

53 "I don't want to be a male (if male) or a female (if

9

female)."
Internal 3.6610*
External 4.6383

"I often feel like
Internal 3.0847*
External 4.2340

2.6667

3.1579

leaving home.'
2.6667
3.4737

4.3429
5.6429

3.3714
4.7500

-2.44

-2.43

.018

.018

53
52

52

50

39

15

50

35

In Table16-B sex differences for Item 2 are slight, but this item

shows the greatest difference between internals and externals of all 53

items with the sexes together. This suggests that external locus of

control is most typified by a feeling of hopelessness. But when divided

by sex, external boys are most typified by not feeling trusted and

external girls by feeling uneasy (ranked fifth).
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In the ideal-sort, the internal boys and/or girls put eight items

significantly closer to "like I want to be."

Table16-C. Higher ideal-sort placement means of internals.

Item Sample
Sig.

Boys Boys Girls Girls Boys Girls

Group Means Means t Means t Rank Rank

4 "If I make a mistake I take responsibility for it."
Internal 7.4068 7.4167 7.4000 2 3

2.89 .005 2.28* 1.83#
External 6.7447 6.5789 6.8571 7 7

27 "I am ambitious."
Internal 6.8814 7.2500 6.6286 3 12

2.69 .008
External 6.0638 6.2105 5.9643 14 18

30 "I do things on my own initiative."
Internal 6.9322 6.8750 6.9714 7 8

2.28 .025 #1.71
External 6.3617 6.1579 6.5000 16 11

40 "I am a hard worker."
Internal 7.3729

2.02
7.0417 7.6000 4 2

202 .046 1.94#
External 6.8511 6.6316 *7' 7.0000 6 5

6 "I am a responsible person."
Internal 7.7797 .75833

2.00 .048 0.97
External 7.2766 7.1579

36 "I am likeable."
Internal 6.9492

1.69#
External 6.5106

6.5000
2.47*

5.5789

11 "I usually like people."
Internal 6.0339 6.2083

1.35 2.07*
External 5.7447 5.4737

7.9143 1 1
1.86#

7.3571 1 1

7.2571
0.38

12 4

7.1429 22 2

5.9143
5.9286

-0.05

8 "I can accept and keep most social rules."
Internal 6.5424 16.7917 , 1 6.3714 ,,*

1.68#
6.631616 " "L 5.8214 ""77-1External 6.1489

.

16 21
24 19

9 13
24 21

The symbol "*" means the t-value iE significant at .05 or beyond.

The symbol "to means the t-value is significant at between .05 and .1.

It is interesting that the computer divided the eight items in

this table into groups of five, two and one. The first five items are

significantly closer to "like I want to be" when the sexes are combined

and all five relate to achievement! The students designated as inter-

nals in this investigation do seem to value highly the characteristics
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commonly associated with achievement and success and thus seem to fit

Rotter's definition of internal locus of control: "the perception of

positive and/or negative events as being a consequence of one's own

actions and therefore under personal control."

The next two items are significant between only internal and

external boys, and relate to liking and being liked. The last item

relates to keeping social rules and is significant between only the

internal and external girls. These groupings would appear to be more

than just chance-determined. Internal boys appear to value liking

others and being liked more than even internal girls do, while internal

girls seem to value keeping the rules of society more than even

internal boys do.

Only four items were put significantly higher by the externals.

Tablel6 -D. Higher ideal-sort placement means of externals.

Item Sample Boys Boys Girls Girls Boys Girls

Group Means
t Sig.

Means t Means t Rank Rank

37 "My personality is attractive to the opposite sex."

Internal 5.3898 5.2917
-0.08 -2.91§5.4571 27 24

External 6.0000
-2 44 9 16

5.3158 6.4643 26 13

9 "I often feel like leaving home."
Internal 3.4237 3.4167 3.4286 45 45

-2.11 .037 -1.18 -1.74#
External 3.9787 '3.8947 4.0357 39 33

5 "I feel inadequate, but it's all my teachers' fault."
Internal 3.5085

-2 02 .0461
3.5833 -1 54

3.4571.. -1.36
External 4.0213 4.1579 3.9286

24 "I have the feeling that I am just not facing things."
Internal 3.6271

76-0.
3.5000 2 26* 3.7143

. +1.16
External 3.8723 4.7368 3.2857

41 43

32 37

43 39

29 46

The symbol "s" means the t-value is significant at .005.

In this table item 37 is significant for the sexes combined, and

it is the only item distinguishing internal and external girls at .05

or beyond. Thus the strong significance for the girls (.005) seems

clearly meaningful. External girls seem much more interested in the
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opposite sex than the others are! Perhaps they have begun to give up

seeking the "reinforcements" the classroom offers and are being attract-

ed to the idea of leaving home and getting married--though they are no

more than fourteen years old. External boys seem to be the least

unwilling to have the feeling that they are not facing things, though

internal girls put this (item 24) higher than external girls did.

In summarizing the ideal-sort differences, it seems the internals

value ambition, initiative, hard work, and being responsible--all items

related to achievement. Externals value these things significantly

less, but do not reject them. Externals also seem to put less value on

happy inter-personal relations. External girls value attractiveness to

the opposite sex more. External boys place less value on liking people

and being liked. They also do not seem to value facing things--the

demands of school?--as much as other students do.

A comparison of the self-sort and ideal-sort differences suggests

that the self-perceptions that most clearly distinguish between inter-

nals and externals relate to people. The ideals that distinguish

between them show the strongest relationship to achievement.

High and Low Grade Point Average Differences. While many students had

the same grade point average (GPA), when they were divided into a high

and a low group more students ended up in the high group: 113 students

with averages of 3.2 or higher were put in the high group, and 97 with

lower than 3.2 averages were put in the low group. The self-sort place-

ments of 21 items were found to be significantly different at .05.

Table 17 -A on page 84 reports the items the high GPA group put

higher. Most of the characteristics that appear related to achieve-

ment are in this table. I.Q. was not controlled. The low group's

putting "I am intelligent" second lowest of all the 53 items may have a

measure of truth in it, but they put "I am a hard-worker" lowest!

This suggests that in their perceptions the differences in grades are

more than a matter of natural ability.
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Table 17-A. Higher self-sort means of students with higher grades.

Item Group Mean t-value Significance Rank

43 "I am intelligent."
High 4.2566

5.11
Low 3.1443

30 "I do things on my own initiative
High 5.3363
Low 4.4021

4o

6 "1 am a responsible person."
High 5.2832

3.27
Low 4.5567

8 "I can accept and keep most social rules."
High 5.9115

3.02 .003
Low 5.2474

33 "I express my opinions clearly."
High 5.2301

2.77
Low 4.4742

Beyond .001

fl

Beyond .001

.001

.006

43
52

19
4o

20

37

8

20

21
38

47 "There are many things about myself I'd change if I could."
High 7.2832 2

2.33 .021
Low 6.7526

2.
2

40 "I am a hard worker."
High 3.8053 49

02525 .

Low 3.3093
2.25

53

13 "I can usually live comfortably with the people around me."
High 6.3274 4

02919 .

Low 5.8660
2.

10

21 "I am a rational person."
High 5.0177 26

03413 .

Low 4.5773
2.13

35

46 "I don't depend on other people."
High 4.6991 34

2.10 .037
Low 4.2062 44

The separate placement means of the boys and the girls are not

presented because the relationship between sex and grade point average

was not significant in the computer analysis.

Both the high and the low GPA students put the same three items

highest. These are "I often kick myself for the things I do," "There

are many things about myself I'd like to change if I could" (item 47 in
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Tableal-A), and "I have an anxiety about failing in everything." The

low-esteem students also put these three items in the same rank order,

but the high-esteem students placed all three significantly closer to

"not like me." This similarity between high GPA and low-esteem students

suggests that even high GPA students are considerably dissatisfied with

themselves.

The rankings of the high GPA students for the items in Table17-A

suggest they see themselves as socially adjusted more than they see

themselves as possessing the characteristics necessary for success or

doing the things necessary to succeed. This seems surprising, because

in Japan grades are said to be almost always derived from content-

centered tests without considering attitudes or social adjustment.

Setting aside item 47 and the two items expressing social adjust-

ment that were discussed above, the other seven items in Table 17 -A are

significantly different primarily because the low GPA group put them very

low. The low GPA group rated themselves lower on all items related to

achievement except one, "I am ambitious," and this item was not signifi-

cant (so it is not in Tablel7 -A).

Table17-B on page 86 presents the items the low GPA students put

significantly higher. Of the 11 items in this table, the low GPA

group put item 20 closest to "like me." Here they seem to see them-

selves as working hard but not doing well. But in the light of their

rating themselves so low on "I am a hard worker" in Table17-A, it seems

the emphasis should be placed on things not going well rather than on

working hard. Their putting item 24, "I have the feeling that I am just

not facing things," next in ranking seems to reinforce this interpreta-

tion.

The significant differences of the other items in Tablel7 -B seem

to be caused by the high GPA group placing them quite low. Students

with good grades put item 5, "I feel inadequate, but it's all my

teachers' fault," lowest of all the 53 items, followed by item 2,

"I have a feeling of hopelessness." It would seem natural that

they have a more positive attitude towards their teachers and more

hope toward the future. They also have higher self-esteem (items 51
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and 26), but they seem to be less satisfied with themselves (item 35).

Table17-B. Higher self-sort means of students with lower grades.

Item Group Means t-value Significance

2 "I have a feeling of hopelessness."
High 3.3097

-4.03 Beyond .001
Low 4.2887

Rank

52

143

5 "I feel inadequate, but it's all my teachers' fault."
High 3.0177 53

00213 .

Low 3.6701
-3.

49

39 "I am a failure in many things."
High 4.2301 44

Low 4.7835
-2.79 .006

32

51 "I am worthless (insignificant)."
High 4.3451 39

.007.

Low 4.9897 -2.73 28

15 "I am confused."
High 4.6903

- 2.72 .007
Low 5.2474

35

21

20 "I work very hard, but everything isn't going well, so I have
it tough."

High 5.0796 22
- 2.69 .008

Low 5.6804 12

24 "I have the feeling that I am just not facing things."
High 5.0000 27
Low 5.5979

-2.59 010
13

35 "I am satisfied with myself."
High 3.9558 47

Low 4.5773
-2.40 .017

36

49 "People don't trust me."
High 4.7699 32

- 2.33 .021
Low 5.2371 23

26 "I am a good-for-nothing."
High 4.3451 40

03809 .

Low 4.8454 -2.09 29

28 "I despise myself."
High 3.8319 48

- 1.98 .049
Low 4.2990 42

Summarizing Table17-A and17-B, it appears that students who get
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higher than average grades see themselves as more socially adjusted.

They also claim to have the qualities needed for achievement to a great-

er degree than students with low grades do. Students who get lower than

average grades feel things are not going well with them and that they

are not facing things. They feel more confused than other students,

more worthless, more hopeless, more inadequate, and less trusted.

The ideal-sort differences will be presented next.

Table1T-C. Ideal-sort differences of high and low GPA students.

Item Group Self-sort Ideal-sort t-value Significance Rank

High Group Means Higher

27 "I am ambitious."
High 6.2212
Low 6.4227

6.8496
2.96 .003

6.1856

8

13

47 "There are many things about myself I'd change if I could."
High 7.2832* 5.5221 25

.025.

Low 6.7526 5.0619
2.

26

42 "I think I am emotionally mature for my age."
High 4.2743 5.2478 26

.042.

Low 4.1753 4.8866
2.05

28

6 "I am a responsible person."
High 5.2832* 7.7080 1

.042.

Low 4.5567 7.3608
2.04

Low Group Means Higher

17 "I feel apathetic."
High 4.8319 3.3363

-3.53 .001
Low 5.0206 4.0103

49 "People don't trust me."
High 4.7699* 2.6283

-2.32 .022
Low 5.2371 3.2062

14 "I can't decide things for myself."
High 4.7788 3.1947 -2.22 .028
Low 4.6289 3.6289

39 "I am a failure in many things."
High 4.2301* 3.3186

-2.11 .036
Low 4.7835 3.7629

23 "I often act on impulse without thinking much."
High 5.7168 3.8850

-1.98 .049
Low 6.2062 4.2062

46

34

52

149

48

414

147

142

36
30
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Students with good grades prize ambition more according to Table

17 -C, and their ambition seems to be reflected in their self-estimations

that they actually work harder--as can be seen by their higher means

for item 40 in Table 17-A on page 84. Both groups put item 6, "I am a

responsible person," closest of all 53 items to "like I want to be,"

but the students with good grades put it "significantly higher."

This should be interpreted to mean the high group showed greater agree-

ment in placing this item highest: if there were 100% agreement in

placing an item in the rank closest to "most like me" or "most like I

want to be," this item would have a group mean of 9.0000.

It seems interesting that students with low grades put "I am

ambitious" lower in the ideal-sort than they did in the self-sort:

They ranked this item fourth in the self-sort and thirteenth in the

ideal-sort. Most of the items they put higher in the ideal-sort than

"I am ambitious" are characteristics related to achievement and suc-

cess, so it would appear this item was simply crowded out of a higher

place by characteristics these students value more than ambition.

Thus the lower ranking may not mean they possess ambition to a greater

degree than they value it.

Interestingly enough, when the self-ideal discrepancies alone are

considered, the students with higher grades have greater discrepancies

for the items listed in Table 17-C, and high discrepancies indicate low

self-esteem. Yet, when the meanings of the items are considered, the

high group put more positive characteristics closer to "like me" and

"like I want to be," and the low group put more negative characteristics

closer to these poles. This suggests the high group have more positive

self-concepts, and suggests the low group assess themselves more

negatively and are more satisfied with having negative traits.



V. INTERPRETATIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

Introduction

When the seven hypotheses were tested without sex distinctions,

the results were in every case as anticipated. This is reported on

pages 48 to 54: the null hypotheses were rejected for Hypothesis One

through Six, and no significant interactions were found when Hypothesis

Seven was tested.

This chapter explores further the relationships between all the

test variables. The statistics for the Kochi sample are reexamined to

present interpretations and to explore the dynamics among the variables

--especially the dynamics between the attitudes of the students and

their classroom behavior as seen in coping-defending and in grades.

These attitudes are next considered in their relationship to Japanese

culture. Suggestions are made for classroom teaching in Japan and for

further research. The chapter concludes with a summary of this investi-

gation.

Interpretations

In this section the statistical results are reviewed in relation

to the seven hypotheses, and interpretations are made.

Hypothesis One

There is a significant relationship between habitual defending

behavior in the junior high classroom as defined by peer reports

and level of self-esteem as measured by Q-sorts.

The relationship between defending behavior and self-esteem was

significant for the girls in the sample but not for the boys. Nothing

was found in the literature to explain this. Since the self-esteem

89
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score is derived from placement differences between the individual's

self-sort and his ideal-sort, differences in level of self-esteem between

groups might be explainable by differences either in the self-sort or

in the ideal-sort. There seemed to be little difference between the

girls' and boys' ideal-sorts, so the difference was sought in the self-

sorts. The greatest difference was discovered in the self-sorts of the

defending girls.

The girls' mean self-esteem score is about 110% that of the boys,

and their defending behavior score is three points higher. The girls

would thus appear to average lower in self-esteem and to be more defend-

ing. The lower self-esteem rating for the defending girls is emphasized

by their having put item 28 of the Q-sort, "I despise myself," signifi-

cantly higher in the self-sort than where coping students and even

defending boys put it. A possible interpretation of the sex differences

here is that more boys simply "faked good" on the self-sort and so ended

with lower discrepancy scores. But the positive results of the lie scale

used during the pilot study would seem to be against this interpretation.

More defending boys than defending girls had to be dropped from the

study because of mistakes on their Q-sort score sheets, but this seems

inadequate to explain the sex differences. The interpretation that

seems to best explain all the data produced by this study is that the

girls sorted the items in the self-sort in a more self-depreciating way

than the boys did. There might be cultural differences in Japan that

influence this.

The lack of a significant relationship for the boys for Hypothesis

One does not mean that significant differences do not exist in the self-

perceptions between the high- and low-esteem boys or between coping and

defending boys. Out of the 53 items, 41 showed a significant difference

of .05 or beyond between the self-sort placements of the high- and low-

esteem boys, and seven showed a difference between the coping and

defending boys. This compares with 47 items that distinguish high-

from low-esteem girls and 16 that distinguish coping from defending

girls. So it seems clear that there are considerable and meaningful

differences between the self-perceptions of the high- and low-esteem

boys as well as girls. This is true even though low self-esteem in boys
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is apparently not a strong contributor to defending behavior, or it is a

strong contributor in a relatively small number of low-esteem boys. It

would appear that the reported differences in self-perceptions between the

high- and low-esteem boys as well as girls are an important finding of

this investigation.

The high-esteem students seem to reveal a healthy positiveness

not only in their self-perceptions but also in their self-ideals. They

were distinguished from the low-esteem students in being close to their

ideals on many characteristics, and most of these are related to inter-

personal relations. On many of these same items the low-esteem students

revealed large discrepancies between their self-perceptions and self-

ideals. So it appears that feelings of inadequacy in social relations

most typify the low-esteem students. This is true of both boys and

girls. Then why is this related strongly to defending for the low-esteem

girls only? Might it be that classmates place greater expectation on

their female peers to get along well with others, and single out those

who don't as defending, but place less expectation on their male class-

mates to get along with others, and as a result select a different type

of boy as defending? This seems to be the case, but confirmation of

this should be sought in the Japanese educational environment.

The investigator asked eight junior high teachers what they thought

the difference was between boys and girls in junior high. All felt that

girls were more obedient and studied harder, and that boys were more

mischievous, less interested in school work and more interested than

girls in outside activities. When asked the reason for these differences,

several mentioned that girls develop faster than boys and are more mature

in junior high school. Some mentioned that girls were naturally more

obedient than boys, and that boys were more active than girls and got

into mischief more often. When asked about the expectations of parents

and teachers toward girls and boys, the teachers readily admitted that

parents have different expectations of sons than of daughters. But only

under careful questioning did the teachers admit that they themselves had

different expectations. They said parents expect boys to be more inde-

pendent, and yet boys in junior high are not as independent as girls

because they are more immature. The teachers expect girls to be more
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obedient and docile and boys to be more expressive. One teacher said he

believed Japanese in general think it is feminine to be submissive and

masculine to admit your mistakes--that is, boys who do what is wrong and

frankly admit it are well thought of, but for a girl to be well thought

of she must avoid doing what is wrong. The students' ideal-sorts sug-

gest that the high-esteem boys do accept the standard that they should

admit their mistakes, though they show immaturity in not admitting them.

The low-esteem boys, however, do not seem to accept this standard.

The investigator asked three male and three female junior high

teachers to rank the 53 Q-sort items according to how they thought an

ideal eighth grade boy and girl would rate themselves on a scale from

"most like me" to "least like me." The results clearly suggest that

the teachers value personality and social skills more in girls than

they do in boys. They seem to value action-related characteristics more

in boys. The teachers put "I despise myself," "I am a good-for-nothing,"

and "I am worthless" much closer to "not like me" for the ideal boy than

for the ideal girl. The teachers seem more accepting of these negative

attitudes in girls and they are more common in the low-esteem girls.

This suggests there is a relationship between the lower self-esteem of

the girls in Kochi and their teachers' expectations! This appears worthy

of further investigation.

It appears that Japanese teachers, and maybe parents also, allow

greater freedom to boys than to girls to do the things designated as

"non- coping" in the Behavior Rating Scale without thinking ill of them.

It seems that boys in the eighth grade in Kochi are in fact generally

less coping and more defending than the girls are; but because of

differences in social expectations they are not rated as defending as

the girls are in these things. It would also appear that both boys

and girls are bothered by falling short of their ideals in inter-

personal relations, but that it is only this type of girl that is desig-

nated as defending by classmates.

To test Hypothesis One, self-esteem was measured by item discrepan-

cies between the self-sort and the ideal sort. The seven items the high-

esteem students indicated they come shortest of their ideals in all relate
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to achievement and success. The self-ideal discrepancy for the high-

esteem boys and girls is large for all seven items, but the gap for the

low-esteem boys and girls is over twice as large. This suggests that

Kochi eighth graders feel especially inadequate in characteristics that

are considered important for achievement and success, and that low-

esteem students feel this inadequacy far more than high-esteem students

do. The greatest gap was for "I am a hard worker." These gaps seem to

illustrate that Kochi students value characteristics linked with success

in Japanese society to such a degree that no matter how much of these

characteristics they think they have they wish they had more! Low-esteem

students do not reject these values; generally they value them even

more than the high-esteem students do and this contributes to their

self-ideal discrepancy scores and thus to their low esteem. There does

not seem to be much of a "contra-culture" or group that rejects the domi-

nant values of society in the eighth grades investigated.

The preceding observations seem to make the statistics even more

difficult to interpret! The observation that low-esteem boys evaluated

themselves negatively in inter-personal relations and yet were not

picked as defenders can be explained somewhat by the differing expecta-

tions of others for boys in Japan. But it does not appear that the

negative appraisal of low-esteem boys on characteristics related to

achievement and success can be explained in this way.

The eight junior high teachers mentioned on page 91 felt that

parents generally place higher expectations on their sons to achieve and

be successful than they place on their daughters. One teacher observed

that girls study harder in junior high but boys study harder in high

school. The observation that higher expectations are placed on boys

to achieve is supported by the statistics for the 1978 graduates of the

high school in Japan where the investigator teaches: of the 410 who

graduated, 77% of the girls entered college that year but only 37.5% of

the boys did. The academic abilities of the boys and girls were tested

and found to be similar, but the girls settled for lower rated schools

rather than stay out of school and prepare for the entrance examinations

the following year. So much pressure was put on the boys to succeed

that most entered full-time preparatory schools to prepare for the 1979
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entrance examinations rather than enter lower rated schools. None of

the boys entered junior colleges that year, but many of the girls did.

Most of the girls who failed gave up plans to enter college. Of the

1978 graduates of this school, 32.4% enrolled in preparatory schools.

Then, if more pressure is put on boys than on girls to succeed,

why is the relationship between low esteem and defending behavior sig-

nificant only for the girls? A stronger relationship is needed between

the variables to show a high level of significance for the boys because

there are fewer of them, but this seems inadequate to explain the weak

level of significance (.359) for the boys. A look at the Behavior

Rating Scale used to operationally define "defending behavior" shows that

Questions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 9 seem to relate strongly to inter-personal

relations. Question 6, "students who persist longest to get their own

way," would seem to express a more acceptable behavior for boys than for

girls in Japan, but it is those who persist who are designated as coping.

Question 1 is the only one strongly associated with academic achievement.

This suggests that the defending scores reflect non-coping in inter-

personal relationships much more strongly than they do non-coping in

academic tasks. With this in mind, the differences in social expectations

referred to earlier may explain the lack of a relationship between low-

esteem and defending behavior for the boys fairly well. Since the total

defending score is composed more of non-coping in inter-personal rela-

tions than of non-coping in academic achievement, the boys identified

as "defending" in this study may not be the boys with the lowest self-

esteem.

The low-esteem students, in contrast to the healthy positiveness

of the high-esteem students, seem to reveal very negative feelings about

themselves. According to the self-sort data, the low-esteem students

feel repentance for their actions characterizes them most, followed by

desiring to change themselves, anxiety over failure, and acting on

impulse. Besides these four, 13 other negative items were put closer to

"like me" than any positive item was. Feelings of uneasiness, helpless-

ness, worthlessness and apathy are prominent among these 13 items.

Girls with the kind of self-concept described in the paragraph

above were picked by classmates as defenders to a degree significant at
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beyond .001, but boys with this type of self-concept were not picked

as defenders to a significant degree. This type of boy is represented

in the sample, but he is not picked as a defender. One reason for this

seems to be that there is more than one kind of defending type. One of

the most common ways to divide defenders is into "repressors" and

"sensitizers." These terms have been defined as follows:

On one pole (repression) is the hypothetical tendency to deal
with threat by not admitting (that is, denying) evidence of
poor functioning, emotional disturbance, and socially undesir-
able traits or impulses; at the other end (sensitization) is the
tendency to concede such traits readily, and to be oriented
toward (sensitized to) the disphoric or threatening aspects of
living. (Lazarus, Averill and Opton, in Coelho and Others,
1974, p. 253).

In recent years there have been many research studies in America on

repression-sensitization as a defense dimension. A recent study by

Soma (1978) discovered that Japanese college students can be divided

into these two groups and "suggested that repressors defended by

avoidance and sensitizers by approach, and that repressors tended to

avoid verbalizing feelings of anxiety and sensitizers tried to verbal-

ize feelings of anxiety" (p. 30).

Repressors defend by avoidance: not talking about their problems

and not thinking about them. This appears to be close to Bruner's con-

cept of defending. Bruner maintained that this defending is an uncon-

scious process. It appears that the boys in this study acknowledged

their defending much less often than the girls did, and this seems to

suggest unconscious defending or repression. An investigation of the

Behavior Rating Scale scores showed that more boys than girls gave

themselves much higher coping scores than they were given by their

peers. Four defending boys gave themselves perfect scores for coping;

another boy scored himself 95% coping. No defending girl scored her-

self anywhere near that high in coping. Of the 24 boys who were desig-

nated by classmates as very defending and had usable test results, 11

(46%) rated themselves much more coping than they were rated. Out of

31 girls who were designated as defending, only nine (30%) rated them-

selves as much more coping. This suggests that there are more repressors

among the boys than among the girls.
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This sex difference is also seen very clearly in the self-esteem

scores of the coping and defending students. There is very little dif-

ference in self-esteem scores between the coping boys and girls (325

compared to 318), but there is a great difference between the defending

boys and girls (369 compared to 467). The defending boys generally

rated themselves only slightly lower in self-esteem than the other boys

did, and this seems to be a strong possibility as to why defending for

boys is not statistically related to low self-esteem. The defending

girls rated themselves much lower in self-esteem, and it seems their

defending behavior has a highly significant relationship to low self-

esteem as a result. The data suggests that, for most of the defending

students in the sample, defending behavior is not strongly related to

repression or to the denial of one's problems.

Whether most of the defenders are sensitizers is another problem.

Sensitizers seem to defend by talking about their problems rather than

doing something about them--as if they were seeking social acceptance

of their non-coping. Whether this is true of many of the defenders in

this study is difficult to verify. But data from the self-sorts of the

defending girls suggests they may be sensitizers, especially in their

acknowledgement that they are failures and are not facing things. Data

from the self-sorts of the defending boys suggest a tendency towards

repression, especially their high rating for "I am satisfied with myself."

Hypothesis Two

There is a significant relationship between habitual defending

behavior as defined by peer reports and external locus of

control as measured by self-reports.

This relationship was much stronger for the boys (significant at

.005) than for the girls (at .020). There was very little difference

in the mean locus of control scores for the boys and the girls, so the

main statistical significance in the regression seems to be within the

sex groups rather than between them.

Of all the positive characteristics in the self-sort, the external

students are distinguished most by feeling they are neither likeable nor

popular. They also like other people significantly less than the other



students do. This does not seem to be a typical pattern of extrover-

sion, so external does not mean extrovert. It may be closer to Riesman's

term "other-directed" (1950). The externals did not rate themselves low

on keeping social rules, like the low-esteem and defending students did.

Of all the negative characteristics in the self-sort, externals are

distinguished most by a feeling of hopelessness. This seems related to

a belief that fate is against them--that they are "unlucky."

In the ideal-sort, the five items the internals placed closer to

"like I want to be" that show the highest significance are all related

to achievement. This supports the theoretical position that internals

believe there is a relationship between effort and rewards received, and

thus they prize personal responsibility, ambition, self-initiative and

hard work significantly more than externals do. Externals tend to impute

the causes of their problems to parents and teachers. This is suggested

by their putting "I often feel like leaving home" and "I feel inadequate,

but it's all my teachers' fault" significantly higher on the self-sort

and ideal-sort than the internals did. The external girls put having a

personality that is attractive to the opposite sex very high on the

ideal-sort. This is the only item showing a highly significant dif-

ference between external and internal girls on the ideal-sort. The data

suggests external girls have given up trying to succeed by themselves and

are depending on others.

Three things seem suggested from the ideal-sort differences men-

tioned in the preceding paragraph. Externals have given up trying to

do well in school by their own efforts. External boys do not value

liking and being liked as highly as other students do. And external

girls are beginning to value their appeal to the opposite sex signifi-

cantly more than internal girls do. Since externality is related to

defending at beyond .001, it may be that these statistical differences

are related to the failure-syndrome in Appendix One and in the following

quotation:

Junior high school is the "parting of the ways" where decisions
about the future have to be taken, and this characteristic of the
Japanese educational system, which closes off the path to high
social status as an adult at a very early age, is one of the factors
contributing to the high rate of delinquency among fairly young
children in Japan (Iwai, 1974, p. 386).
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If Backman and Others (1972) are right in thinking that it is expecta-

tions about one's future rather than different values that characterize

children with motivational problems, then defending behavior may reveal

negative expectations about the future, especially for the boys. If

so, this question may be asked: "Is an external sense of control a

device whereby a person can experience failure without lowering his self-

esteem?" Since boys more often than girls in Japan are identified with

delinquency, it would be reasonable to assume that there would be more

boys than girls with this failure syndrome in the sample used in this

investigation. This might help explain why the relationship between

defending and external control is so much stronger for the boys than for

the girls. Delinquent girls in Japan are said by police and school

authorities to be most commonly associated with sex offenses, and it

appears there may be some girls in this sample who might be prone to

this if they are not helped while in junior high. Lazarus and Others

observed that "In successful denial there is no threat because the mean-

ingful connection between the ideas that are threatening is not permitted

to take place" (1974, p. 267). This suggests again that the defense

called repression might be related to external locus of control. If

it is related, external orientation may be rooted deep in the person-

ality and rather hard to change.

Hypothesis Three

There is a significant relationship between low self-esteem and

external locus of control.

A relationship significant at beyond .001 was demonstrated between

these variables. For the boys, external locus of control is associated

strongly with both defending behavior and low self-esteem, but the

relationship between defending behavior and self-esteem is not strong.

It appears from this that the belief that what happens to one is either

a result of personal effort or of chance may be the key to behavior

change in boys. For the girls, low self-esteem is associated strongly

with both defending behavior and external locus of control. It appears

from this that attitudes toward self may be the key to behavior change

in girls. It may be that the way to help students decrease defending
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behavior and increase coping behavior is different for girls and boys

in Japan: Helping girls increase in self-esteem may decrease their

defending behavior and helping boys believe that what happens to them

is more a result of their own actions may decrease their defending

behavior. This seems too sweeping a conclusion to make without con-

firmation of these relationships by other research, but it would appear

from this investigation that further research with these tentative

conclusions as hypotheses might prove very meaningful.

The statistics in Chapter IV only compared students within the

Kochi sample, and did not reveal how low in self-esteem or externalcontrol

the whole sample is in relation to an outside criterion. To investigate

the characteristics of the whole sample on the test variables, a class

of 24 eighth graders in an English-speaking school near Tokyo that is

unrelated to college preparatory education in Japan was given the same

test questions in English and the results were statistically compared

with the Kochi sample. The Kochi sample was significantly lower in self-

esteem (significant at .001), and more external in locus of control

(at .002). The differences in self-esteem and locus of control between

these two groups are great enough to suggest the Kochi students may be

negatively affected by the Japanese system of education.

Except for item 5 of the Q-sort, all 16 items the Kochi sample

put significantly higher in the self-sort are negative items and all 19

items the English-speakers put significantly higher are positive items.

The placement of item 5 may indicate the Japanese students feel a stronger

sense of dependence on their teachers, and this dependence is suggested

by the literature on Japanese culture. Anxiety about failing and a

sense of being a total failure by the Kochi sample appear to be the

strongest differences in the self-perceptions between the two samples.

This is consistent with the literature on Japan, but it seems to be the

first confirmation of this sense of failure in research among eighth

graders in Japan. The comparative data suggests the Kochi sample is

much more negative in their self-concepts and lower in self-esteem

than the English-speaking sample is. The differences seem strong

enough that they are hard to explain by any biases in the small English-

speaking sample. The differences are also far greater in the self-sort

than they are in the ideal-sort, suggesting that self-perceptions
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between the two groups are much stronger than cultural factors. The

relevant statistics are reported in Appendix Six.

Hypothesis Four

There is a significant relationship between defending behavior

as defined by peer reports and grade point average.

With I.Q. controlled, both defending boys and girls had lower

grades than coping students did, significant at .001. A breakdown of

defending behavior into separate question scores showed a relationship

to grades significant at .001 for all ten questions. Perceptions of

classmates' coping behavior were measured over a fairly wide range of

questions, and all were significantly related to grades at .001. That

GPA would be significantly related to such test statements as "students

who work hardest at their school lessons" seems natural, but a rela-

tionship was also revealed between grades and test statements such as

"students who do not get easily upset when things go wrong" and "stu-

dents who keep the rules of the school and of games best." Intelligence

was found to be a highly significant element in grades but not in most

of the coping-defending behavior scores. Since I.Q. was statistically

controlled this should not affect the hypothesis testing. Defending

students do appear to be underachievers. Put differently, defending

behavior does appear to hinder academic achievement as measured by

school grades.

The achievement test scores of four junior high classes in one

school that account for 119 of the students in the Kochi sample were

made available to this investigator. A Pearson Correlation coefficient

between the GPA and achievement test scores of these 119 students

produced an r of .9377, significant at well beyond .001. This supports

the position taken by the Japanese teachers questioned by this investi-

gator that the grades do represent academic achievement without allowance

made for classroom behavior.

A possible interpretation of this data might be that classmates

marked the same students on all test criteria without regarding the

meanings of the statements and with a general knowledge of the class -

mates' achievement. This explanation appears doubtful for at least two
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reasons. All the teachers questioned by this investigator said that

neither subject test grades nor achievement test scores are revealed to

any student except the one who gets the grade. Students sometimes show

their grades to close friends, but the class as a whole does not know

them. The other reason is that in each class a few students had high

defending ratings on one or more criteria and low ratings on others, sug-

gesting that the meanings of the questions are considered when students

rate each other.

It should be noted that the score for each criterion was tested

with a different analysis of covariance. The sample was divided into an

upper half and lower half by GPA and this did not change throughout the

analysis, but each analysis of covariance divided the sample into high

and low students in defending behavior on the basis of the criterion

score used in that analysis. For this reason it was not always exactly

the same students who were identified as "defenders" or "copers"--yet low

GPA was significantly related to defending in every case.

The total for defending behavior for all ten questions was also

significantly related to grades at .001. In fact, the total showed a

stronger relationship to grades than any of the separate criterion

scores did. Usually a student who was rated quite high on one was

rated high on all or most of the questions in the test, and a student

rated quite low on one was rated fairly low on all or most of the

questions. This seems to suggest that defending as measured in this

study is usually a generalized tendency, as researchers in America

have pointed out.

The most straightforward interpretation of the strong relationship

between defending and low grades would seem to be that students who are

perceived by peers as defending don't study as much as other students

do and so don't get good grades.

Hypothesis Five

There is a significant relationship between self-esteem and

grade point average.

Low self-esteem was related to low grades and high self-esteem to

high grades at a significance level of .008 for the whole sample. But
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when divided by sex, the relationship for the girls was significant at

.002 and for the boys there was no significance.

The placement scores for the self-sort showed 21 items were sig-

nificantly different at .05 or beyond when the total sample was divided

into high and low on the basis of GPA. Among the positive items, "I

am intelligent" showed the greatest difference, which may be an accurate

self-perception as I.Q. was not controlled in the Q-sort item studies.

However, it was striking that students with low grades put "I am a hard

worker" lowest and "I am intelligent" next lowest. These students also

put "I work very hard, but everything isn't going well, so I have it

tough" and "I have the feeling that I am just not facing things" quite

high. Students with low grades seem to be saying in their self-sorts

that school is difficult for them because they have less ability than the

achievers and they are neither coping nor trying very hard. They acknow-

ledge being failures, and feel they are worthless and despise themselves

significantly more than students with good grades do. They did put "I

am satisfied with myself" higher than students with good grades did, but

this is because the latter put this item very low.

High and low GPA students are the same in not liking some of their

actions, wishing they were different, and having a pervasive anxiety

about failing. The high GPA students see themselves as more socially

adjusted than as doing or being what is necessary for success. The low

GPA students rate themselves significantly lower on these things.

It may not be correct to conclude on the basis of these statistics

that having positive attitudes towards oneself helps students get good

grades and having negative attitudes contributes to getting poor grades.

SinceI.Q. was not controlled, not all the students with poorer than

average grades can be considered underachievers. This group may include

many students who tried to do well at the beginning of their formal

education but still got mediocre grades and concluded that they were

lacking in ability and of little worth. In other words, poor grades

may have preceded low self-esteem and contributed to it.

It would seem important to discover, if possible, what influence

negative attitudes towards self may have on GPA. This cannot be done in

conclusive form here, as this research was not designed to demonstrate

causation. However, it would appear that a step can be made in this
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direction if the underachievers are identified. This was attempted in

two ways, and the data and discussion of the results are in Appendix

Six. A brief summary of the results follow in order to more fully

interpret the relationship between self-esteem and grades.

The overachievers rated themselves even higher than the high GPA

students on being responsible and keeping the social rules. Studying

hard and getting good grades--even to the point of obvious overachieving

--may be to the overachievers a means of obeying the social rules. Their

motivation to study seems to be approval-seeking, or the motive for

nurture, praise and recognition by significant others that Kagan (1966)

referred to as an extrinsic motive that should yield to more intrinsic

ones. Kagan's views are discussed on page 5 of this dissertation.

Parents put great pressure on their children to conform by studying hard,

and parental expectations may be the most important "social rules" to

overachievers in Japan.

These overachievers should not be overlooked as potential problems

in Japanese society. In the first half of 1979, newspapers and national

television reported that there is a new trend in Japan of quiet, hard-

working students attacking their parents or committing suicide. There

appears to be a tendency among the overachievers in the Kochi sample also

to overrespond to parental pressure, and there may be potential suicides

or violent students among the overachievers in this study.

The data on underachievers presented in Appendix Six suggests that

they have a sense of failure in studies and in fulfilling the expecta-

tions of their parents, and are using their energies to make friends

and to do other things rather than study. They may have already given

up trying to pass entrance examinations to go to college, and are trying

to develop skills needed for work after high school or even junior high.

Whether or not this is realistic and successful adaptation would seem to

be a matter of values. There are technical high schools in Japan that

provide terminal education, and many of these are relatively easy to

enter. The data on the underachievers suggests that negative attitudes

do contribute to low GPA.
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Hypothesis Six

There is a significant relationship between locus of control and

grade point average.

Here the whole sample showed a significant relationship at .001,

but the relationships for the boys and the girls were opposite those of

Hypothesis Five. That is, there was a significant relationship for the

boys at .001, but no significance for the girls (.065). This is consis-

tent with the statistics showing the relationship of locus of control

with defending behavior is much stronger for the boys. It appears that

only for the boys external locus of control is strongly associated with

defending behavior and defending behavior is strongly associated with

low grades. As a result, for the boys there is a relationship of locus

of control to grades, but there is none for the girls. This relation-

ship will be explored further under Hypothesis Seven.

Hypothesis Seven

There is no significant inter-action among the three variables

defending behavior, self-esteem and locus of control in relation

to grade point average.

There were no significant inter-actions reported in the statistics.

The sum of the influences of all the test variables and I.Q. together

did appear to explain GPA to a large degree, significant at .001. Defend-

ing behavior in this study contributes by far the greatest influence,

as the F Statistic for defending behavior in relation to GPA (128.332)

was much larger than the Fs of all the other variables combined. Next

was I.Q., followed by locus of control and then by self-esteem. This

suggests that response to the educational environment in Kochi by eighth

graders is a much stronger determinant of grades than even natural ability

is.

When the statistics for all seven of the hypotheses are seen

together, it appears there is a very strong relationship between low

grades and defending behavior and between high grades and coping behav-

ior. This suggests that, if a student is helped to cope better at

school in several of the areas measured by the ten questions of the

Behavior Rating Scale, his grades will also improve. The statistics
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show that locus of control has a stronger relationship to GPA than does

self-esteem. Self-esteem has a stronger relationship to defending

behavior than locus of control does. For girls, self-esteem is more

strongly related to both grades and defending behavior. For boys,

locus of control is more strongly related to grades and defending.

Therefore, it may be that helping girls achieve higher self-esteem will

help reduce their defending behavior and increase their grades. Con-

versely, helping boys become more internal in locus of control may help

reduce their defensiveness and increase their grades.

The relationship of self-esteem and self-concept to the other

variables discussed in the preceding paragraph was explored further.

An additional statistical treatment of the Q-sort data was used to

explore the interaction of defending behavior, locus of control and

grades on self-esteem. The defending, low-esteem quartile with low

grades was identified and called the "failure" group. The coping,

high-esteem quartile with high grades was identified and called the

"success" group. This division seemed to produce homogenous groups

with highly significant and widespread differences, and the data is

reported in Appendix Six. The self-sorts of the failures seem to

suggest they are emotionally depressed and in great need of counseling.

However, there are no trained counselors in Japanese junior high schools.

The defending, external boys with low grades were also identified

and called the "unlucky" boys. The coping, internal boys with high

grades were called the "effort" boys. The self-sort items showing

significant differences between them are reported in Appendix Six.

The self-sorts of the unlucky boys suggest they may be using external

locus of control as a mechanism to maintain their relatively high self-

esteem and shield themselves from anxiety over the future in the face of

objective indications that they are failing. That such self-protection

is associated with defending behavior has been maintained by

researchers (as Murphy, 1960, p. 144) and psychological theorists (as

McCall, 1963, p. 365).

The identifying of a "failure" pattern and an "unlucky" pattern of

defending seems to have uncovered two very different types of students

with their own distinct self-concept structures and ways of responding

to the school environment. The failures may be using the defense of
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sensitization and admit their problems without trying to cope with them.

This admission of their problems seems to be measured in this investi-

gation as low self-esteem. Most of the "failures" are girls, and this

may contribute greatly to the highly significant relationship in the

regression of defending and low self-esteem for the girls. The unlucky

boys seem to be using external locus of control to maintain their

self-esteem, because they refuse to admit into awareness things about

themselves that are negative and unpleasant to think about. Their self-

sorts also suggest considerable distortion of reality. They may be using

the defense of repression. This use of repression may contribute to the

highly significant relationship in the regression of defending and exter-

nal locus of control for the boys. This suggests again that the way to

help the unlucky boys cope better and get better grades may be dif-

ferent from the way to help the failure students. Perhaps teachers

should concentrate on helping the failures develop more positive self-

concepts, and on helping the unlucky boys to understand the relationship

between their behavior and the grades they get in school.

Discussion and Conclusions

When the Kochi sample was compared with a small English-speaking

sample, the Kochi students had significantly lower self-esteem, more

negative self-concepts, and more external locus of control. Within the

Kochi sample, 12% of the girls had very low self-esteem, defending

behavior and low grades. Eleven percent of the boys had a very external

locus of control, defending behavior and low grades.

What are the cultural sources of these great differences of the

Kochi students, especially of their low esteem and negative self-concepts?

Research into present-day Japanese culture indicates clearly that strong

pressure is put on students to learn as much as possible in order to

pass entrance examinations and eventually get good life-long employment.

But this pressure is an outer cause. What is the inner cause, since

self-esteem and self-concept are inner states? There are reasons for

believing that it is guilt toward parents that drives Japanese students

to achieve in school and in life, and causes them to "punish" themselves

with low self-esteem when they fail. This guilt seems to be related to
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the Japanese concepts of amae and higaisha-ishiki. This section will

explore the relationships between some of the findings of this investi-

gation and these cultural dynamics. The cultural background is dis-

cussed more fully in Appendix One, and guilt toward parents, amae and

higaisha-ishiki are explained there.

Devos (1974) suggests that guilt toward parents is a primary

motivator for children in Japan to study hard and succeed in life. Ohe

(.1966) did research on guilt feelings in Japan, and found that female

subjects experienced guilt much more easily than male subjects did. This

may help to at least partially explain the predominance of girls among

the low-esteem students in the present investigation.

If guilt towards parents is a chief motivator to achievement, it

would seem to explain why the item "I often kick myself for the things

I do" was placed closest of all 53 items to "like me" by the Kochi

sample and twenty-seventh by the English-speaking sample, significant

at beyond .001. It also helps explain why "I have an anxiety about

failing in everything" was placed third by the Kochi group and forty-

seventh by the English-speaking group, also significant at beyond .001.

Failure may seem threatening to Japanese students because they uncon-

sciously sense that it is a betrayal of their parents. A social sanction

does not have to be understood in order to be effective, since motiva-

tion is very commonly an unconscious force. Also, there are definite

indications in the Japanese culture that suicide and obvious failure are

ways to "get even" with parents.

Takeo Doi (1974a) suggested that amae is the key word to under-

standing the personality structure of the Japanese people. He said that

amae and amaeru mean "to depend and presume upon another's benevolence."

It appears from Doi's article that satisfaction of dependency needs is

the greatest motivator in the Japanese personality and that guilt toward

parents is related to a fear of losing this dependency relationship.

The Kochi eighth graders put item 46, "I don't depend on other people,"

closer to "not like Me" than the English-speakers did, significant at

.003. The data shows that low-esteem and defending students feel sig-

nificantly more dependent on others. But their ideal-sorts indicate they

are dissatisfied with this feeling of dependence. Ohe (1966) found that
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a delinquent group was much more dependent than were the other groups

he studied. It appears that a sense of guilt and a desire to amaeru

characterize the achievers in this study. A different sense of depen-

dency--perhaps of wanting others to do what one knowshe should do for

himself characterizes the low-esteem students and non-coping girls.

In Japan, overachieving and underachieving may both be manifestations of

aurae. The motivation may be the same, and only the method different.

These are only tentative conclusions, as they go beyond the scope of

this investigation. This would appear to be a potentially fruitful area

for further study.

The strong emphasis on achievement and meeting the expectations

of parents seems to be harming Japanese children in at least two ways.

First, they are driven so hard to memorize information to pass tests

and spend so much time studying during and after school that it seems

the majority fall behind in their lessons. Secondly, learning facts

for tests has eclipsed other functions of school, notably social and

character development. Japanese newspapers report that the majority

of students cannot understand their lessons well and have little oppor-

tunity to experience what is being taught. If this is correct, class-

room education is adapted to only the minority even though over 99% of

the junior high age are in class. Consequently, little is being done

to help low-esteem students develop more positive attitudes towards

themselves or understand the cause-effect relationships in their daily

experience in order to develop a more internal sense of control. Being

neglected, as well, are common sense and learning morals and ethics,

values, and how to understand themselves and others. This seems to be

a serious problem, and tentative suggestions for improving this situ-

ation will be presented later.

According to the data, the low-esteem students have serious feel-

ings of inadequacy in social relations compared to the high-esteem

students. It appears that their social needs and social development

are being neglected at school. High-esteem and low-esteem students are

similar in feeling they lack the activity and personal characteristics

that are required for achievement and success in school and in life.

This is especially true of the low-esteem students. The low-esteem
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students have not rejected these characteristics as personal ideals;

thus they see themselves as failures and have very negative self-concepts.

They know they will not be rejected by their classmates and teachers

while they are in junior high as they will graduate with their class.

But they seem to unconsciously sense they will not enter the best high

schools and colleges, and thus will not fulfill their parents' expecta-

tions. They seem to have a strong sense of hopelessness, as if condemned

to a second-rate existence and to strained relationships with parents

and others because they have "failed." The low-esteem students may

not realize that the majority of Japanese people do not go to college

and yet they find jobs and get married and life goes on. It would

seem they are developing an identity of being misfits, or at least a

sense of being outside the mainstream of society. This seems to be

because they are painfully aware that they are outside the mainstream of

what is happening in their classrooms and there seems to be little

hope of getting back into it. Compulsory education seems to be for no

more than the 38% who will eventually go to college. The low-esteem

students seem to sense this, and many may become the delinquents who feel

isolated and frustrated in school that are referred to in Appendix One.

It was reported in 1978 that Japan is second in the world (behind

West Germany) in the high number of child suicides. "Police say that

school pressures seem to be the leading reason (Japanese) children kill

themselves" (Asahi Evening News, March 3, 1979). In 1978 there was also

a great increase in violence, even murder, by elementary and junior high

children. One influence behind this may be violence on television. But

another appears to be parents' emphasis on study to the neglect of char-

acter development and social relations. This latter influence was sug-

gested by the circumstances behind several acts of violence, suicide and

murder in the fall of 1978 in Japan. It is also suggested by the

increasing occurrence in 1979 of suicide and violence towards parents by

students who study hard and get better than average grades (Asahi Evening

News, March 29, 1979).

Since going to college and getting ajob with a future are values

agreed on by society and even low-esteem students and defenders seem to

accept these values, failure to fulfill one's aspirations or those of
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one's parents would appear to be fairly prominent in the minds of eighth

graders. This is repeatedly brought to their attention when they take

mock entrance examinations in school and in special evening schools.

This may be why "I have an anxiety about failing in everything" is

placed third closest to "like me" by the whole Kochi sample. It would

appear to be a clear conclusion of this investigation that eighth

graders in the Kochi sample are very concerned with failure. One of the

chief reasons for this fear of failure seems to be that classroom educa-

tion is geared almost exclusively to prepare for advancement to the better

college preparatory high schools. At least two evils seem to result

from this: classroom education is geared to the achievement level and

needs of a minority, and the personality and social growth of the stu-

dents are almost totally neglected.

This may be why the low-esteem students in this investigation feel

rather helpless, worthless and hopeless. It would also seem to strongly

contribute to the external sense of control of the Kochi students. The

obtaining of most of the rewards that Japanese society offers appears

to be conditioned on passing entrance examinations, yet the majority of

the students seem to feel that obtaining these rewards is already out-

side their control.

In this investigation, external locus of control is strongly

associated with the feelings one does not study hard, does not take

responsibility, and does not do things on one's own initiative. It is

also clearly related to a feeling of hopelessness. A study of the

self-sort placement differences of the external students in relation

to the internal students gives the impression the externals have quit

trying to succeed on their own. External girls feel more dependent on

others, and strongly desire personalities that are attractive to the

opposite sex. This seems to be related to the Japanese tendency toward

amae.

There are suggestions in the self-sorts of the external boys of

"frustrated amae." This is seen in their low placement of liking

others, being likeable and popular, and being trusted. It is even more

clearly seen in their tendency to impute the cause of their problems

to their parents and teachers. This tendency may simply be a mani-

festation of their external sense of control. But in the light of Doi's
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suggestion that amae is a strong tendency in Japanese and particularly

in poorly-functioning Japanese, the external sense of control with

amae relationship may be an interesting area for further research.

Although the girls averaged three points higher in defending behav-

ior than the boys did, to conclude that girls are actually more defend-

ing is contrary to what teachers say about sex differences in Japan.

A more defensible conclusion seems to be that even among junior high

students, expectations are different toward girls. Girls are expected

to be more obedient and conforming while boys are given more freedom

to be aggressive and non-conforming. In a research study on pre-school

parent-child relations by Tsumori and others (1961) it was concluded

that mothers are more punitive toward boys, and boys are more aggressive

than girls. The Japanese teachers questioned by this investigator all

agreed that boys are more aggressive and girls are more obedient. Most

of the information gathered supports the conclusion that boys are more

non-coping in most of the criteria in the Behavior Rating Scale and that

the high defending scores of the girls is partly a result of different

expectations. Sex differences related to locus of control and self-

esteem in the sampled population probably are a result of cultural con-

ditioning rather than of inherent sex differences. This would seem to

be true even though some Japanese teachers the investigator talked with

seem to believe in inherent sex differences.

The possibility should not be overlooked that the "defenders" with

low grades are not defenders by choice but are victims of an educational

process that has shut them out. It is difficult to determine on the basis

of this investigation alone whether the students designated as defenders

are capable of coping. The underachievers mentioned in this chapter and

discussed in Appendix Six do have a higher average I.Q. than the over-

achievers do, but I.Q. is not the only ability needed to succeed in

school. Emotional maturity, physical health, and home atmosphere are

also relevant factors. The defenders and the students with low grades

admit they are not studying hard, but after once dropping behind they

might have found that even when they tried to do their homework and under-

stand their lessons they were unable to do so. According to the ideal-

sort, these students also aspire to hard work and desire the personal
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characteristics needed for success in Japan. Thus it appears that the

interpretation cannot be categorically rejected that many students are

no longer able to keep up in school no matter how hard they try, and

thus are victims of a system that is too accelerated for them.

The teachers who are concerned for the needs of the non-coping

students may also feel that they are victims of an educational curriculum

that is contrary to their personal values, and may feel impotent to

change it. A survey of 98 junior high teachers in Kochi Prefecture found

that many teachers feel they are victims of a classroom curriculum that

is not suited to the needs of their students. A few teachers felt the

students' low self-esteem is a part of growing up. A much larger number

of teachers mentioned too much teaching content, too little time, and

too many students in a class as reasons for their inability to help

students with their self-esteem problems. One teacher wrote, "I think

children who don't take responsibility for themselves are increasing. I

see many children who are uneasy and cannot cope."

The characteristic showing the greatest significant difference

between overachievers and underachievers is "I can accept and keep most

social rules." The students who are getting the highest grades in

relation to their natural abilities think they are obeying the social

rules significantly more than other students. The students who are

getting the lowest grades in relation to their natural abilities feel

they are obeying the social rules much less than other students do.

Both groups seem to have the perception that for them the main role in

society is to study hard. The underachievers--those who don't study as

much as their natural abilities allow--seem to see themselves as not con-

forming to society, and as failures and worthless. The data suggests

their low-esteem is not related to peer relations, but it is highly

related to achievement. This suggests the "social rules" the under-

achievers are not obeying come from the significant adults in their

lives rather than from their peers. Overachievers seem to be studying

hard to please parents and teachers; underachievers seem to be aware that

they are not pleasing the significant adults in their lives. The pri-

mary source of a sense of worth or high-esteem appears to be scholastic

achievement. Success in sports or popularity among one's peers seems to

have little value in providing a sense of personal worth.
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The pressures to achieve in school seem to be stronger on boys than

on girls, but fax more girls than boys suffer from very low self-esteem

and a very negative self-concept. About 11% of the boys seem to be using

an external locus of control to maintain relatively high self-esteem in

spite of the objective indications that they are failing in school and

are not measuring up to the expectations of their parents. The over-

whelming testimony of research in America on locus of control is that

external control is maladaptive and related to poor mental health. But

are the low-esteem girls actually better off than the external boys? It

may be that, in the light of the apparent extremes in the junior high

curriculum in Japan today, a feeling that one is not in control of one's

future and there are other worthwhile things in life besides study might

be more healthy than a sense of worthlessness. The defending boys with

poor grades might be developing more healthy personalities than the

low-esteem girls. Both types value achievement-related characteristics

highly. It would appear that both types have a sense of guilt toward

their parents because they are not achieving in school. But the low-

esteem girls may have stronger dependency wishes and this may contribute

to their very low esteem. The external boys may be more autonomous in

their thinking, and their personalities may be stronger than the person-

alities of the low-esteem girls. However, they may have a greater tend-

ency toward victim-consciousness. It seems the tentative conclusion

can be made that the social and personality needs of many of the eighth

grade students are not being met by the present curriculum. Also, it

seems low-esteem and external locus of control are two different responses

to this situation by non-coping students, and the low-esteem girls seem

to be suffering more than the external boys are.

Suggestions

Suggestions for the Classroom

What can be done about the educational problems that have been

mentioned in this chapter? If, as this investigation suggests, the self-

esteem needs of Kochi eighth graders are not being met, it would seem to
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purpose as "To aim at the full development of personality" (SCAP, 1952).

Abraham Maslow suggested that man's needs can be described as being in a

hierarchy. He said physical needs come first, then safety needs, belong-

ingness needs and--after these needs are met--self-esteem needs. It

appears the former needs are being met in Japanese public schools today

and the greatest lack is in meeting the self-esteem needs of the students.

Another need would seem to be for more students to develop an internal

sense of control. Some suggestions for doing this follow. The quota-

tions in Appendix One suggest that these problems are nationwide and

that the whole structure of Japanese education needs changed. The Minis-

try of Education is gradually instituting changes in the curriculum to

allow more time for the development of personality, but these changes

have not yet affected classroom atmosphere in junior high schools in any

appreciable way. Part of the problem seems to be the continuing concern

of parents that their children learn as many facts as possible to pass

entrance examinations. Another major problem seems to be that teachers

generally do not know how to help their students develop higher self-

esteem. The suggestions here will primarily relate to classroom teaching

in Kochi Prefecture.

(1) Self-esteem needs become important to children long before they enter

junior high school. The investigator visited a sixth grade class in

Corvallis, Oregon a few years ago and saw all the students were wearing

cards with the letters "IACL." Asking what the letters stand for, he was

told, "I Am Capable and Loved." The students in this class seemed happy

and active. This appeared to be a direct attempt to meet the self-esteem

needs of the students within the regular educational process in the class-

room. Another class had a "feeling thermometer" on the blackboard, with

various emotions such as happiness, sadness and anger written on it. The

children would attach their name plate under the emotion they felt when

they first came into the classroom. They would move their name plate

whenever their feelings changed. Occasionally a child would discuss the

way he felt and the reasons, and in this way the children gained a better

understanding of why they and others felt as they did. These identical

methods may not work in Japan, but surely similar activities can be
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discovered to try to meet the self-esteem needs of students without dis-

rupting the regular curriculum.

(.2) Although junior high seems late to begin helping students with their

self-esteem needs, it is important there also. The investigator observed

several junior high classes in Corvallis where teachers used the English

Literature period to encourage students to discuss various problems that

arose in the lives of those about whom they were reading. American

children express their opinions much more freely than Japanese children

do, but this would appear to be a result of cultural conditioning rather

than of biological differences. The investigator believes the importance

of discussion times and the sharing of ideas and opinions in the develop-

ment of personality should be more widely recognized in Japanese schools.

If it is, teachers may be more willing to plan and work toward effective

discussion times in junior high.

(3) Educational authorities in Japan are becoming more concerned that

students be taught in the classroom in such a way as to foster the

desire to continue learning throughout life. The National Institute

for Educational Research (1975, p. 5) reports that two essentials for

fostering "lifelong education" are the establishment of the value system

and the development of an attitude of self-learning. Many teachers in

Kochi and throughout Japan desire to foster the "will to learn" (iyoku)

in their students but do not seem to know how to do this. It must be

done gradually and teaching methods adjusted to help children grow and

become more autonomous. Detailed suggestions cannot be made here, but

an excellent reference is Teaching: From Command to Discovery, by

Muska Mosston (1972).

The investigator visited a combined third-and-fourth grade class in

Corvallis and observed the children studying by themselves or in small

groups. The teacher was convinced that American children can learn to

study on their own at age nine or ten. The Japanese the investigator

asked generally replied that for Japanese children the development of

such autonomy would seem to be possible in the fifth or sixth grade.

The children in the Corvallis class learned as much as those in tradi-

tional classrooms in the same school, and tests indicated their experi-

ence in the free atmosphere in the class in no way hindered them from
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functioning effectively later in teacher-centered classrooms. It would

appear that this type of classroom management could be adapted to Japan

to some degree without impeding the children's learning of factual know-

ledge, and it might stimulate their social and personality development.

(4) Ability-grouping is often discussed, and almost always rejected by

Japanese teachers. Some private high schools use ability as one factor

in selecting students for home room classes in eleventh and twelfth

grades. But ability-grouping is not used in public junior high schools

as far as the investigator has discovered, except in schools that have

special education classes for the educationally handicapped students.

Ability-grouping of normal students is occasionally considered in Japan

because many teachers feel the non-coping students slow the teaching

pace and hinder the other students from learning to their capacity. Some

teachers are also concerned because they feel the needs of the slow

students are not being met. Ability-grouping is usually rejected for

two reasons. First, a sense of group consciousness is very strong in

Japan, and to divide by ability is equivalent in the thinking of many

Japanese to designating some as "superior" and others as "inferior."

Secondly, there is a strong sense that dividing by ability is undemocra-

tic. There is a contrary argument among teachers that ability differ-

ences are obvious and become very apparent when the child enters high

school. Some of these teachers advocate ability-grouping, but it is

tried very rarely in junior high school in Japan.

The investigator believes that true democracy begins by acknowledg-

ing human differences and respecting and valuing the individual. Ability-

grouping might be viable in Japan if (a) abilities in other than content-

learning were recognized, (b) the personality and social needs of the

students were being met, and (c) if ability-grouping wereseen to be of

benefit to all the students. Realizing that it must be done in a Japanese

way, it is suggested that more active experimenting be done with ability-

grouping in Japan.

(5) The continuation and prosperity of the family line has been a major

concern of Japanese people throughout their recorded history. This con-

cern seems to manifest itself today in parental involvement in their

children's college-preparatory education. If Hall and Beardsley (1965,
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pp. 372-373), Devos (1974, p. 126) and others are correct in saying that

it is guilt toward parents that motivate Japanese children to study, then

this motivation should be carefully considered by those interested in

meeting the self-esteem needs of students. Japanese parents seem to be

deeply concerned for the welfare of their children; this is demonstrated

by the active participation of mothers in seminars about school-age

children. These seminars usually deal primarily with the academic pro-

gress of the children, but during them concern is often expressed for

the physical health and personality needs of the children.

Perhaps such seminars could be used to encourage parents to become

more aware of the problems their children are having with self-esteem.

If parents would express concern for their children in other areas

besides the acquiring of factual knowledge, they might discover that their

children will learn better as a result. This may not happen if their

children are under-motivated to achieve at school, but the evidence

seems to demonstrate that guilt toward parents is operating very strongly

in the personalities of school-age children. Most Japanese children

seem over-motivated in too narrow an area, and this over-motivation may

actually be a hindrance to learning for many of them.

Judging from the data from this investigation, the greatest need

of the eighth graders in Kochi seems to be to separate good grades and

high prospects for entering a top-rated high school from a sense of

self-worth. Statistics quoted earlier suggest that only one-sixth of

the ninth graders in Kochi are able to get into the high school of their

choice. If this is so, then something should be done to keep the

majority of the students from being considered "failures" in their own

eyes and in the eyes of society. The children who cannot get into the

best schools may gain more by scaling down their academic ambitions

than by continuing to dedicate themselves to goals they will not achieve.

In this regard, values clarification for parents and for children may

help them understand themselves better and choose more realistic goals.

This might be particularly helpful for the parents of children who are

not in the top 20% of their classes in natural ability. It seems parents

and teachers should place more emphasis on occupations that fit the

child's abilities and interests, and less emphasis on positions that

have high social status. If they did, students might become more free
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to develop their own individuality.

It is suggested that summer seminars be used to make parents and

teachers more aware of the self-esteem needs of children and of the

values conflicts that exist in Japanese education today. The self-

esteem needs of students should also be discussed in teachers' meetings.

If this were done, it is anticipated that practical methods will be

discovered for helping students develop a sense of self-worth that is

detached from achievement (good grades) and success (getting into good

high schools), and gradual improvement in self-esteem will come. It is

suggested that this become a top priority for the elementary and junior

high schools of Kochi Prefecture.

(6) The data from this investigation strongly suggests that fear of fail-

ure is one of the greatest concerns of the eighth graders. This is

related to a prominent characteristic of Japanese school children: the

fear of making mistakes. There is ample evidence that this fear inhibits

children from learning. Why not make the first mistake in a new acti-

vity something of positive value? People learn through experience, and

failure is often part of the process toward obtaining success experi-

ences. This would appear to be a simple, practical and potentially

helpful idea for classroom teaching in Japan.

(7) In Reality Therapy (1965), Glasser suggests that all delinquency and

all mental illness are evasions of personal responsibility. This would

appear to be a thesis almost impossible to prove, but there is much

evidence that some delinquency and mental illness is so related. This

theory seems related to Doi's analysis of frustrated dependency wishes

(19741)) as a mechanism in the attitude of delinquents in Japan. People

who feel they have been wronged often use this as a justification for

their own wrong actions. A low self-rating on being responsible and

taking responsibility seems to be a thread running through the self-

concepts of the low-esteem, defending and low GPA students.

It would seem more should be done in classrooms in Kochi to encour-

age students to take more personal responsiblity. Developing group dis-

cussions as taught by Dreikurs and Others (1971) and Dinkmeyer and

Dreikurs (1963) might make use of the support of coping classmates in

helping the defenders to take more responsibility. This might at least
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help the students who defend by sensitization, as these defenders appear

willing to talk about their problems. Helping students to take more

responsibility for themselves is a recognized purpose of teaching in

Japan (National Institute for Educational Research, 1975).

(8) It would appear beneficial to adapt guidance methods to the type

of student. Low-esteem appears to be a common problem in Kochi class-

rooms. Following the suggestions above may foster higher self-esteem

and help many students reduce their defending behavior and learn more

in school. This may not address the major problem of the external defend-

ers. An external sense of control for them may separate the cause (non-

coping) from the effect (poor grades) in order to maintain self-esteem.

If so, helping these students understand cause-and-effect relationships

in their daily lives might increase their sense of personal control.

This may help reduce their defending behavior and also help them avoid

developing victim-consciousness (higaisha-ishiki). This might be done by

teachers taking the time to show external students how their efforts do

improve their grades, and by teachers providing more immediate reinforce-

ments for students' efforts than the symbolic rewards of grades.

(9) Teachers in Japan spend most of their training in college learning

what to teach and little of it learning how to teach. Many public

school teachers express the desire to help their students with their

self-esteem and motivational needs, but frankly admit they don't know

how to go about it. The Prefectural Education Center in Kochi holds

series of lectures every summer for elementary and secondary school

teachers. At these seminars teachers usually learn different methods of

how to teach more effectively. It would appear beneficial to dedicate

some of these seminars or workshops to helping teachers learn how to help

students increase in self-esteem and in internal locus of control. Per-

haps the teachers' own "victim-consciousness" must be dealt with before

they can lead students to forsake theirs!

(10) It was recently reported that the Ministry of Education plans a

"drastic restudy of the existing system for training teachers" in Japan

(Asahi Evening News, September 4, 1979). At present a senior in educa-

tion must spend only two weeks at a secondary school to fulfill student
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teaching requirements. He commonly teaches only one hour during that

period and helps with routine tasks the rest of the time. A restudy of

this system should be encouraged. This investigator proposes that

student teaching responsibilities begin no later than in the junior

year, and include assisting a teacher in the classroom and becoming

involved with individual students for a period of at least half a year

before graduation with a degree in teaching. There are elementary and

junior high schools attached to most of the national schools of educa-

tion in Japan. It is suggested that the purposes of these attached

schools be changed to allow student teachers to be involved in the

teaching process over a much longer period of time than the two to four

weeks at present. The emphasis should be on actual classroom experience

by the student teacher under the direction of a teacher.

Education majors in college and classroom teachers could also meet

together periodically to discuss how to help students develop as persons

and as social beings. Education majors often have concerns and ideals

along this line that might stimulate teachers, and teachers often have

the realism that will help education majors work out practical means of

realizing their ideals.

Suggestions for Further Research

This investigation was quite broad in scope and touched on many

areas that could not be researched adequately. The following are some

areas where further research may help in more fully understanding and

applying the knowledge gained in this study.

(1) Sex-differences in Japanese school children and their cultural ante-

cedents appear worthy of further investigation. The dynamics behind the

apparent self-depreciating tendency of defending girls would seem to war-

rant investigation. Why self-esteem was more strongly associated with

defending behavior and low grades in girls and external locus of control

was more strongly related to defending and low grades in boys should be

explored.

(2) Experimental studies in Japanese classrooms intended to increase self-

esteem and internal locus of control in order to observe the effect on
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coping-defending and grades would appear worthwhile.

(3) Attempts to encourage students toward more positive self-concepts

by helping them develop more positive attitudes toward self in relation

to some of the specific self-referent items used in this research would

appear helpful. For example, a study could be made to see if movement

toward the "like me" pole for the item "I have confidence in myself to

do many things" will generalize to a lower discrepancy between the self-

sort and the ideal-sort on other items.

(4) It would appear necessary for a pool of effective Q-sort items to be

developed that could be used repeatedly in several cultures. These items

should, as much as possible, represent the total universe of "self-

concept" in order to provide a balanced measure of self-esteem. The

items may have to be age-graded to some extent. Perhaps most of the

items used in this research could be used. Items 7, 19, 22, 35 and 42 may

not differentiate between high- and low-esteem students enough to merit

using. Item 47 was placed second closest to "like me" by the Kochi

sample, but it may not distinguish between levels of esteem sufficiently

to justify retaining it.

(5) Comparison of another Japanese public school sample with a sample

from a different foreign community in Japan than that used in this

research might help validate this study and shed new light on typical

Japanese attitudes. If social class were controlled and samples picked

that show no obvious religious bias, the cultural comparisons might be

easier to interpret.

(6) Research into how social class factors might affect self-esteem

and locus of control and their relationship to achievement in Japan might

be worthwhile. In this investigation social class differences could

neither be controlled nor investigated.

(7) It is suggested that research be made into the function of dependency

(amae) in the inter-relationships among defending behavior, self-esteem

and external locus of control. This might shed greater light on the

"national character" (.kokuminsei) of the Japanese people. It might also

provide new knowledge of junior high students' attitudes.
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(8) Most Japanese parents have considerable concern that their children

keep up with the others in learning facts for entrance examinations.

Perhaps research should be done on the effect of levels of self-esteem

on retention of memorized material and test-taking abilities. If a

positive relationship were discovered, it might be easier to gain the

cooperation of teachers and parents in instituting changes in the school

curriculum intended to raise students' levels of self-esteem.

(9) The antecedents in junior high school of the "victim consciousness"

that becomes a problem in high school and later could be investigated.

(10) Perhaps further research should be done with Japanese populations

on issues related to this research that have been studied by others.

Nagashima (1961) found that discrepancies between the self-sort and the

mother-sort were better indices of adjustment than the discrepancies

between the self-sort and the ideal-sort. This investigator gave a

mother-sort to three of the classes used in this research, but found the

statistical relationships weak. Lao (1970) and Mirels (1970) found a

personal control variable a better predictor of response to reinforce-

ment for ethnic groups in America than Rotters' scale was. A personal

control variable was identified in the investigator's locus of control

scale, and it appeared to function statistically the same way as the

larger scale did. Through a new study, the effect of assumed environ-

ment by students as they did the ideal-sort was investigated and found

insignificant. The results of these three studies are reported in Appen-

dix Six. Perhaps further research is warranted along the same lines.

Summary

This investigation sought to explore the relationship of self-

esteem and locus of control to defending behavior as perceived by class-

mates in junior high schools in Kochi, Japan, and to examine the rela-

tionships of all three of these to school grades. Starting from three

assumptions, answers were sought to four questions. The assumptions were

(1) behavior is an expression of the attitudes a person holds toward

himself and his environment; (2) these attitudes can to some degree be

identified and measured; and (3) the attitudes students hold toward
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themselves affect the grades they receive in school. The questions were:

Will students with low self-esteem and external locus of control be per-

ceived by classmates as engaging in defending behavior? If such a

relationship does exist, will these defending students have low grades

when I.Q. is controlled? Conversely, will students with high self-

esteem and internal locus of control be perceived by classmates as engag-

ing in coping behavior? If so, will these coping students have high

grades when I.Q. is controlled?

Expectations were confirmed for all the hypotheses when tested by

the total sample of 259 students, but when divided by sex, significant

but unexpected differences were observed. For the girls, self-esteem

was strongly related to defending behavior and to grades. Self-esteem

was strongly related to locus of control, but locus of control was

only moderately related to defending behavior. Defending behavior was

very strongly related to grades. Only the relationship of locus of

control to grades was insignificant. Consequently, for girls self-

esteem appeared to operate more strongly than locus of control in

relation to both defending behavior and GPA.

For the boys, locus of control was related strongly to defending

behavior and moderately to self-esteem. Locus of control was moderately

related to grades. However, self-esteem was not significantly related

to defending behavior or grades. Defending behavior was very strongly

related to grades. Consequently, for boys locus of control appeared to

operate much more strongly than self-esteem in relation to both defend-

ing behavior and GPA.

An analysis of the self-esteem placement scores indicated that all

the items the high-esteem students, coping students and internal students

put significantly higher are positive items. All the items the low-esteem

students, defending students and external students put significantly

higher are negative items. All but one item that students with good

grades put higher are positive, and all but one item students with poor

grades put higher are negative. On the basis of this data, it was con-

cluded that low-esteem, external locus of control, defending behavior and

low grades are positively related to negative self-esteem.

An attempt was made to identify overachievers and underachievers.

Overachievers seem to believe their main social obligation is to study
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hard, and because they study hard they feel they are responsible people.

Underachievers have a strong feeling of worthlessness and that they are

failures.

A group of students with low-esteem, defending behavior and low

grades was identified. Their self-sorts suggested the "no energy,

no interest, no responsibility, and no feeling" cliche used to describe

many young people in Japan. The self-sort means of the whole Kochi

sample shows striking similarities to this defending group. This suggests

the strong emphasis on academic achievement in Japanese junior high

schools is harming the self-esteem of many of the students. This was

also evidenced when the self-sort means of the whole Kochi sample were

compared to those of a small English-speaking sample near Tokyo. All

characteristics the Kochi sample put significantly closer to "like me"

are negative items; all the English-speaking sample put significantly

closer to "like me" are positive items. The Kochi sample was signifi-

cantly lower in self-esteem and more external in locus of control than

the English-speaking students were.

The low-esteem girls who are defending and have low grades have

very negative self-concepts, and seem to be using the defense of sensi-

tization. The defending boys with external locus of control and poor

grades have self-concepts similar to those of the other boys, and seem

to be defending by repression.

The findings were related to guilt toward parents as a motive for

studying and to frustrated dependency wishes as a psychological problem

among youth in Japan.

Junior high education in Japan seems to be for the minority who

have the ability to enter good universities, even though compulsory

education is through ninth grade and 99% of that age group are in school.

Children are forced to memorize large volumes of information to pass

entrance examinations, and this has eclipsed social and personality

development. This appears to be a major problem in junior high in

Japan today, yet it seems very little is being done to correct it. Many

eighth graders seem to be aware they are outside the mainstream of what

is happening in the classroom and to have given up hope of getting back

in. They seem to be developing a sense of being misfits who will remain
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outside the stream of Japanese society. Yet no more than 38% can go to

college, and less than 10% can enter highly-rated schools. It would

appear vitally important to separate a sense of personal worth from the

ability to pass entrance examinations.

Helping students develop self-esteem and an internal sense of

control would seem to be very important in Japanese public school class-

rooms. Since the number of teaching hours in fifth through ninth grades

is to be reduced by four hours starting in 1979, it is suggested that

these hours be used for meeting the students' social and personality

needs rather than simply reducing the number of school hours. Sugges-

tions were made for seeking to increase students' self-esteem and inter-

nal locus of control during regular classroom activity. Studies should

be made to see if increasing the level of self-esteem of students will

improve their classroom grades.

The investigation seemed worthwhile in that it applied self-concept

and locus of control theory to a new population, discovered new informa-

tion about student attitudes and sex differences in Japan, and suggested

further research in several significant areas.
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APPENDIX ONE: ADDITIONAL CULTURAL BACKGROUND

Introduction

Chapter One introduced some of the cultural pressures that affect

education in Japan. This appendix will expand on these themes to

further examine cultural differences between Japanese life and American

life which appear to affect educational and psychological research in

Japan. The authors referred to throughout this appendix present the

results of their investigation into Japanese society in a manner that

emphasizes that there are vast differences in the way things are done

in Japan and in western countries. Black (1966) noted that moderni-

zation transforms all civilizations in a similar manner but without

destroying cultural distinctives. He stressed that what different

countries do is becoming more similar, but they way they do it remains

different in significant respects (p. 49). Nakane (1972) warned the

West not to take a biased view of history and expect the distinctives

of Japanese society to disappear with advanced civilization; she says

they will not. In order to understand the background of this research,

it seems essential to examine with an open mind the processes of

education in Japan, and the limitations that Japanese culture places

upon education and psychological testing.

In this appendix some of the more important distinctives that seem

to affect the meaning of achievement in Japanese society today will be

introduced. These are the life-long employment system and cliquish-

ness, the importance of college entrance, content-centered education,

success and failure, and some recent signs of change that might affect

education. Then four other cultural distinctives that seem to affect

research in Japan will be touched on: avoidance of classroom competi-

tion, sex differences, language, and knowing the right people.
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The Meaning of Achievement in Japanese Society Today

Japan is a strongly achievement-oriented society. The education

that students receive in school seems to put some students on the road

to success and others on the road to failure. The "success road" would

appear to be related to coping, and perhaps to high self-esteem and

internal locus of control as well. The "failure road" appears related

to defending behavior in the classroom, and perhaps to low self-esteem

and external locus of control also.

Outstanding sports teams and individual skill in sports are

rewarded by praise and publicity, but ability in sports does not open

the door to college in Japan as it does in the United States. Success

in college preparatory schools is judged solely by getting good grades

and doing well on achievement tests and entrance examinations.

Life-Long Employment System and Cliquishness. The family system that

was a conspicuous characteristic of feudal Japan remains in Japanese

society. When a young person enters a new school or an occupation he

expects the relationship to continue until graduation or retirement:

families do not expel their members for unsatisfactory production or

poor behavior. It is characteristic of Japanese companies to hire

their employees directly after they graduate from school, employ them

until their retirement, and pay them according to the number of years

they have served that company (Asahi Evening News, August 14, 1978).

The life-long employment system stems from a tacit under-
standing between labor and management that an employee, once
he joins a company, will stay with it until retirement age.
The company, on its part, will not discharge the employee
(except under extreme circumstances) until he reaches
retirement age.

During the course of a person's lifelong employment, his
status in the company is based on the seniority system. This

determines not only his wages, but also the time of his pro-

motions. . . . it is rare to find am employee working under
another with less seniority, in terms of length of service,
if both have similar educational backgrounds. By "educational

background" is meant the highest educational institute the
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employee attended before entering the company. College and
university graduates almost always automatically enter the
ranks of the white-collar workers, and from among them emerges
the nucleus of the company's staff; this group is trained for
future management positions and treated accordingly. Junior
and senior high school graduates, on the other hand, become
blue-collar workers, as a rule, and are trained . . . (for)

the assembly line. (Yakabe, 1974, pp. 1, 6)

The practice is to reward employees in the context of their entire

service to the company. Starting salaries are rather low by American

standards, but double and triple during the working lifetime. The

company gives retirement pay throughout the remaining lifetime of its

retired employees. Retirement usually begins between ages 55 and 60

(Asahi Evening News, August 11, 15, 18, 22, 1978; Feb. 23, 1979).

Usually a person will lose a great deal in seniority and pay by chang-

ing employers, so this is quite rare in Japan. The above practices are

said to strengthen the feeling of loyalty toward one's company (Yamane

and Nonoyama, 1967, pp. 783-796; Dore, 1958, Chapter 12.)

Most college graduates want to enter a large company, as this is

seen as giving economic security (Asahi Evening News, Oct. 24, 1977).

Social status is also largely determined by education.

The universities not only provide training and connections,
but lifetime identification with a clique. These cliques,

or batsu, as they are called, are intimate, informal groups
based on personal loyalties that span many fields from the
university into business, the professional world, government,
and politics. A person without a batsu faces Japanese
society unsupported, with no one to sponsor him or to help
him in times of crisis. It is one's batsu that opens the
closed doors. (Passin, 1965, P. 125)

Importance of College Entrance. The one chance parents have to improve

the lot of their descendents is said to be concentrated in the struggle

to get them into good colleges.

In contemporary Japanese society, success or failure in these
examinations is one of the most accurate indicators for fore-
casting the outlook for the child's job opportunities,
marriage chances, and all the rest of his future. Moreover,
the child's later job has a major bearing upon the security
of his parents' life in retirement. As a result, the child's
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success or failure in the tests cannot but directly affect

his parents' future as well. The Japanese entrance

examinations go far beyond a mere screening of students,

even going so far as to determine the fate of each and

every member of Japanese society. (Takane, 1975, pp.15-16)

Social mobility exists in Japan today, but it is inter-generational

rather than intra-generational mobility (Singleton, 1967, p. 49).

The people with high social status are executives of large companies,

high-level government officials, professors in high-status universities,

doctors, lawyers and Diet members. To attain these positions the

individual's academic record is decisive, and his family background is

usually not considered important (Asahi Evening News, Sep. 9, 1978).

Until recently Japan was predominantly rural and land provided

economic security for most of the people, making family background

and inheritance important. Now that Japan is an over-crowded

industrial nation, few support themselves by farming alone.

From the view of the outside observer entrance examinations
involve an intensity of effect which cannot be explained only

by the desire to obtain a good job. . . . the search for

security . . . has been heightened by the many upheavals in
the lifetime of the average adult and by the difficulty

which the contemporary urban parent had in finding a long-

term livelihood when he was young. For the urban resident,

a job in a large corporation is as close as one can come to
the security that country relatives have by belonging to a
household firmly attached to land and the local community.
Just as obtaining land is though to secure the future for a

family even in the next generation, so does a job in a large
corporation provide long-range security and insure that one's

children can be given a proper position in life.

(Vogel, 1971, p. 42)

Aso and Amano observed that college graduates remained stable at

about 10% of the population until the 1960's and then rose rapidly to

over 20% by 1969. Almost 40% of the 1977 high school graduates are

expected to graduate from college. Thus university education was once

a privilege of the elite, but is now available to the masses (Aso and

Amano, 1972, p. 81; Asahi Evening News, July 7, Sep. 18, 1978). For

this reason the elite today usually come from the national universities

or from a few "first class" private universities.



There are several major differences between the college popula-

tions in the United States and in Japan. Most college students in

America are in state-supported institutions (70%, compared to 20% in

Japan). In America state schools are usually easier to enter than are

private schools. In Japan the national schools have higher status and

thus are harder to enter, with up to 26 applicants for every opening

in some departments. In 1979 the national universities accepted 80,000

freshmen out of 340,000 who applied. This is a ratio of less than

one out of four! There is an average of 8.5 students per teacher at

national universities, and 39.6 students per teacher at private univer-

sities. National universities charged $320 in tuition in 1977, while

private universities averaged five times that (Asahi Evening News,

July 15, 27, Aug. 8, 1977; Jan. 10, 1978).

It is said that most students take entrance examinations at three

or more schools the year they graduate from high school: one for the

school they aspire to enter (often national), another whose test seems

within their abilities, and a lower-ranking one as a "fire escape."

Those who fail, often half the graduating class, usually spend the

next year in special college preparatory schools studying full time how

to take entrance examinations. These students are called ronin

(students without a school). They are so common it isn't considered

embarrassing to be a ronin for one year (Vogel, 1971, p. 63). Some

students take the entrance exam for the school of their choice annually

until they pass it, and continue studying full time in special schools

until they do. (One student entered Tokyo University after taking the

test each year for fourteen years!)

Behind this zeal to enter "the best" universities is the ranking

system. Since the government and the most famous companies hire their

future management personnel from a few schools or from certain depart-

ments within these schools, high social and economic status in the

future is directly related to the university one enters. A British

reporter heard that school rank is so important that a Bachelor of Arts

degree from one of the top universities in Japan is equivalent to a

Doctor of Philosophy degree from a third-rate university (Diana Geddes,

Asahi Evening News, Aug. 29, 1978).
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There is said to be a great difference in the quality of instruc-

tion in various colleges--one reason being the rapid increase in post-

high school institutions since 1960 (Asahi Evening News, Sep. 18, July

10, 1978). "The number of students at institutions of higher learning

topped the 2,000,000 mark for the first time this year, 10 years after

it surpassed the 1,000,000 mark in 1965"(Asahi Evening News, Dec. 1,

1975). In 1975, 1,734,000 students attended the 420 four-year colleges

and 354,000 attended the 513 junior colleges. Those attending the

prestigious universities are few: about 340,000 are in national

universities, and another 13,570 attend the top three private schools

(Waseda, Keio, Jochi). Girls accounted for only 32.3% of the total

number of college students in 1975.

Many mothers are totally involved in their children's education.

They confer with teachers, investigate prospective high schools to

find out how effectively a given school prepares students to enter the

best universities, and give moral support to their children before

entrance examinations.

Any middle-class parent can rank the first few high schools
by the number of their graduates admitted to Tokyo Univer-
sity, and also the leading junior high schools by the
number of graduates who enter the best senior high schools.

(Vogel, 1971, p. 52)

Pressure begins early, and ends for most while they are still young.

In the Japanese case, preparation for the competition of
university entrance examinations begins early, in extreme
cases as early as kindergarten. Yet it is also charac-
teristic of the Japanese system that the decisive com-
petition ends with university entrance. As soon as the

results of the university entrance examination are in,
the most important test in life is over. . . . This is

the decisive competition. This over, the victors breathe
easy and the losers resign themselves to being losers.

(Takane, 1975, p. 20)

Takane says "the entire Japanese society today revolves around this

axis of university entrance examinations" (p. 25). There are some

fields, notably law and medicine, where qualifying exams subsequent to

graduation are required, but these are few. There are also tests for
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employment by the better companies. But these are usually only given

to graduates of certain universities.

About 21,000 children who entered high school in 1977 graduated

from junior high a year earlier and spent the year as ronin (1.4% of

that population) (Asahi Evening News, Oct. 13, 1977). Although

compulsory education is through ninth grade, occasionally a child

illegally does ronin before entering junior high in order to get into

the private school of his and his parents' choice.

In Kochi Prefecture children usually begin studying for the junior

high entrance examinations in fourth grade because the schools with the

best records for getting graduates into national universities are

private (Fukushima, televised report on education, Oct. 4, 1978).

Content-Centered Education.

The purpose of education in Japan is stated in Article I of

the law: "To aim at the full development of personality,
striving for the rearing of the people, sound in mind and
body, who shall love truth and justice, esteem individual

values, respect labor, have a deep sense of responsibility,
and be imbued with an independent spirit, as builders of a

peaceful society and state. (SCAP, 1952, p. 1)

There is much discussion among teachers and educational research-

ers today about the type of humanistic education that is outlined above

and about a curriculum that will meet the personal needs of students.

But, in reality, college entrance examinations dominate the curriculum

from seventh through twelfth grades, and parents put considerable

pressure on teachers to enrichen the curriculum with more and more

content and make sure the students study hard in school. These parents

make sure their children study hard at home, and it is said that junior

high students study an average of three hours after school each day.

There has been a tendency in the Japanese society to put too

much emphasis on educational career. This tendency has helped

intensify the competition in entrance examinations, and has

caused people to regard education as a tool for passing

entrance examinations. This, as a result, has caused a
serious harm to the healthy character building which is a

true goal of education. Moreover, the deep-rooted belief in

school education has generated the tendency to make little

of home education and social education which provides basis
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for the formation of personality and to regard school
education the only education deserved to be called by that
word.(Youth Bureau, 1970, p. 8)

Compulsory education ends with ninth grade, and entrance to high school

is by examination. Most junior high school students attend special

schools called juku after regular school hours during the school year

to memorize more information for these entrance exams, or attend up to

18 hours a day through much of the summer (Asahi Evening News, Sep. 6,

1977). The purpose of the juku is to teach additional information that

might be on an entrance exam but which is not required content in the

schools. For example, students are expected to know over 3,000 English

words to get into high school, but only 540 are required by the

Ministry of Education (Asahi Evening News, Sep. 6, 1977). The impres-

sion was received from reading about Japan that many parents push their

children to study as hard as they can outside of school to "override"

lack of inherited ability by effort.

The more education publicly emphasizes "absolute equality,"
the more intensely people strive outside formal school
channels to get ahead, to create even a small difference
between themselves and others. Children are taken in,
believing their tutors when they are told, "Knowing this will
help you in the exam," or "You won't learn this anywhere
else." They are desperate to make themselves better than
others. They know that for all intents and purposes the
principle of education is "equality," so they pretend to loaf
at school and hide their reference books when friends come
over. (Kawai, 1975, p. 30)

In large cities the competition to enter the better ,juku is very

keen, with entrance examinations and up to ten applicants for every

opening (Asahi Evening News, March 30, 1977). Children who attend

famous juku go to smaller juku in order to keep up and not be dropped

from the famous juku (Asahi Evening News, Nov. 28, 1976). Nearly half

of city eighth graders attend siuku. In Kochi Prefecture, twice as many

elementary school children attend juku weekly as the national average.

One reason seems to be that Kochi is rated near the bottom nationally

in education (Kochi Television, Jan. 9, 1979). Another is that the

private junior highs in Kochi are rated higher than the public ones.
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This strong emphasis on content seems to be to the place of

diminishing returns. A scholastic ability survey in Fall, 1975

showed a drop in scholastic ability in the public schools, and

suggested this drop was due to "cramming type education" (Asahi

Evening News, May 13, 1976).

Dissatisfaction with school is widespread. A 1972 survey found

that 72% of Japanese youth feel that schools determine superiority and

inferiority by test scores alone and make light of human nature. It

also found that only 17% of Japanese students were satisfied with

school life (Youth Bureau, 1973b). A similar survey given five years

later found the degree of dissatisfaction largely unchanged (Asahi

Evening News, Aug. 7, 1978; Sep. 2, 1978). Increased dissatisfaction

can also be seen in the high school drop-out rate.

The primary cause for the increasing dropout rate in full-time
schools is that many students cannot follow the lessons which
are designed to prepare the student for the entrance examina-
tions to the universities. . . . According to the police, the
dropouts all revealed that they felt frustrated and isolated
while they were in school. (Asahi Evening News, Aug. 1, 1977)

A survey in 1976 found 2,948 primary students and 8,354 junior high

students were absent from school more than 50 days a year because they

did not want to go to school. There was much delinquency, violence and

suicide among junior high students because of school conditions (Radio

Japan News, May, 1978, p. 5)

Others besides students are dissatisfied. In a national pole on

Dec. 9-10, 1977, 58% questioned said they were dissatisfied with the

present educational system in Japan, and over 60% wanted the present

college entrance exam system changed. Only 7% felt the present entrance

exam system was all right (Asahi Evening News, Jan. 5, 1978). The

entrance exam system and "cramming-type education" were most often

cited as sources of dissatisfaction. An earlier survey (Asahi Evening_

News, March 2, 1977) found that "60 percent frown on the growing trend

for schoolchildren to take extra-curricular schooling."

The curriculum is so accelerated that children of Japanese

businessmen residing in foreign countries who go to school overseas

find it almost impossible to fit into Japanese classes when they return
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to Japan. Mori, a Japanese businessman in charge of such matters for

the large Mitsubishi branch in New York, was interviewed on this matter.

"Education of their children is the biggest problem for Japa-
nese businessmen here in the United States," Mori explained,
adding, "when the children return to Japan they have great
difficulty coping with the competitive high-pressure schools
and the severe entrance tests needed to get into first-class
high schools and colleges." (Asahi Evening News, Nov. 29, 1978)

Another Japanese in New York added,

In Japan, the education program is not normal. Children there
have to give up their youth because they must concentrate so
hard on their studies. They have no opportunity to make
friends or develop a personality. But in the United States,
our children are happy." (Ibid)

Success and Failure. Although compulsory education ends with junior

high school, 93% of all graduates entered high school in 1976 (though

many could not enter the school of their choice). This high rate is

said to be more a response to parental expectations than a desire by

students for further education. Many researchers on Japan have

observed that meeting the expectations of significant others and the

sense of shame or guilt experienced when failing to meet those

expectations is the primary motivation of the Japanese people.

Thirty years ago Ruth Benedict (1946) convinced the sociological

world that the Japanese culture uses shame and not guilt as a social

sanction. In recent years several articles by sociologists and

psychologists have appeared that deal with the mechanics of guilt in

the Japanese culture. Dore (1959, PP. 382-383) mentions personal shame

and family or we-group shame (which he sees as the fear of being

rejected). He also mentions the feeling of guilt that comes when a

person fails to live up to his own standards. It appears from other

articles that guilt is a strong motivator and/or instrument of control

in Japan, but that this guilt has a somewhat different orientation than

does guilt in the West. It is guilt toward parents and/or significant

others rather than toward God or an internalized standard of objective

right and wrong.
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Guilt is said to be the motivating force behind achievement.

Guilt is an important instrument of social control and
discipline within the family and other areas of Japanese

society. Guilt is a spur to the drive to achieve success,
induced if needed when other socialization processes fail to
keep this drive strong. It does not need to be constantly
active, for the person vulnerable to it tends to drive him-
self rather than waiting to be driven to meet expectations.
Parents build these features into their children's personality
structure by unconscious means. . . . under the surface the

child learns that achievement brings love and so acquires
the drive that is put to a strenuous test later.
(Hall and Beardsley, 1965, pp. 372-373)

Devos (1974), in a study of guilt toward parents in relation to

achievement and marriage, explored some of the dynamics of guilt in

Japan today.

Although the ego ideal is involved in Japanese strivings
toward success, day-by-day hard work and purposeful activi-
ties leading to long-range goals are directly related to
guilt feelings toward parents. Transgression in the form of
"laziness" or other nonproductive behavior is felt to "injure"
the parents, and thus leads to feelings of guilt. There are
psychological analogs between this Japanese sense of respon-
sibility to parents for social conformity and achievement,
and the traditional association sometimes found in the
Protestant West between work activity and a personal
relationship with a deity. (Devos, 1974, p. 120)

If a parent has instilled in a child an understanding of his
capacity to hurt by failing to carry out an obligation
expected of him as a member of a family, any such failure
can make him feel extremely guilty. (Ibid., p. 121)

Devos shows how the typical mother in Japan "sacrifices" herself for

her child and for his education in order to motivate him to achieve.

On the level of cultural conditioning, the traditional teach-
ing of On obligations enhances the feeling of guilt in the
child, who is repeatedly taught by parents, teachers, books,
and so forth, that his parents have experienced hardship and
trouble and have made many sacrifices in order to bring him

up. . . . The only way open to the child is to attain the
highest value, which is required of him; by working hard,
being virtuous, becoming successful, attaining a good reputa-

tion and the praise of society, he brings honor to himself,

to his parents, and to his Ie (household lineage). (Ibid., p. 126)

The pressure on children to go to college is so strong, and
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failure so threatening, that school and often life itself seem to lose

meaning to the child who can't keep up (Iwai, 1974, p. 386). Ikeda, a

psychologist and ranking police officer in Tokyo's juvenile division,

said, "When a child fails . . . he recognizes no alternative. His

goal is absolute - when it is not achieved, the vacuum is equally

absolute" (The Asia Magazine, June 27, 1976).

The pressure to study and fear of failure do not affect just a

minority; Japanese high school students in general are said to be

characterized by four lacks: "no energy, no interest, no responsibi-

lity, and no feeling" (Asahi Evening News, Aug. 14, 1972).

Police reported the number of suicides of children aged nine

through fourteen increased from 84 in 1975 to 92 in 1976, and they

listed first among the causes "pressures from Japan's fiercely-

competitive education system" (Asahi Evening News, Mar. 4, 1978).

When older children are included, the number is much greater:

784 children under age 20 committed suicide in 1977, and in one fourth

of the cases pressure from the competitive examination system was

considered the direct cause. This is four times the rate in Britian

(Asahi Evening News, Aug. 29, 1978).

Among such suicides, the fact that the number of third-

graders in junior high school and sixth-graders in primary

school is overwhelmingly large is probably due to entrance

examination neurosis. From the standpoint of parent-child
relationships, there are the problems of "placing excessive

hopes on children" and of children "depending too much on

parents." The psychology is strong among children taking

entrance examinations of "wanting to reply to the hopes of

their parents who want to put them into good schools rather

than of "personally wanting to get into good schools." . . .

It is reported that the number of children who refuse to go

to school and who are hospitalized in the nervous system

department is increasing. (Asahi Evening News, May, 7, 1976)

(Other references are Asahi Evening News, Sep. 15, 1977; Dec. 18,

1978; Feb. 12, March 3, 5, 10, 29, July 28, 1979.)

This pressure becomes so much a part of the life of school child-

ren in Japan that even the "successful" find it hard to cope when

that pressure is gone.
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When freshmen, who have entered university after winning
through in the fierce entrance examination competition, are
disappointed by the lectures and college life, lose the will
to study and become slightly neurotic, it is called "May
sickness." . . . A lecturer at a state university says,
"This year again there were several students who came to
me immediately after entering university and said, 'There is
nothing left for me but to die."' The bigger the university,
the larger seems to be the number of those who suffer from
the "May sickness." (Asahi Evening News, May 23, 1977)

Kyoto University is rated second highest in the nation, and students

who enter it are considered highly successful; yet for over 20 years

it has had a high suicide rate. The following is about this school.

Prof. Ishii, who has been counseling students since 1956,
visited the homes of students who committed suicide. He

warned, "In this affluent society, which demands a high-
quality academic background, the purer the youth, the more
likely he is of being driven to the verge of suffocation."

After 1971, 66 percent of the suicides came from middle-
class families. . . . These figures indicated that suicides
were increasing among healthy students from ordinary fami-
lies with both parents . . . Another [suicide note] said,
"There is no reason at all for me to die. I just got tired
of living." (Asahi Evening News, May 4, 1977)

Many children escape from the threat of failure in school into

the contraculture of delinquency (Asahi Evening News, Dec. 27, 1978).

The Japanese National Police Agency reported 62,661 minors violated

the Criminal Code during the first half of 1979. The report

says that the excessive emphasis on success in entrance
examinations for higher schools and neglect, on the part of
teachers, of students who cannot keep up with others in their
classes are among the causes. (Asahi Evening News, July 28,

1979)

Fifteen-year-olds were the largest group of juvenile delinquents,

followed by fourteen-year-olds.

An educational researcher (Shibata, national television, Nov. 30,

1978) observed that the children who can't do mathematics or English

come to think that they are hopeless, get an "inferiority complex" as

a result and then do poorly in all their subjects. This sense of

inability or failure is said to be directly related to the high
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incidence of juvenile delinquency in Japan. A study of high school

students involved in delinquency in Kochi Prefecture discovered that

most of the students were behind in their studies and felt discrimi-

nated against because they had to attend high schools that were

considered inferior by society (Kochi Television, Dec. 9, 1978). It

was reported that, whereas delinquency used to have a "lone-wolf"

character, such students have now come to depend on numbers and act in

groups both inside and outside of school (Asahi Evening News, Feb. 3,

1978). Many drop out of school (Asahi Evening News, Feb. 11, May 15,

Oct. 5, 1978).

There are definite suggestions in Japanese culture that suicide

and obvious failure might be a means to get even with parents. Since

obvious failure in the form of defending behavior in the classroom is

so intimately related to the present investigation, it seems benefi-

cial to consider some of the dynamics behind it. These will be

considered by their Japanese names, amae and higaisha-ishiki.

Takeo Doi, a Japanese psychiatrist trained in the West, observed

(1974a) that the Japanese response to on (personal obligation) is to

amae, and that amae is the key word to understanding the personality

structure of the Japanese people. He says that amae and amaeru mean

"to depend and presume upon another's benevolence," and that this

attitude is generally expressed toward parents but can also refer to

other adults. He says that Japanese never lose this need to amae.

Doi reported that many of his patients, as they went through therapy,

became aware that the all-important desire to amaeru had controlled

their lives and they had no real sense of their independent existence.

It would appear from Doi's article that satisfaction of dependency

needs is the greatest motivator in the Japanese personality and that

guilt, as Devos uses the term, is related to a fear of losing this

dependency relationship. Doi's analysis that amae is a strong tendency

especially in poorly-functioning Japanese may be important in under-

standing the psycho-dynamics of non-copers in Japanese classrooms.
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Doi wrote briefly of frustrated amae in an article entitled

"Higaisha-Ishiki: the Psychology of Revolting Youth in Japan" (1974b).

He translated higaisha-ishiki as "victim-consciousness" or "the mental-

ity of the person who is wronged." He relates it to amae:

I would like to add a few more words about the connection
between higaisha-ishiki and paranoid thinking. . . . I think
the usual psychiatric conception of persecutory delusions is
that they represent projections of the patient's own hostile
feelings onto the external object. This is quite right, but
I wonder if Western people do not sometimes forget that the
hostility is originally engendered by frustration of one's
deep dependency wishes, that is, amae in Japanese. (p. 455)

Doi also pointed out that "those who are totally engrossed in amae

would develop higaisha-ishiki when they feel rejected" (p. 453). This

sense of victim - consciousness was noticed in the 1960's among

college-age students who were revolting on college campuses around

Japan. It appears still active in 1978 in events like the opening of

the International Airport at Narita. At Narita several thousand

college-age and older youth have been supporting a few dozen farmers

who had to sell their land. There seems to be a large number of

college and high school students in Japan who identify with this

opposition even though they remain in school and appear to be seeking

achievement and success like other students. Doi clearly believes

that frustrated dependency wishes lead to paranoid reaction. Thus it

would appear important to investigate whether the external sense of

control variable is related to this victim - consciousness.

In summary, it seems quite clear that achievement-motivation is

very strong in Japan, that success and failure hinge on passing the

college entrance examinations, and that a desire to escape from the

escalator of content-centered education affects the failures and many

of the successes as well. It also appears that guilt toward parents

is a primary motivator to achieve in school, and that this motive is

reinforced by the strong tendency of the Japanese to amaeru. Frus-

trated amae often leads to a "victim-consciousness" that seems to be a

mechanism for escaping from personal responsibility for failure.
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Signs of Change. Although talk of educational reform has been common

for many years, newspaper and television reports indicated that the

distortions were increasing, at least through 1977. There are,

however, at least three signs that changes may come in the 1980s.

1. The gap in income between college and high school graduates is

decreasing rapidly, and automatic promotion of graduates of top-rated

universities up to director level is becoming impossible because of

the increasing number of graduates and the stagnation of the Japanese

economy (Asahi Evening News, May 31, June 11, July 15, 1977; March 13,

July 27, July 28, 1978). Many large companies are beginning to hire

from more than one university, and some government agencies are also,

because of public pressure (Asahi Evening News, Feb. 6, Feb. 28, 1977;

April 27, Sep. 20, 1978). It is also becoming much harder for college

graduates to find jobs; some are now working at jobs for which only a

high school education is required (Asahi Evening News, Aug. 9, 1978;

Nov. 21, 1978; Feb. 24, 1979).

2. Beginning in 1979, entrance examinations for the national univer-

sities were changing, with the same test given on the same day for all

national schools (Nov. 26, 1976). However, many of the more prestig-

ious universities decided to give their own second entrance exam to

those who passed the first test! (This illustrates the tendency to

resist actual educational reform in Japan.)

3. The curriculum from first through twelfth grade is to be changed

gradually from 1978 through 1980 to reduce the number of required class

hours (Asahi Evening News, Oct. 8, 1976). However, school will con-

tinue to be five and a half days a week. Compulsory credits in high

school will be reduced from 35 to 30, and the number of credits needed

for graduation from 85 to 80. (This does not mean that high school

students have many electives. Each high school has its own required

subjects and electives are few.) The required number of class hours

per week from fifth through ninth grades will be reduced from 33 to

29. More vocational training classes will be given in public high

schools (Asahi Evening News, June 24, 1978).

A December.7, 1977 article in the Asahi Evening News reported that
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the percentage of high school graduates who went on to college decreased

in 1977 for the first time since 1966. Only 47.1% of the 1977 graduates

took university entrance exams, compared with 47.7% in 1976. This

appears to be a direct result of the difficulty in finding work after

college graduation.

The Education Minister, in August, 1978, said, "Postwar education

made a big mistake at its very beginning. Rejecting education based

on differences in individual ability, it took the stand that education

must be totally equal" (Asahi Evening News, Aug. 30, 1978). The

implications of this remark were unclear, but it inspired much discus-

sion on "elite education" (Asahi Evening News, Aug. 31, Sep. 9, 1978).

Newspapers and educators in general have welcomed the Ministry of

Education's draft for curriculur reform, but doubts that it will

really change the distortions in Japanese education are very common.

In the draft, the number of classroom hours for studying the
basics of arithmetic and the Japanese language has been
increased to reduce the number of "ochikobore" (children who
drop behind in their studies). But so long as the entrance
examination war continues, there is unlikely to be an end
to education through constant tests, supplementary classes
and enrollment in "juku" (private schools), even though the
number of classroom hours has been reduced.
(Asahi Evening News, June 11, 1977)

If teachers and students really are allowed more time for activities

oriented to personal development in the days ahead, a more receptive

attitude toward classroom experiments to raise self-esteem and to seek

to reduce defending behavior may develop. The climate for this did

not seem positive in 1976 through 1978.

Other Distinctives Affecting This Research

Apart from the meaning of achievement, at least four other

cultural distinctives might affect psychological research in Japan.

Avoidance of Classroom Competition. Dale suggested that educational

systems are functional--they produce pretty much what the society
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demands--or they would cease to exist. The much maligned college

entrance examinations perform the function that classroom competition

does in America: they motivate a large number of students to learn and

sift out those who do not. Vogel (1971) and others observed that

competition within a face-to-face group is usually avoided in Japan.

The class becomes the students' educational family, and failure on

academic grounds is permitted in very few schools.

Japanese will resist with all their power any attempt to
expel them from the group, and they will do anything they
can to prevent the expulsion of a friend. This kind of
ethical perspective regards expulsion from school as the

ultimate rejection. (Kawai, 1975, p. 32)

Teacher and classmates support the student in his learning, and

mother is in the background prodding the teacher to be strict with her

child so he will persevere in his studies. As Kiefer noted, "The

American classroom resembles a competitive arena, whereas the Japanese

classroom resembles the training group of a single team, learning how

to play the game of life cooperatively" (1974, p._349). (See also

Morishima, Asahi Evening News, Sep. 18, 1978.) A research design or

test may not be permitted in the classroom if the teacher feels it

might be a threat to this cooperative climate.

Sex Differences. There seems to be little in print regarding sex

differences in Japan, but what was found seemed to consistently

support the notion that the sexes are treated differently in school

and in society. Two examples from schools in Tokyo follow:

When a teacher scolds a boy, he says, "Your're a boy, aren't

you? What's the matter with you when you have to be leading

the girls?" I protested, "Why do girls have to to led by the

boys?" The teacher replied, "That's how things are," and
ignored my opinions.

In lining up and entering classrooms, the boys were always

first. She asked the woman teacher, "Why are the boys always

first?" The teacher replied, "I didn't realize that until
now," and seriously considered the problem.
(Asahi Evening News, June 28, 1977)

It appears more important in Japanese society for boys to enter
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top-ranking universities than for the girls to. One of the clearest

indications of this is in the practice of ronin. Seemingly less than

a third of the graduating boys and girls from an average high school

are able to enter the college of their choice the year they graduate.

But a much higher per cent of the girls go directly from high school

to a higher institution. The reason is that girls tend to settle for

a junior college or special school that is not of college rank, and

very few become ronin. Boys tend to ronin for a year or two in order

to enter a college that will give them good chances for a job that is

acceptable to them and their parents when they graduate.

The personal ideals of boys and girls in Japan might be somewhat

different also. Dore (1958) studied city Japanese in the 1950s, and

discovered that the ideal man and the ideal woman are quite different.

The ideal man is the leader type, the "manly" man, one who
has suffered, a man of courage and endurance, strong-willed,
quick, decisive and forceful in situations where lesser men
would hesitate out of scrupulous regard for detail, frank in
the expressing of his opinion without excessive regard for
etiquette or convention, disdainful of underhand scheming,
direct in the expression of his emotions, a good loser,
generously lacking in petty resentments, but ready to avenge
insult whenever it is proffered, capable of deep passions
but able to conquer them if necessary, a loyal friend, ready
to act on the promptings of the heart, as a leader of men
ready to give his life for his subordinates and chivalrous
in his protection of the weak. (p. 184)

The ideal woman was quiet, reserved, obedient, submissive, loyal,

modest, quiet-mannered, open and trusting. Ten per cent of those

polled stressed the qualities of the ideal servant. Many combined

strength of spirit with the submissive qualities (Dore, 1958, p. 185).

Japan has changed considerably since the 1950s, so it can be

anticipated that these differences in ideals for men and women would

be much more modified today. But the tendency to see leadership and

decisiveness as masculine traits and submissiveness as a feminine trait

appears to exist still in 1979. These differences in sexual ideals may

affect the present investigation in various ways--for example, defend-

ing behavior seems to be assessed differently for boys and for girls.
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Language. The way a language is used often affects psychological

research. The Japanese language tends to ambiguity because many words

have wide ranges of meaning, and in many instances words are used

ambigiously on purpose so different people can interpret them differ-

ently (Toyama, 1977, p. 4). "The mode of communication among Japanese

is markedly nonverbal and indirect. Japanese culture esteems vague

expressions and avoids frank talk" (Kasahara, 1974, p. 403).

Another potential problem is that a foreigner who speaks Japanese

fluently and correctly is often a source of discomfort to many Japanese.

Because, by speaking it correctly and logically, he seems to be speak-

ing to the heart through the mind while most Japanese speak to the mind

through the heart. (For other material on these subject, see Asahi

Evening News, July 12, 1977 and Ben Dasan ,1972, p. 187 on.)

Knowing the Right People. When a person seeks support for an action

or a research project, he is usually more successful if he follows

networks of human relationships in Japan rather than trying to

convince new contacts by his logic to gain their support.

To use a university library or research collection--just to
get inside the front door--requires a letter of introduction
from a Japanese scholar or institution. If the doors are to

swing wide open, then a personal interview with the head
librarian or director arranged by a Japanese colleague who
accompanies and introduces you over tea is essential. .

Some of the most important research collections are in
departmental libraries, not in the university library,
under the lock and key of a senior professor or in a full

professor's office. The friend who can get that door
unlocked is a necessary prerequisite for research.
(Davis, Asahi Evening News, July 12, 1977)

This is true of virtually any kind of help one seeks that involves

the time or possessions of others. This investigator has met with

much kindness and co-operation in his research once the initial

introductions were made. Without such help, this dissertation would

have been impossible.



APPENDIX TWO: Q-SORT TRANSLATION AND CHANGES

English Translation of the Q-Sort.

DIRECTIONS A

1. How to divide the cards.

There are 53 white cards and three pink cards. On each of the 53

white cards is written a sentence which describes the characteristic of

a person. You are to divide these 53 cards into nine groups. As you

can guess from the score sheet, how many cards to put in each group

has been decided in advance. But there is no rule to decide which

card should go in which group.

Divide like this: What you think is most like you should go in

the ninth group (the left end of the score sheet) and what you think is

most unlike you in the first group (the right end), and what you can't

decide either way in the center. This means that the cards are laid

from left to right in accordance to the degree they resemble you.

It will be very difficult at first to put all 53 cards into nine

groups. So lay the three pink cards some distance apart to represent

"most like me," "most unlike me," and "neither like nor unlike me."

Then divide the cards into smaller groups according to the set number

of items, paying close attention to the meaning of each sentence.

2. How to write on the score sheet.

(1) Write the card number on the score sheet clearly and neatly, with-

out making any mistakes. You should arrange the cards in each column

in order so that the smaller numbers are above the larger ones.

(2) All 53 cards should go in their respective columns according to

the number allotted to each group. (You may have difficulty deciding

where to put some cards, but do put every card in one of the

columns.)

(3) When you have finished writing down all the numbers, please check

to see if all the numbers are written down from one through 53.
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* When finished, put the cards back into the envelope.

[These directions were printed and distributed to the students. They

were also read orally to the students before the Q-sort was done.]

DIRECTIONS B

1. How to divide the cards.

There are 53 white cards and three green cards. . . .

Divide like this: What you think you want to be should go in the

ninth group ( . . . ) and what you think you don't want to be should

go in the first group. . . .

It will be very difficult at first to put all 53 cards into nine

groups. So lay the three green cards some distance apart to represent

"what I think I want to be," "what I think I don't want to be," and

"what I can't say either way."

[The rest of the directions for the ideal-sort are just like those for

the self-sort. They were distributed and read before the ideal-sort

was done. No directions were distributed for the mother-sort.]

Results of the Pilot Study. The English translations of the original

53 Q-sort items used in the pilot study and retained for the main

investigation are listed--with the reliability, discriminative power

and validity data to the right of the items. Pearson Correlation

Coefficients were used for all correlations. Reliability was deter-

mined by comparing test and re-test item placements of 65 eighth

graders. A capital "R" in Table A means reliability at the .001 level

of significance, and a small "r" means reliability between .002 and

.04. The first "R" or "r" to the right of the item refers to

the reliability of the self-sort and the second to the reliability of

the ideal-sort.

Discriminative power was judged by dividing the test results into

a high-scoring group and a low-scoring group and finding the mean of

each group for each Q-sort item. Then the correlation coefficient

between group means for each item and the level of significance was
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determined. A capital "D" indicates a discrepancy significant at

beyond .001 to .005, and a small "d" indicates a difference at .006 to

.08. The first "D" or "d" refers to the difference in means for that

item between the top 33 and bottom 32 tests in total self-esteem

scores. The second "D" or "d" refers to the difference in item means

between the top and bottom quartiles. These symbols are repeated on

the next page for easy reference.

The first validity test was to find correlations between the mean

item placement score of 37 students on the first self-sort and the mean

score of these students on each of the eight factors and the total on

Matsubara's Factor-Diagnostic Test of Achievement-Advancement (FAT).

The second validity test was to see if the mean score of an item had a

higher correlation with the mental health factor than with the other

factors on the FAT. However, the universe of self-esteem may include

attitudes toward self in relation to friendship, teacher-pupil relations,

et cetera. For this reason, when an item had a higher correlation with

these factors than with the Mental Health factor, the face validity of

that item was also considered in judging validity. The third validity

test was to correlate the mean discrepancy score (difference between

placement in the self-sort and ideal-sort) of each item with the mean

score for each factor. This introduced a variable not included in the

FAT (personal ideals), so it was used only as a supplementary validity

test. The validity symbols are reported on the next page.

The numbers in the table after the validity symbols show the level

of significance. The first letter in each line under "Validity" refers

to the FAT factor showing the highest correlation to the mean score of

that Q-sort item. If a high correlation was reported between a factor

and a Q-sort item that was opposite the direction found by Butler-Haigh

with their English items, a "pos" or "neg" was added to indicate this.

This was not done for Q-sort items 3, 22 and 23, because all correla.-

tions were in the opposite direction. Only the most significant

correlations plus the Mental Health factor and Total correlations are

shown. The symbols not underlined refer to placement scores on the
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first self-sort. The underlined symbols refer to the item discrepancy

scores between the first self-sort and the first ideal-sort.

The letters in the column marked "Validity" in Table A refer to

the eight factors and the total in the FAT. The meanings of the

letters are as follows:

"M" = mental health. "T" = teacher-pupil relationship.

"P" = physical health. "D" = domestic environment.

"H" = how to learn. "C" = environment of community and

"L" = self-initiative to learn. school.

"F" = friendship. "+" = total of all eight factors.

"pos" = the item had a positive correlation, although Butler-Haigh

designated it as being negatively related to mental health.

"neg" = the item had a negative correlation, even though Butler-Haigh

designated it as being positively related to mental health.

"C" to the right of the main validity data = item was rewritten to

clarify the meaning.

"K" = item was kept to retain as wide a universe as possible.

"R" = item was rewritten for clarity or simplicity to a greater

degree than was the case for items marked "C" or "S".

"S" = Japanese wording or content was simplified.

"*" - This symbol is explained below the table.

The symbols used to show reliability and discriminative power

are repeated here for easy reference.

First "R" = self-sort reliability at .001. "r" = from .002 to .04.

Second "R" = ideal-sort reliability at .001. "r" = at .002 to .04.

First "D" = self-sort discrimination from beyond .001 to .005 between

top- and bottom-halves in self-esteem.

First "d" = self-sort discrimination from .006 to .08 between halves.

Second "D" = self-sort discrimination from beyond .001 to .005 between

top and bottom quartiles in self-esteem.

Second "d" = self-sort discrimination from .006 to .08 by quartiles.
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Table A. Original Q-sort items and selection data.

Item

1. I am strict with myself.

2. I have a feeling of
hopelessness.

3. I often kick myself for the
things I do.

4. If I make a mistake, I take
responsibility for it.

5. I often feel humiliated.

6. I am a responsible person.

7. I put on a false front.

8. I can accept most social
values and standards.

9. I want to give up trying to
cope with the world.

10. I usually feel driven
(by something).

11. I usually like people.

12. I feel helpless.

13. I can usually live comfortably
with the people around me.

14. I can't decide things for
myself.

15. I am confused.

16. I usually make up my mind
(by myself) and stick to it.

17. I feel apathetic.

18. I cannot believe my feelings.

19. I do not get excited in
front of people.

20. I work very hard, but
everything isn't going well,
so I have it tough.

Rel. Dis.

R R

R R

RR dd

R R

R R d -

R R d d

R R d -

r

R r

R r

R r

r

r

- R

r

R R

R

Validit

H.001 L.002 M.016 +.012

M.001 H.014 L.02 D.025
+.003 S P.013

M.026 P.08 +.097 C

M.032 T.055 +.148 S

L.063

(Replaced by a new item)

0.172 F(neg.077) M.361
+.438 K

P.127 H.14 M.4 +.136
R M.095

M.001 L.019 H.024 T.039
P.059 +.018 T.017 M.026 S

(Replaced.)

H.001 M.004 L.023
+.012 C

d - M.492 +(neg.068) K M.06

- d M.001 H.004 P.008 +.018
C H.008 M.01 +.044

D -

D D

d -

d D

D D

- -

d d

- - IL.043 M.044 P.095
+.103 S

M.076
M.09

L.112 +.15

M.011 L.071

H.105 +.325

K

+.205

K

H.01
H.097

M.061
P.089

H.011 L.014 M.018 T.082 C
+.021 M.006 T.024 +.046

M.02 H.022 P.029 +.011 S

T.04 H.046 M.081 +.093 S

H.062 T.130 M.225
+.225 H.04 L.082
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Table A. Continued.

Item Rel. Dis. Validity

21. I am a rational person. r r d D M.009 L.019 P.024 D.027
T.033 +.006 C P.027 +.024

22. I try not to think about my r R - - M.005 D.1 +.299 H.05

problems. L.097

23. I am impulsive (easily act on R - d M.054 +.45 R L.019

impulse). M.082 +.063

24. I don't feel like facing R r d D C.117 M.273 F(pos.098)

things directly. +.279 S P.038 D.055

25. I have an attractive R R D D D.001 P.102 M.371 +.151

personality. H.008 T.014 P.016 +.009

26. I am a good-for-nothing. R R d d M.001 P.035 H.046 +.041 C

27. I am ambitious. - R d D P.009 L.048 M.234 +.064 S

28. I despise myself. r - - d M.013 F.067 D.077 +.38 R

29. I shrink back when I meet a R - D D L.085 D.131 M.165

crisis or difficulty. +.321 R

30. I do things on my own R - D D H.001 P.019 M.091 +.04

initiative. S H.042.

31. I just can't respect myself. r r d D M.02 D.057 +.106 H.012
L.019 T.022 +.018

32. I take a positive attitude - r - d M.001 D.001 +.008 C

toward myself. L.069 +.097

33. I express my opinions clearly. R r d d H.007 F.052 M.053 L.088
+.099 S L.005 H.045 M.012

34. I am confused. R r D d M.011 D.017 P.019 T.019
L.02 +.002 C

35. I am satisfied with myself. r r D D.07 M.075 +.349 *

L.021 D.077

36. I am likeable. R R d D D.033 P.065 H.103 M.134
+.066 C P.007 D.01 +.032

37. My personality is attractive r R D D H.047 T.049 M.145 +.041

to the opposite sex. P.032 T.046 +.o06

38. I am carefree and nothing - - - - M.041 F.045 D.064

really bothers me. +.195 R

39. I am a failure. R r M.015 H.032 +.295 C

P.01 L.056 +.03

40. I am a hard worker. R R DD M.025 C.063 F.09 H.097
+.43 C M.015 T.033 +.036
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Table A. Continued.

Item Rel. Dis. Validity

41. I have a horror about
failing in everything.

r R d (11 (Validity poor, so
reworded.)

42. I am emotionally mature. D.024 M.076 +.137 R

43. I am intelligent. RR DD M.001 D.006 H.013 +.042
H.002 P.006 M.02 T.034
+.005

44. All people have to do is
insist with me and I give in.

R - D D H.15 T.178 M.403 +.349 S

45. I feel uneasy. R r d D P.01 D.017 T.024 M.118
+.024 H.001 L.006 +.011

46. I don't depend on other
people.

RR Dd H.003 L.008 M.056 +.136
M.009

47. I have to protect myself with
excuses, with plausible
explanations.

(Replaced.)

48. I understand myself well. r r d d T.037 H.041 M.137 +.195

49. People don't trust me. R r M.038 T.093 +.307 K

50. I am a good mixer. R r F.005 M.455 +.136 C

51. I am worthless (insignificant)1R - D d M.032 +.114 S M.037

52. I have confidence in myself
to do many things.

R R d d M.026 F.125 H.126
+.099 C

53. (If male) I don't want to
be a male. (If female) I

R r H.014 M.032 L.074
+.147 K F.038

don't want to be a female.

Item 35 in the table has the symbol "*". This means this item

was retained to attempt to measure a growth-hindering complacency

toward self in contrast to a growth-producing satisfaction with self

in item 32. This attempt was only partially successful, possibly

because the Japanese words, like the English words, are not interpreted

by everyone in the same way. In retrospect, it may have been wiser not

to have included this item in the final sort, because it appeared to

have a rather weak validity.

The three items that showed a reverse relationship to mental
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health from that found by Butler-Haigh (items 3, 22, 23) might reflect

differences in language after translation into Japanese. But they

appear rather to reflect a difference in value placed on certain

attitudes in the two cultures.

It was not felt necessary that every item in the final Q-sort

show a strong relationship to Matsubara's FAT for two reasons.

(1) The universe of "self-concept" and "self-esteem" may include

items that are not strongly related to the "mental health" construct.

(2) Students were directed to put items neither strongly "like me"

nor "unlike me" in column five of the score sheet.

However, judging from Rogers' study (1954), it would appear

preferable that most of the items have either a strong positive or

negative relationship to "mental health" in order that the differences

in placement between the self-sort and the ideal-sort be meaningful to

the student and actually tap the construct called self-esteem. For

this reason items used in the final investigation that did not demon-

strate high reliability and validity were clarified or simplified

whenever possible. This was done to avoid wording or Japanese ideo-

grams (kanji) that might make it hard for some eighth graders to fully

understand the meanings of the phrases. This simplification and

clarification was sought by the pilot study tester, Minoru Kono. He

reported that the students asked many questions about the Q-sort item

meanings during the test and this took valuable time; it could

possibly contaminate the results as well. Six items were retained in

the final Q-sort even though their validity did not seem very high.

This was done to avoid narrowing the universe represented by the Q-sort.

Five of these six items had high reliability.

When it became apparent that some items used in the pilot study

would have to be rewritten, Coopersmith's self-esteem test for ele-

mentary school children (1959) was investigated. This was done because

Coopersmith wrote that some of his items were simplified versions of

items from the Butler-Haigh Q-Sort, though Coopersmith did not use the

Q-sort method. Items 5, 9 and 47 in the pilot study were replaced by

items from Coopersmith's test that seemed to be generally similar in
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meaning. This was done because those pilot study items were said to

be difficult for the eighth graders to understand, and the items did

not seem to demonstrate adequate reliability or validity.

Word Changes Subsequent to the Pilot Study. Many of the clarifications

and simplifications of the Q-sort items were such that the English

translations remained the same. The following are only those items

changed in such a way that the English translations are different,

plus the three new items that were substituted for items 5, 9 and 47.

5. I feel inadequate, but it's all my teachers' fault.

7. I usually don't reveal my true feelings to others.

8. I can accept and keep most social rules.

9. I often feel like leaving home.

10. I usually feel driven by my parents.

23. I often act on impulse without thinking much

29. I shrink with fear when facing something difficult or dangerous.

32. (Although I want to improve,) I feel content with myself as I am.

34. I am easily confused.

38. I usually don't brood over things.

39. I am a failure in many things.

41. I have an anxiety about failing in everything.

42. I think I am emotionally mature for my age.

47. There are many things about myself I'd like to change if I could.

50. I am popular with children my own age.



APPENDIX THREE: TRANSLATION OF LOCUS OF CONTROL SCALE

This scale is presented as it was given to the students but with

a few additions: the letters representing external control items are

circled and (FILLER) items (that have no score and are added to make

the purpose of the test less obvious) are designated. In addition,

personal control items are designated.

IE SCALE (1976) No. Sex (Male)(Female) Age years

SURVEY GUIDE

1. The purpose of this census is to survey your thinking and point of

view. As there are no "correct" answers, please respond just as

you think.

2. In each item, you are to pick either A or B. Please put a circle

around the one which is closer to your thinking. Don't pick because

you think you should or because you wish it were that way, but pick

the one you think is actually so.

3. After writing the necessary information at the top, go through and

mark the following items quickly without taking too much time. But

please make sure you don't skip any of the items.

EXAMPLE:

A. When doing anything, if a person thinks he might fail he can't

do it.

B. When doing anything, a person should make sure there is no danger

of failure before doing it.

1. A. I often judge things by what I like or dislike. (FILLER)

B. I often judge things by what is correct or incorrect.

2. A. The main cause of war is (people's) indifference to politics.

0 Wars occur unavoidably, even if we try to avoid them.

3.(A) Examination questions often have no connection with the lessons

and study is wasted.

169
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B. One seldom meets unexpected test questions when he is well

prepared for the examination.

4. A. I think physical strength depends mainly on the quality of

training so far.

(111.; Physical strength depends mostly on what is inherited from

parents.

I think it depends a lot on luck whether one can attain a high

position or not.

B. I think it depends on individual ability whether one can attain

a high position or not.

6. A. When I have leisure time I read books or listen to music.

B. When I have leisure time I prefer making a lot of noise with

friends. (FILLER)

No matter how careful we are, we become sick when we are fated

to.

B. If we are careful in our daily lives we can maintain our health.

8. A. One is lonely because he does not try to make friends with

others.

Man is naturally lonely.

9. CA_..) think that catching fish depends mostly on whether the place

is good or bad.

B. I think it depends mostly on one's fishing skill whether he can

catch fish or not.

10. A. If we are careful beforehand, we can usually avoid catching cold.

B. We frequently catch a cold without having time to be careful.

11.(A; If government policy is bad, politicians are fully responsible.

B. If government policy is bad, we citizens are responsible in

the long run.

12. As the number of examinees increases, I think it is more

difficult for me to pass the college entrance exam.

(I think the more examinees there are the harder it will be

for me to pass the college entrance exam.) (PERSONAL ITEM)

B. I think that if I study very hard, even if the number of

examinees is very large, I can pass the college entrance exams.
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13. A. I think the most important thing needed to become an honor

student is to spend much more time studying than others do.

Or; I think the most important thing needed to become an honor

student is to have superior parents and to be born with high

intelligence.

14. () It is one's fate whether or not one becomes old fast.

It depends on how one exercises daily whether he becomes old

fast or not.

15.E Most of the time one loses at gambling it is due entirely to

B.

bad luck.

B. One usually loses at gambling because of his mistaken expec-

tations.

16. A. I think the largest part of our future must be created by our

own efforts. (PERSONAL ITEM)

C.) Our future is mostly determined by unseen forces.

17. A. My opinion is that our lives as citizens are changed by our

votes in elections.

I cannot think that our lives as citizens are changed by our

votes in elections.

18. A. One can attract the interest of the people around him with a

few devices. (PERSONAL ITEM)

Cli) It depends on chance whether one can attract the interest of

the people around him or not.

19. A.) It depends mostly on the physical condition at the time whether

one can win a game or not.

B. It depends mostly on the amount of practice before the game

whether one can win it or not.

20. For one to become rich in society today depends mostly on

good luck.

B. To become rich in society today requires originality and

creativity.

21. A. Some people say that everywhere on earth will get dirtier and

more difficult to live in, but we can stop this with our own

hands.
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0 It is the natural result of increasing population and the

progress of civilization that the earth will get dirtier every-

where, and so we cannot do anything about it.

22.0 A card game is decided by the players' good or bad luck.

B. A card game is usually decided by the players' skill.

23. A. I have patience but no inspiration. (FILLER)

B. I have inspiration but no patience.

24. A. One can increase his personal attractiveness by exerting effort.

One is naturally endowed with personal attractiveness and it is

difficult to change. (PERSONAL ITEM)

25.6 Whether one's style is good or bad is controlled by outside

forces and cannot be changed. (PERSONAL ITEM)

B. Whether a person's style is good or bad is pretty much under

his own control.

26. A. When we make plans we are pretty sure they can be realized.

a, It is not always wise to make plans very far into the future

because many plans change according to good luck or bad luck.

(PERSONAL ITEM)

27. , When it comes to world events, it is hard for us to understand

most of them and we are victims under their control.

B. By participating actively in political and social affairs,

people can control world events.

28. It is difficult to judge whether a person really has good

will toward you.

B. The number of your friends depends on your personal character.

29. A. What happens to me is the result of my own actions.

ar,) I sometimes feel that I don't have enough control over my own

life. (PERSONAL ITEM)

30. A. I have many hobbies, so I can't quickly say what they are.

B. My hobbies are definite. (FILLER)

31. A. I think the idea is absurd that our lives are decided by luck.

(i.) I think it is interesting that our lives are decided by luck.

32. The things which will happen in the future are already deter-

mined; they are just not seen by us.
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B. If we made a clear decision about the future, our lives would

not be left to chance.

33. A. Success in society is the result of hard work and has little

to do with luck. (PERSONAL ITEM)

03 Whether or not a person can do good work in life depends

largely on chance.

34. A. As for me, whether my various hopes are realized or not has

little to do with luck. (PERSONAL ITEM)

01.) We often depend on a "lot" or on fortune telling when making

decisions.

35.(E:',, Luck always affects one's promotion in life.

B. Whether a person accomplishes a wonderful work or not depends

mainly on his own ability. (PERSONAL ITEM)

36.a) I sometimes think that I cannot control the things that happen

to me. (PERSONAL ITEM)

B. I cannot believe that "chance" or "luck" plays an important

role in life.

(NOTE: Eleven of the 32 items were determined as "personal items"

by being chosen by several high school teachers on the basis of

which items they thought Japanese students would consider referred

to them personally rather than to people in general.)



APPENDIX FOUR: TRANSLATION OF JAPANESE BEHAVIOR RATING SCORE

This scale is presented as it was given to the students, but with

two deletions: the number of students to be picked is not inked in,

and the list of student numbers to be marked is deleted after the

first question. The blanks on the tests given to the students ("pick

students . . .") had a number inked in that corresponded to one-

third the number of students in the class, with fractions rounded out

to the higher number. (As most classes had 39 or 40 students, "14"

was inserted in the blanks on the tests for these classes, leaving

only 11 or 12 numbers unmarked--between one-third and one-fourth of

the total.) An example response was shown to each class, so none

was printed on the test.

BRS --- 76

ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF JAPANESE BRS

School Year Class (Number ) Male Female

As you study and play at school together you get to know a lot

about each other, don't you? We want to know how well you know each

other in class.

Following are ten questions. Please read the questions carefully,

and think about everyone in your class before you answer the questions.

You are to put an 0 or an X on their numbers. You may put them on

your own number, too. It won't be shown to your teacher or anyone

else at school, so please answer just as you think. We want to know

your own thinking, so please work alone. Don't look at what others

are doing. Please mark 0 in red and X in black.

174
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I. A QUESTION ABOUT SCHOOLWORK:

A. Please pick students in your class who study hardest, and put

an 0 on the numbers of these students.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

B. Then, please pick the students in your class that study next

hardest and put an X on their numbers. Do not put an X on a number

where you have put an O.

II. A QUESTION ABOUT OUTSIDE CLASS ACTIVITIES (cleaning, club activity,

etc.):

A. Please pick students in your class who work hardest at these

outside activities, and put an 0 on their numbers.

B. Then, please pick students who work next hardest at these

outside activities, and put an X on their numbers.

III. A QUESTION ABOUT GETTING ALONG WITH TEACHERS AND OTHER GROWNUPS:

A. Please pick students in your class who get along best with

teachers and other grownups, and put an 0 on the numbers of these

students.

B. Then, please pick students in your class who get along next

best with teachers and grownups, and put an X on their numbers.

IV. QUESTIONS ABOUT COOPERATION:

A. Please pick students in your class who cooperate best in

doing various things, and put an 0 on the numbers of these students.

B. Then, please pick students in your class who cooperate next

best in doing things, and put an X on their numbers.

V. A. Please pick students in your class who don't get easily up-

set when things go wrong, and put an 0 on the numbers of these

students.

B. Then, please pick students in your class who are next in not

getting upset when things go wrong, and put an X on their numbers.
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VI. A. Please pick students in your class who persist longest to

get their own way, and put an 0 on the number of these students.

B. Then, please pick students in your class who persist next

longest to get their own way, and put an X on their numbers.

VII. A QUESTION ABOUT WHAT CHILDREN DO WHEN OTHER CHILDREN ARE ANGRY

AT THEM:

A. Please pick students in your class who can work it out with

the angry child, and put an 0 on the numbers of these students.

B. Then pick students in your class who are next best at working

it out with the angry child, and put an X on their numbers.

VIII. QUESTIONS ABOUT KEEPING THE RULES:

A. Please pick students in your class who keep the rules of the

school and the rules of games best, and put an 0 on their numbers.

B. Then pick students in your class who are next best in keeping

the rules of the school and of games, and put an X on their numbers.

IX. A. Please pick students in your class who are very careful

about the way their behavior affects other people, and put an 0 on

the numbers of these students.

B. Then please pick students in your class who are next in

being very careful about the way their behavior affects other

people, and put an X on their numbers.

X. A QUESTION ABOUT CHILDREN WHO HAVE NEW IDEAS:

A. Please pick students in your class who get new good ideas

one after another, and put an 0 on the numbers of these students.

B. Then please pick students in your class who are next best at

getting new good ideas, and put an X on their numbers.
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(When you are finished, please check the questions from I to X to

make sure you have put the right number of "0" and "X" for each

one.)

School Year Class (Number ) M F

/



APPENDIX FIVE: RESEARCH MATERIAL RELATED TO CHAPTER FOUR

Introduction

The analysis of statistical differences in the Q-sort placements,

when the Kochi sample was divided by scores on the variables tested in

this investigation, generated too much detail to report adequately in

Chapter Four. Additional statistical analysis and comments are

reported here.

Table A reports the significant differences in self-sort and ideal-

sort item placement means when the sample is divided by sex. Table B

presents the significant items when the top and the bottom quartiles

in self-esteem were compared. Table C shows these differences when the

sample was divided by both sex and level of esteem. Table D reports

the discrepancies of a column or more between the self-sort means and

the ideal-sort means of the top and the bottom quartiles in self-

esteem. Table E presents the items that revealed significant differ-

ences between the top and the bottom quartiles in defending behavior.

Table F shows the significantly different items between the internals

and the externals in locus of control.

Statistical Results

Sex Differences

In the sample used for the Q-sort analysis there were 87 boys and

123 girls. There were 11 items in the self-sort and also 11 in the

ideal-sort that showed significant differences between the sexes at a

significance level of .052 or beyond.
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Table A. Significant self and ideal placement differences by sex.

Item Self t- Ideal t- Self Ideal
Group Means value

Sig. Sig.
Means value Rank Rank

Boys' Self-sort Means Higher

40 "I am a hard worker."
Boys 3.9425

+2.83 .005
Girls 3.3171

6.9655 47 4

7.1789 52 2

33 11

43 10

6.3908 45 13
-2.33 .021

6.8699 50 8

52 "I have confidence in myself to do many things."
Boys 4.7701 6.4138

+2.59 .010
Girls 4.1789 6.6992

43 "I am intelligent."
Boys 4.0920

+2.59 .010
Girls 3.4959

32 "Although I want to improve, I feel content with myself as I am."
Boys 5.8966

+2.26 .025 5'4713 +2.20 .029
11 24

Girls 5.2114 5.0488 20 26

35 "I am satisfied with myself."
Boys 4.5747

+2.15 .032
5.7356 35 21

j

Girls 4.0081
1

5.7154 46 23

Girls' Self-sort Means Higher

53 "I don't want to be a male (if male) or a female (if female)."
Boys 2.7816

- 7.77 .001*
4

-2.20 .029 ! 53 30
Girls 4.8699

346
.

31 29

12 "I feel helpless."
Boys 4.8966 3.7586 ; 30 40

3Girls 5.6585 -3.17 .002
.9837 12 32

9 "I often feel like leaving home."
Boys 3.2644 3 ;

-2.28 .024 !

.5287 52 45

Girls 3.9593 3.6423 48 41

45 "I feel uneasy."
Boys 5.0345 3.4253 : 23 47

.

Girls 5.6179
-2.09 038

3.6016 ; 14 42

47 "There are many things about myself I'd change if I could."
Boys 6.7586

07 .. 040- 2
5.3103 ! 2 26

Girls 7.2358 5.3089 2 25

26 "I am a good-for-nothing."
Boys 4.2874 2.8966 43 51

- 2.03 .043 +1.96 .052
Girls 4.7805 2.5772 52
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Table A. Continued.

Item Self t- Ideal t-

Group Means value
Sig. Sig.

Means value

Self
Rank

Ideal
Rank

Boys' Ideal-sort Means Higher

10

49

51

"I usually feel driven by my
Boys 4.8621

i

Girls 4.4390

"People don't trust me."
Boys 4.9885
Girls 4.9837

"I am worthless (insignificant)."
Boys 4.5172

Girls 4.7317

parents."

4'3333 +2.85
3.9024

3.2644
+2.50

2.6341

2.8621
+2.01

2.5285

.005

.013

.046

31

' 40

25

23

39

36

29

36

49

51

52

53

Girls' Ideal-sort Means Higher

36

25

37

50

"I am likeable."
Boys 4.9310
Girls 4.9186

"I have an attractive personality."
Boys 3.9770
Girls 4.1789

"My personality is attractive
Boys 4.3103
Girls 3.9837

"I am popular with children
Boys 4.5977
Girls 4.8049

6.3908 27
-4.65 .001*

7.1789 27

5.7471 46
.002.

6
.
2846 -3.10 44

to the opposite sex."
5.3678 42

1 5.8943
-2.98 .003 147

my own age."

5.7586 37
-2.42 .016

6.1138 33

12

3

20

13

25

22

19

15

"Sig." refers to the level of significance.

A significance level of ".001*" means "beyond .001."

High and Low Self-Esteem Differences

When the Kochi sample was divided into highest and lowest quar-

tiles by self-esteem score, there were 19 boys and 30 girls in the high

group and 11 boys and 33 girls in the low group. Table B reports the

51 items that were significant at .05 or beyond between the high and

low groups with the boys and girls together. The items are arranged

with higher means appearing earlier in the table. For example, in

Table B-1, the first item reported is the one the high-esteem group put
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highest of all the significant items. "Highest" means closest to "most

like me." In B-2, the first item reported is the one the low-esteem

group put closest to "like me" that was significant, followed by the

item put next closest to "like me." Items 22 and 7 are included in

Table B to complete the listing of all 53 items used in the testing.

They are not listed according to means as they were not significant.

The 13 items in the ideal-sort that showed significant differences

in placement means between the high-esteem and the low-esteem students

are reported in Table B-3 and B-4.

Self-sort Differences. The means of the ideal-sort that are listed at

the right of the table are not needed to interpret the table, but are

added simply to make them available to other researchers who may want

to refer to them. The differences between group means that were signi-

ficant at .052 or beyond are marked with an "*," and these are reported

in Tables B-3 and B-4.

Table B-1. Self-sort items placed higher by high self-esteem group.

Item Group
Self

t-value Significance
Means

Ideal
Means

27 "I am ambitious."
High 7.1020

3.55
Low 5.7500

.001
7.0816*
6.4091

13 "I can usually live comfortably with the people around me."
High 6.9796 7.0816

7.14 Beyond .001
Low 5.0455 7.1818

11 "I usually like people."
High 6.7551 4.78 Beyond .001
Low 5.2045

4 "If I make a mistake I take responsibility for it."
High 6.6531

6.11 Beyond .001
Low 5.2727

48 "I understand myself well."
High 6.4286

3.97 Beyond .001
Low 5.1591

8 "I can accept and keep most social rules."
High 6.3469

5.19 Beyond .001
Low 4.8636

6.3061
5.8636

7.1837
7.0227

6.1429
6.1136

6.2653
6.3636
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Table B-1. Continued.

Item Group
Self

t-value Significance
Means

Ideal
Means

33 "I express my opinions clearly."
High 6.2449 6.5102*

8.28 Beyond .001
Low 3.5455 7.1591

38 "I usually don't brood over things."
High 6.1429 6.5918*

6.34 Beyond .001
Low 3.9091 6.0455

16 "I usually make up my mind and stick to it."
High 6.1020 6.2653

7.43 Beyond .001
Low 3.7045 6.0909

30 "I do things on my own initiative."
High 6.0000 6.9592

8.99 Beyond .001
Low 3.7500 7.0000

32 "Although I want to improve, I feel content with myself as I am."
High 5.9184 5.5102*

3.80 Beyond .001
Low 4.3636 4.8409

6 "I am a responsible person."
High 5.8980 7.5918

7.82 Beyond .001
Low 3.5682 7.6818

36 "I am likeable."
High 5.8776 7.0408

7.00 Beyond .001
Low 4.0227 6.9545

21 "I am a rational person."
High 5.6735 6.8163

6.61 Beyond .001
Low 3.8636 7.0227

52 "I have confidence in myself to do many things."
High 5.6122 6.6735

10.35 Beyond .001
Low 3.0909 6.6818

50 "I am popular with children my own age."
High 5.5918 5.9592

5.56 Beyond .001
Low 4.0682 5.7727

46 "I don't depend on other people."
High 5.4082 5.8980*

6.44 Beyond .001
Low 3.4318 6.7273

1 "I am strict with myself."
High 5.3673 6.5714

4.61 Beyond .001
Low 3.9091 6.6136

35 "I am satisfied with myself."
High 5.2245 5.5714

6.23 Beyond .001
Low 3.2727 5.8182
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Table B-1. Continued.

Self Ideal
Item Group t-value Significance

Means Means

25 "I have an attractive personality."
High 5.0000 6.3061

4.93 Beyond .001
Low 3.6591 6.2045

42 "I think I am emotionally mature for my age."
High 4.9796 5.1837

.010.

Low 4.0000
2.

4.9318

37 "My personality is attractive to the opposite sex."
High 4.8571 5.7143

5.69 Beyond .001
Low 3.3409 5.8864

43 "I am intelligent."
High 4.8163 6.4490

7.82 Beyond .001
Low 2.5682 6.9773

19 "I do not get excited in front of people."
High 4.2653 5.6122

4.02 Beyond .001
Low 2.8409 5.8364

40 "I am a hard worker."
High 4.2449 6.8776

7.17 Beyond .001
Low 2.3409 7.3182

22 "I try not to think about my problems."
High 5.6327 5.6939

1.33 .186
Low 5.0000 5.8409

Table B-2. Self-sort items placed higher by low self-esteem group.

Item Group
Self

t-value Significance
Means

Ideal
Means

3 "I often kick myself for the things I do."
High 6.5306 4.2857*

-4.08 Beyond .001
Low 7.9318 3.3864

47 "There are many things about myself I'd change if I could."
High 6.0204 5.1633

- 4.04 Beyond .001
Low 7.4091 4.9773

41 "I have an anxiety about failing in everything."
High 5.4490 4.0000

-5.17 Beyond .001
Low 7.2727 3.6136

23 "I often act on impulse without thinking much."
High 5.5102 4.4490*

- 2.81 .006
Low 6.6136 3.6136
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Table B-2. Continued.

Self Ideal
Item Group t-value Significance

Means Means

44 "All people have to do is insist with me, and I give in."
High 4.5714 3.8980*

- 6.45 Beyond .001
Low 6.5909 3.0000

45 "I feel uneasy."
High 4.0408 3.4286

- 7.55 Beyond .001
Low 6.5909 3.2500

31 "I just can't respect myself."
High 4.4286 4.1429

- 7.20 Beyond .001
Low 6.4773 3,8409

12 "I feel helpless."
High 4.8776 3.9388

Low 6.3636 3.6818
-14.27 Beyond .001

29 "I shrink with fear when facing something difficult or dangerous."
High 4.3265 3.3265*

- 6.31 Beyond .001
Low 6.3182 3.8409

15 "I am confused."
High 3.9592 3.1837

-7.97 Beyond .001
Low 6.2955 2.9545

24 "I have the feeling that I am just not facing things."
High 4.2857 3.5306-6.81 Beyond .001
Low 6.2273 3.4091

26 "I am a good-for-nothing."
High 3.5306

8.58 Beyond .001
2.5918

Low 6.1591 2.6364

51 "I am worthless (insignificant)."
High 3.3469

8.66
Low 6.0455

34 "I am easily confused."
High 5.3469

- 2.35
Low 6.0455

49 "People don't trust me."
High 4.3469

- 6.01
Low 6.0227

17 "I feel apathetic."
High 4.0204

- 7.15
Low 5.9773

18 "I do not believe my feelings."
High 4.1429

6.27
Low 5.9091

Beyond .001

.021

Beyond .001

Beyond .001

Beyond .001

2.3673
2.7955

4.2857
4.0682

3.0816
2.7727

3.3878

3.5682

3.8776
3.8409
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Table B-2. Continued.

Self Ideal
Item Group t-value Significance

Means Means

14 "I can't decide things for myself."
High 3.9592 3.1020

- 5.16 Beyond .001
Low 5.6818 3.4545

20 "I work very hard but everything isn't going well, so
I have it tough."

High 4.6939 3.9796.036.

Low 5.4091 -2.12 4.1136

10 "I usually feel driven by my parents."
High 3.6327 4.0000

-4.82 Beyond .001
Low 5.2500 4.1136

39 "I am a failure in many things."
High 4.1633 3.3061

-3.64 Beyond .001
Low 5.2273 3.5455

2 "I have a feeling of hopelessness."
High 2.4490 2.4898

- 9.51 Beyond .001
Low 5.2045 2.7500

28 "I despise myself."
High 3.1429 3.2449*

- 7.17 Beyond .001
Low 5.0909 3.7273

9 "I often feel like leaving home."
High 3.0816 3.2653*

- 4.67 Beyond .001
Low 5.0455 3.9091

53 "I don't want to be a male (if male) or female (if female)."
High 3.5510 4.2449*

01549 .

Low 4.6364
-2.

4.7955

5 "I feel inadequate, but it's all my teachers' fault."
High 2.9796 3.5102*-4.54 Beyond .001
Low 4.1136 4.2955

7 "I usually don't reveal my true feelings to others."
High 5.4082 4.9592

.138.Low 6.0000 -1.50 4.5455

All the items in Table B-2 can be considered negative. The low-

esteem group placed 17 of the items in Table B-2 closer to "like me"

than they did any of the items in Table B-1! The difference between

groups for 46 of the 53 items was significant at beyond .001. These

observations seem to demonstrate that the attitudes toward self of the
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Ideal-sort Differences. The high-esteem group put only six items

significantly closer to "like I want to be" in the ideal-sort.

Table B-3. Ideal-sort items placed higher by the high-esteem group.

Item Group
Ideal

t-value Significance
Means

Self
Means

27 "I am ambitious."
High 7.0816 7.1020
Low 6.4091

1.97 052
5.7500

38 "I usually don't brood over things."
High 6.5918 6.1429

2.24 .028
Low 6.0455 3.9091

32 "Although I want to improve, I feel content with myself as I am."
High 5.5102 5.9184
Low 4.8409

2.40 .018 4.3636

23 "I often act on impulse without thinking much."
High 4.4490 5.5102

3.65 Beyond .001
Low 3.6136 6.6136

3 "I often kick myself for the things I do."
High 4.2857 6.5306

.002.

Low 3.3864
3.18

7.9318

44 "All people have to do is insist with me, and I give in."
High 3.8980 4.5714

4.38 Beyond .001
Low 3.0000 6.5909

Item 27 was closest to the "like me" pole in the self-sort for the

high-esteem group, but only third closest to "like I want to be." The

last three items in Table B-3 were put below the mid-point by both

groups. This suggests it is the stronger rejection of these three items

by the low-esteem group that made the means of the high-esteem group

significantly higher. This appears to be meaningful, because in the

self-sort all three items were placed significantly closer to "like me"

by the low-esteem group. It seems the low-esteem group may be acknowl-

edging they are impulsive (item 23), mistake-prone (item 3) and give in

to others (item 44), and very strongly wish they were not this way.
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Table B-4. Ideal-sort items placed higher by the low-esteem group.

Item Group
Ideal

-Means
t-value Significance

Self
Means

33 "I express my opinions clearly."
High 6.5102

-3.21
Low 7.1591

46 "I don't depend on other people."
High 5.8980

-2.57 .012
Low 6.7273

.002
6.2449
3.5455

5.4082

3.4318

53 "I don't want to be a male (if male) or female (if female)."
High 4.2449 3.5510

04900 .

Low 4.7955
-2.

4.6364

5 "I feel inadequate, but it's all my teachers' fault."
High 3.5102

- 3.20 .002
Low 4.2955

9 "I often feel like leaving home."
High 3.2653

- 2.42 .017
Low 3.8409

2.9796
4.1136

3.0816
5.0455

29 "I shrink with fear when facing something difficult or dangerous."
High 3.3265 4.3265

.036-2.13 .

Low 3.8409
- 6.3182

28 "I despise myself."
High 3.2449 3.1429

Low 3.7273 5.0909
- 2.20 .031

The means of both groups for most of the items in the ideal-sort

are quite close, suggesting that the differences in self-esteem scores

were accounted for primarily by the differences in the self-sort and

that there is relatively little difference in the ideals of the groups.

Both groups placed item 6, "I am a responsible person," highest in the

ideal sort, but there was very little difference between group means.

Item 33 in Table B-4 was placed fourth highest by the low-esteem group.

Item 33, "I express my opinions clearly," and item 46, "I don't depend

on other people," are both positive items. The low-esteem group put

both of these close to "not like me" in the self-sort. They appear to

recognize they are neither self-assertive nor independent and are quite

dissatisfied with themselves in this regard. The high-esteem students

reject more strongly as ideals blaming teachers (item 5) and wanting
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to leave home (item 9).

The items the low-esteem group put closer to "like I want to be"

in Table B-3 and B-4 seem to emphasize their desire to be more autono-

mous. The absence in these tables of most of the characteristics

related to achievement and success suggests strongly that success is

prized as highly by low-esteem as by high-esteem students. This

suggests there is no relationship between level of esteem and "middle-

class values."

High and Low Self-Esteem Differences Divided by Sex

Table 3 in Chapter IV presented 11 items that have significant

differences in the self-sort between where the high- and low-esteem

boys and girls placed them. Table C below reports all 53 items, though

four did not show significant differences. The order is the same as

was followed in Table B.

The average self-esteem score for the high-esteem quartile was 199,

195 for the boys and 201 for the girls. The average score for the low-

esteem quartile was 583, 576 for the boys and 586 for the girls.

Though sex differences here seem small, there were large differences on

individual items.

Self-sort Significant Differences. In the boys' self-sort the means of

41 items were different at the significance level of .05 or beyond

between the high- and the low-esteem group, in spite of the small

sample used. In the girls' self-sort, 47 items were significant at .05

or beyond. Differences among both sexes were significant for 39 items.

Table C-1 presents the 26 items the high-esteem boys and girls put

higher. It seems meaningful that item 40, "I am a hard worker," is

placed lowest of the positive items by the high-esteem students, as

this is the action-related item most associated with achievement and

success in Japan. Item 43, "I am intelligent," is placed third

lowest. Yet item,27, "I am ambitious," is placed highest!
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Table C-1. Self-sort items placed higher by high-esteem boys and girls.

Item Boys t- Sig. Girls t- Sig. Boys Girls Class

Group Means values Means values Rank Rank

27 "I am ambitious."
High 6.8421

1. 1.67 .106
7.2667 3,28 .002

Low 5.5455 5.8182

13 "I can usually live comfortably with the people
High 7.3684

.001* 6.7333 5,02 .001*
Low 4.9091 '7' 5.0909

11 "I usually like people."
High 7.1053 6.5333

4.93 .001* 2.85 .006
Low 4.9091 5.3030

4 "If I make a mistake, I take responsibility for
High 6.4737 6.7667.6

2.87 .008 5.36 .001*
Low 5.3636 5.2424

48 "I understand myself well."
High 6.2632 2.35 026 6.5333 3,272( .002
Low 4.9091

8 "1 can accept and keep most social rules."
High 6.6316 6.1667

3.89 .001 3.51 .001
Low 4.4545 5.0000

33 "I express my opinions clearly."
High 6.1579 - 6.30003.05 .005 7.98 .001*
Low 4.0909 3.3636

38 "I usually don't brood over

High 6.6842
4 43 .001*

Low 3.8182

things."
5.8000

4.41
3.9394

.001*

16 "I usually make up my mind and stick to it."
High 6.2632 60000

3.84 .001
6.0000

6.05 .001*
Low 4.0000 3.6061

30 "I do things on my own initiative."
High 5.6316 6.2333.6

3.03 .005 9.45 .001*
Low 4.0000 3.6667

3 1
A

20 19

around me."

0
1 3

30 29

2 5

31 22

it."
7 2

23 24

10 6

32 25

5 9

33 31

12 7

35 46

4 15

39 39

11 11

36 44

17 8

38 43

32 "Although I want to improve, I feel content with myself as

6

36

High 6.4211
1.36 .185

Low 5.6364

"I am a responsible person."
High 5.7895 4.19 .001*
Low 3.5455

"I am likeable."
High 5.9474
Low 4.0000

4 06 .001*

5.6000.5

3.9394

5.9667
3.5758

5.8333
403(33

3.21

6.47

50

.002

.001*

.001*

8 17
18 40

16 12

44 45

14 14

37 37

S a o

S

0 s

0

A s

I am."

S

A

0 s
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Table C-1. Continued.

Item Boys t- Sig.

Group Means values
Girls t- Sig. Boys Girls Class
Means values Rank Rank

21 "I am a rational person."
High 5.2632
Low 3.3636

3.82 .001
5.9333 5.87 .001*
4.0303

26 13
48 38

52 "I have confidence in myself to do many things."
High 5.6316 5.6000 18 18

Low 2.9091
6.22 .0011 8.11 .001*

52 50

50 "I am popular with children my own age."
High 5.4211

4.09 .001*
5.7000
4.2121

4 24 .001*
Low 3.6364

46 "1 don't depend on other people."
High 5.5789

Low 3.7273
3.32 .003

5.3000

3.3333 5'23

1 "I am strict with myself."
High 5.4211 5.3333
Low 3.8182

2 41 .023
3.9394 3.87

35 "I am satisfied with myself."
High 5.2105

2.60 .015
5.2333 5.65

Low 3.5455 3.1818

25 "1 have an attractive personality."

Low 3.5455
. .051

5.2333
4.85

3.6970
High 4.6316 204

42 "I think I am emotionally mature for my age."
High 5.2632 4 8000

Low 3.5455
2 68 .012

4 1515
1.41 .164

.001*

.001*

.001*

.001*

23 16

42 34

19 24
41 48

22 26
4o 41

27 28
45 49

31 27
47 42

25 30

43 35

37 "My personality is attractive to the opposite sex."
High 5.1053 4.7000 29 33

3.62 .001
3.3636

4 18 .001*
Low 3.2727 49 47

43 "I am intelligent."
High 4.7895 4.8333 ,,

Low 3.5455
2 05 .050

2.2424
4 .001*

19 "I do not get excited in front of people."
High 4.1053 4.3667 3.99 .001*
Low 3.1818

1 28 .211
2.7273

40 "I am a hard worker."
High 4.4737 4.100o

3 66 .001 5.94 .001*
Low 2.4545 2.3030

3o 29
46 53

40 36

50 51

33 43

53 52

A

A s

0

0

A s

S

0 s

S

0 s

A s

0

A s

22 "I try not tc think about my problems."
High 6.2632 5.2333

0.6-z
Low 5.3636 0' 99 .332 4.8788

.528 9 25

24 33
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Table C-2. Self-sort items placed higher by low-esteem boys and girls.

Item Boys t- Sig. Girls t- Sig. Boys Girls Class

Group Means values Means values Rank Rank

3 "I often kick myself for the things I do."
Hi

gh
6.5263

2 68 .012 I 6'5333 -3
6 4

lo .003 S
Low 8.2727 7.8182 1 1

47 "There are many things about myself I'd change if I could."
High 6.0000 6.0333 3 10

-1.90 .068
7.4848

-3.41 .001 13-- S
Low 7.1818 2

41 "I have an anxiety about failing in everything."
High 5.4211 _2.15 .040 1

5.4667 21 21
4.61 .001* A

Low 6.9091 7.3939 4 3

23 "1 often act on impulse without thinking much."
High 5.8421

111
5.3000 -2.46 .017

Low 7.0000 6.4848

44 "All people have to do is insist with me, and I
High 4.3684 _3.31 .003 ,

4.7oo0
5.24 .001*

Low 6.2727 6.6970

45 "I feel uneasy."
High 3.7895 4.2000.4

-3.71 .001 -6.25 .001*
Low 6.0000 6.7879

31 "I just can't respect myself."
High 4.4211 _, 4.4333 _

Low 6.5455
4 99 .001*

6.4545 )
3( .001*

12 "I feel helpless."
High 3.8947

-4.80 .001*
Low 6.7273

5.5000
6.2424

-1.84 .070

15 22

3 6

give in."
36 31

11 5

44 4o

14 4

35 35
7 8

43 20

5 10

S

0

S

S

29 "I shrink from fear when facing something difficult or dangerous."

15

Hi gh 3.7368
4.18

Low 5.9091

"I am confused."
High 4.2632 _4,59
Low 6.4545

.001*

.001*

4.7000

6.4545

3.7667
6.2424

4.52

-6.64

.001*

.001*

46

15

38
10

32

7

46

11

24, "I have the feeling that I am just not facing things."
High 4.4211 4 2000 34 41

-4.24 .001* -5.45 .001*
Low 6.6364 6.0909 6 14

26 "I am a good-for-nothing."
High 3.2632 3.7000 48 47

Low 5.6364
-4 ol .001* -7.33 .001*

6.3333 19 9

51 "I am worthless (insignificant)."
High 3.2105 13.4333

-3.96 .001* -7.46 .001*
Low 5.5455 6.2121

51 48

22 12

S

S
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Table C-2. Continued.

Item Boys t-
Grou Means values

Sig. Girls t- Sig. Boys Girls Class
Means values Rank Rank

34

49

17

"I am easily confused."
High 5.4211

-1.87 .071
Low 6.4545

"People don't trust me."
High 4.315.3667
Low 6.4545

8
4 27 .001*

"I feel apathetic."
High. 4.1579

-2.48 .020
Low 5.5455

5.3000
5.9091

4

5.8788

3.9333
6.1212

18 "I do not believe my feelings."

Low 5.7273 5.9697

High 3.9474
- 3.41 .002

4.2667

14 "I can't decide things for
Hi

gh
3.7368

.001
Low 6.0909

myself."
4.1000

5.5455

-1.69 .097

-4.41 .001*

-7.01 001*

-4.96 .001*

3 62 001

20 23
8 17

37 34
9 18

39 45

21 13

42 39

16 16

45 42

13 21

0 S

S

20 "I work very hard, but everything isn't going well, so I have
it tough."
High 5.2632 +0,30 4.3333 _2.87 24

38

Low 5.0909
.767

' 5.5152
2 87

27 20
A

10 "I usually feel driven by my parents."
High 4.0526

-2.51 .018
3.3667

-4.48 .001* 41 49
Low 5.7273 5.0909 17 30

39 "I am a failure in many things."

Low
gh 3

5.1818
-1.21 .235

.967
5.24624 -3.75 .001*

32 44

26 26
Hi 4.4737

2 "I have a feeling of hopelessness."
High 2.2632 2.5667.2 5° 53

A o

A s

- 6.23 .001* -7.13 .001*
28 23

A
Low 5.0000 5.2727

28 "I despise myself."
High 3.2632 3.0667 49 50

- 4.98 .001* -5.55 .001* S
Low 5.0000 5.1212 29 28

9 "I often feel like leaving home."
High 3.3158

-2.28 .031 2.9333 -4.19 .001*
Low 5.2727 4.9697

53 "I don't want to be a male
High 2.3158

- 1.18 .250
Low 3.0000

47 51

25 32
0

(if male) or female (if female)."

4.3333 153 37
-1.66 .101

5.1818 51 27

5 "I feel inadequate, but it's all my teachers' fault."
High 3.2105 2.8333

- 2.12 .043 -4 13 .001* 52 52

Low 4.1818 4.0909 34 36
0S
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Table C-2. Continued.

Item Boys t- Sig. Girls t- Sig. Boys Girls
Group Means values Means values Rank Rank Class

7 "I usually don't reveal my true feelings to others."
High 5.1579 5.5667 28 19

-1.33 .193 -0.82 .416
Low 6.0909 5.9697 12 15

Putting the means of the high- and low-esteem boys and the high-

and low-esteem girls all in the same table allows for many comparisons.

This is illustrated by item 12 in Table C-2. Though this item is

placed eighth in this table because of the high mean of the low-esteem

boys, it is the low mean of the high-esteem boys that is striking. The

high-esteem boys are quite different from the other groups in that they

do not have much of a sense of helplessness. A look at the rankings

provided in the table confirms this difference.

Additional understanding of a group's self-concepts may be

obtained by listing the characteristics that group put much higher

or much lower than the other groups did. Such a listing might add new

meaning to the statistically significant relationships reported in

Chapter IV. For this reason, the "self-concepts" that distinguish each

group are listed on the next few pages.

Low-esteem boys put nine items noticeably closer to "like me"

than high-esteem boys, low-esteem girls and high-esteem girls did.

1. "I usually feel driven by my parents." (item 10)

2: "People don't trust me." (item 49)

3. "I am easily confused." (item 34)

4. "I can't decide things for myself." (item 14)

5. "I have the feeling that I am just not facing things." (item 24)

6. "I often act on impulse without thinking much." (item 23)

7. "I feel helpless." (item 12)

8. "I often kick myself for the things I do." (item 3)

9. "I often feel like leaving home." (item 9)

It is interesting that both items that show dissatisfaction with home

life are in this list!
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Low-esteem boys put four items noticeably closest to "not like me."

1. "I am a rational person." (item 21)

2. "I think I am emotionally mature for my age." (item 42)

3. "I am popular with children my own age." (item 50)

4. "I can accept and keep most social rules." (item 8)

The low means of the first two items above suggest that these students

consider impulsiveness and emotional immaturity their main problems.

Low-esteem girls put seven items noticeably closer to "like me"

than the other three groups did.

1. "I don't want to be a male (if male) or a female (if female)." (53)

2. "I feel uneasy." (item 45)

3. "I am worthless (insignificant)." (item 51)

4. "I am a good-for-nothing." (item 26)

5. "I feel apathetic." (item 17)

6. "I have an anxiety about failing in everything." (item 41)

7. "I work very hard, but everything isn't going well, so I have it

tough." (item 20)

Strong dissatisfaction with oneself and a sense that life is a struggle

seem to characterize these girls. The data suggests that low-esteem

boys feel helpless and low-esteem girls feel worthless!

Low-esteem girls placed seven items noticeably closest to the

"not like me" pole.

1. "Although I want to improve, I feel content with myself as I am."

(item 32)

2. "I am intelligent." (item 43)

3. "I express my opinions clearly." (item 33)

4. "I try not to think about my problems." (item 22)

5. "I do not get excited in front of people." (item 19)

6. "I don't depend on other people." (item 46)

7. "I am satisfied with myself." (item 35)

Both items expressing satisfaction with self are in this list. The

inclusion of item 46 seems noteworthy. It was put two full columns

closer to "not like me" than where the high-esteem girls placed it.

This suggests that the low-esteem girls, in their dissatisfaction with
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self, are looking to others to help them. (This item was put quite

close to "like I want to be" in the ideal-sort, suggesting these

girls wish they did not depend on others.)

High-esteem boys put nine items noticeably closer to the "like

me" pole than the other three groups did.

1. '"I try not to think about my problems." (item 22)

2. "I usually don't brood over things." (item 38)

3. "Although I want to improve, I feel content with myself." (32)

4. "I can usually live comfortably with the people around me." (13)

5. "My personality is attractive to the opposite sex." (item 37)

6. "I usually like people." (item 11)

7. "I can accept and keep most social rules." (item 8)

8. "I think I am emotionally mature for my age." (item 42)

9. "I am a hard worker." (item 40)

The greatest differences in this list were in the two items that

indicate the individual does not worry; the next is in one that shows

satisfaction with self; the next four show satisfaction with one's

inter-personal relations; and finally (though with a much smaller

difference) an item that is related to achievement.

It was not anticipated that the high-esteem boys would express

satisfaction with their inter-personal relations to a greater degree

than the high-esteem girls did. But the inclusion of four inter-

personal items in the nine that distinguish the high-esteem boys is

striking. It was thought that girls might value these characteristics

as personal values higher than boys do. To investigate this, the

ideal-sort means of these students were studied. Of the four inter-

personal items, the high-esteem girls placed only item 37, "My person-

ality is attractive to the opposite sex," higher than the high-esteem

boys did in the ideal-sort. However, the difference was insignificant.

(The full sample of 123 girls did place this item significantly higher

in the ideal-sort than the 87 boys did, significant at .003.) The data

suggests boys appear to be more confident toward the opposite sex, but

girls value their attractiveness to the opposite sex more.
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High-esteem boys put five items noticeably closest to "not like me."

1. "I don't want to be a male (if male) or a female (if female)." (53)

2. "I feel helpless." (item 12)

3. "I shrink from fear when facing something difficult or dangerous."

(item 29)

4. "I am a good-for-nothing." (item 26)

5. "I feel uneasy." (item 45)

High-esteem girls put four items noticeably closer to the "like me"

pole than the other groups did.

1. "I am a rational person." (item 21)

2. "I have an attractive personality." (item 25)

3. "I do things on my own initiative." (item 30)

4. "I am ambitious." (item 27)

These girls placed item 27 closest to "like me" of all the 53 items.

The items the high-esteem boys placed closest of all four groups

to "like me" were compared with items the high-esteem girls placed

closest to "like me." The differences suggest that the boys expressed

confidence in their abilities to handle inter-personal relationships

and the girls expressed the belief that they possess the inner quali-

ties needed to succeed in life. This seems to be a clear but puzzling

conclusion. It seems puzzling because it would seem the boys need the

qualities necessary to persevere and win in the fierce competition to

enter a good college and then a good company. It would seem the girls

need the qualities necessary to build good inter-personal relations in

order to marry well and raise good families while pleasing their

mothers-in-law. The high-esteem boys do seem to prize ambition (item

27) higher in the ideal-sort than the high-esteem girls do. They prize

"I do things on my own initiative"(item 30) higher also. The high-

esteem girls prize "I have an attractive personality" (item 25) higher

than the high-esteem boys do in the ideal-sort. Item 25 seems to

reveal the girls' emphasis on personal characteristics while the high-

esteem boys' self-sort placements seem to reveal an emphasis on the

ability to maintain good inter-personal relations. Perhaps this
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emphasis of the girls on being and the boys on doing is the solution

to the puzzle mentioned above.

High-esteem girls put five items noticeably closest to the "not

like me" pole.

1. "I work very hard, but everything isn't going well, so I have it

tough." (item 20)

2. "I usually feel driven by my parents." (item 10)

3. "I often act on impulse without thinking much." (item 23)

4. "I am a failure in many things." (item 39)

5. "I am confused." (item 15)

These items suggest that it is the high-esteem girls who reject most

strongly any idea that they are not succeeding.

In Table C-1 and C-2, the column farthest to the right has the

title "class" and reports the letters "A", "0" and "S." The items in

the table were divided into three groups, on the basis of whether they

seemed to refer to achievement("A"), others ("0") or self ("S"). Items

29 and 24 fit none of these categories, and seem to refer to feelings.

Feelings were not used as a fourth category because so many of the

other items also refer to feelings. The items were not divided on any

scientific basis, but simply on the basis of what the phrases seem to

refer most strongly to in Japanese society. (A small letter was added

in some cases when it appeared the item clearly related to a second

classification. A capital letter indicates the main relationship.)

The most striking observation when these symbols are considered is

that Table C-2 has almost twice as many Ss than C-1 has--yet all the

items in C-2 are negative and all in C-1 are positive! This seems to

be an artifact of the 53-item Q-sort used in this investigation.

Perhaps Q-sorts in the future should attempt to balance all categories

within the universe of "self-concept" and balance the positive and

negative items in each category. In spite of the imbalance in the

present Q-sort, it appears the low-esteem students put items referring

to self highest in their self-sorts. Perhaps they are more self-

centered or self-conscious than the high-esteem students are.
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Ideal-Sort Significant Differences. Twelve items were significant in

the ideal-sort when the sample was divided by sex as well as by level

of self-esteem. The significant differences appear weak in all but a

few cases. The seven items the high-esteem boys and girls put closer

to "like I want to be" follow.

Table C-3. Ideal-sort items put higher by high-esteem boys and girls.

Boys
Item GroupGroup

Means values
Sig.

Girls t-
Sig.

Means values
Boys Girls
Rank Rank

44

23

3

11

34

45

7

"All people have to do is insist
High 4.1053

2.20 .036
Low 3.2727

"I often act on impulse without
High 4.4211

1.67 106
Low 3.6364

"I often kick myself for the things
High 4.2632 _

Low 3.6364
1.03 .312

"I usually like people."
High 6.6842
Low 5.1818

71 .011

"I am easily confused."
High 4.4211
Low 3.5455

53 .017

"I feel uneasy."
High 3.3684
Low 2.4545

2 22 .035

"I usually don't reveal my true
High 4.5263

-0.37 .713
Low 4.7273

with me, and I give
3.7667 3.48 .001
2.9091

thinking much."
4.4667
3.6061

3 25 .002

I do."
4.3000
3.3030

3.16 .002

6.0667
-0.09 .931

6.0909

4.2000
4.2424

0.18 .857

3.4667
-0.16 .876

3.5152

feelings to others."
5.2333

2.07 .043
4.4848

in."

35
43

29
38

32

39

10

25

30

41

43

53

28
28

40

49

30
42

31
147

16

17

33

30

42
145

26

29

In the above table, the order of presenting the items has been

changed from that used in Table C-1 and C-2. In Table C-3 the items

listed first show the highest significance. Only item 11 was put

toward "like I want to be" from the mid-point on the score sheet

continuum. The other six items are in the table because the low-esteem

boys or girls put them much lower, or toward "like I don't want to be."
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Table C-4 shows the five ideal-sort items the low- esteem boys and

girls put significantly closer to the "like I want to be" pole.

Table C-4. Ideal-sort items put higher by low-esteem boys and girls.

Item Boys t- Sig. Girls t- Sig. Boys Girls

Group Means values Means values Rank Rank
t

5 "I feel inadequate, but it s all my teachers' fault."
High 3.6316 3.4333

.

41 43
- 2.29 .0301 ,

e
-2.48 016 _

Low 4.5455 4 l21 '29 31

33 "I express my opinions clearly."
High 6.4737 _2.47 .020

6.5333
- 2.23 .030

13 13

Low 7.3636 7.0909 3 7

28 "I despise myself."
High 3.7895 2.9000 39 49

-0.09 931 -2.91 .005
Low 3.8182 3.6970 37 39

46 "I don't depend on other people."
High 5.8421 20 20

- 0.96 .345
5.9333

- 2.33 .023
Low 6.4545 6.8182 12 10

53 "I don't want to be a male
High 3.8947

- 2.22 .035
Low 5.0909

(if male) or a female (if female)."
4.4667

-0.72 .4751 38 29

4.6970 27 27

The group that stands out in Table C-3 and C-4 as having the most

different ideals for themselves is the low-esteem boys. This can be

seen in their ideal-sort placements of items 45, 34, 11, 53 and 33.

Conspicuous here is their very high rating for item 33, "I express my

opinions clearly." They ranked this item third in the ideal- sort --

much higher than the other groups did. The low-esteem boys also

were conspicuous in their placement of item 34, "I am easily confused."

They rated themselves highest of the four groups on this item in the

self-sort, and placed it lowest of the groups in the ideal-sort. Thus

they admit they are confused and are very unhappy with this state.

Self-Ideal Discrepancies. Pages 64, 67 and 68 of Chapter IV present

the self-ideal discrepancies for the high- and low-esteem boys and girls

for some items. All the items with a discrepancy of a column or more

for at least one of the groups are reported next, in Table D.
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Table D-1 Self-ideal comparisons of boys and girls by self-esteem.

Item Boys Boys Boys Girls Girls

Group Self Ideal Differences Self
Girls
Ideal

Boys
Rank

Girls
Rank

40 "I am a hard worker.'
High 4.4737 6.6316 2.157 2.933* 4.1000 7.0333 33 11 43 4

Low 2.4545 7.2727 4.818 2.3030 7.3333 53 4 52 2

6 "I am a responsible erson."

High 5.7895 7.5789 1.789* 1.633* 5.9667 7.6000 16 1 12 1

Low 3.5455 8.1818 4.636 3.939 3.5758 7.5152 44 1 45 1

43 "I am intelligent."
High 4.7895 6.1579 1.368 1 800 * 4.8333 6.6333 30 17 29 10

Low 3.5455 6.2727 2.727 4.970 2.2424 7.2121 46 18 53 4

52 "I have confidence in myself to do many things."
High 5.6316 6.7895 1.158* 1.000* 5.6000 6.6000 18 8 18 11

Low 2.9091 6.3636 3.454 3.636 3.1515 6.7879 52 14 50 11

33 "I express my opinions clearly."
High 6.1579 6.4737 10.316* 0.233* 6.3000 6.5333 12 13 7 13

Low 4.0909 7.3636 3.273 3.727 3.3636 7.0909 35 3 46 7

21 "I am a rational person."
High 5.2632 6.7895 1.5265 0.900* 5.9333 6.8333 26 7 13 6

Low 3.3636 7.0000 3.636 3.000 4.0303 7.0303 48 7 38 8

30 "I do things on my own initiative."
High 5.6316 7.1579 1.5265 0.600* 6.2333 6.8333 17 5 8 7

Low 4.0000 7.0909 3.091 3.303 3.6667 6.9697 38 5 43 9

46 "I don't depend on other people."
High 5.5789 5.8421 0.2635 0.633* 5.3000 5.9333 19 20 24 20

Low 3.7273 6.4545 2.727 3.485 3.3333 6.8182 41 12 48 10

19 "I do not get excited in front of people."
High 4.1053 5.8947 1.789 1.067* 4.3667 5.4333 40 18 36 24

Low 3.1818 6.3636 3.182 3.000 2.7273 5.7273 50 16 51 23

1 "I am strict with myself."
High 5.4211 6.2632 0.842 1.433 5.3333 6.7667 22 15 26 9

Low 3.8182 7.3636 3.545' 2.424 3.9394 6.3636 j 40 2 41 13

36 "I am likeable."
High 5.9474 6.5789 0.631 1.500

# 5.8333 7.3333 14 12 14 2

Low 4.0000 6.3636 2.364 3.121 4.0303 7.1515 37 15 37 5

25 "I have an attractive personality."
High 4.6316 5.8421 1.210 1.3675 5.2333 6.6000 31 21 27 12

Low 3.5455 5.9091 2.364 2.606 3.6970 6.3030 47 19 42 14

35 "I am satisfied with myself."
High 5.2105 5.3684 0.158 0.467* 5.2333 5.7000 , 27 26 28 22

Low 3.5455 5.8182 2.273 2.636 3.1818 5.8182 45 20 49 22
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Table D-1. Continued.

Item

37

38

13 "I can usually live comfortably with the people around me."
High 7.3684 7.2105 0.1580 0.267* 1 6.7333 7.0000 1 4 3 5

Low 4.9091 7.0000 2.091 2.151 5.0909 7.2424 30 6 29 3

16 "I usually make up my mind and stick to it."
High 6.2632 6.2632 '0.000 0.267* 6.0000 6.2667
Low 4.0000 5.5455 1.545 2.667 3.6061 6.2727

8 "I can accept and keep most social rules."
High 6.6316 6.7368 0.105* 0.200* 6.1667 5.9667 5 9 9 19
Low 4.4545 6.7273 2.273 1.242 5.0000 6.2424 33 9 31 16

4 "If I make a mistake, I take responsibility for it."
High 6.4737 7.3684 10.895 0.300* 1 6.7667 7.0667 I 7 3 2 3

Low 5.3636 6.8182 11.455 1.848 5.2424 7.0909 23 8 24 6

50 "I am popular with children my own age."
High 5.4211 5.8421 10.4215 0.3330 1 5.7000 6.0333
Low 3.6364 5.1818 ;1.545 1.758 1 4.2121 5.9697

42 "I think I am emotionally mature for my age."
High 5.2632 5.2632 10.000 0.333 1 4.8000 5.1333 25 27 30 27

Low 3.5455 5.2727 11.727 0.667 , 4.1515 4.8182 43 24 35 26

53 "I don't want to be a male (if male) or a female (if female)."
High 2.3158 3.8947 11.579 0.133 4.3333 4.4667 53 38 37 29
Low 3.0000 5.0909 :2.091 0.489 5.1818 4.6970 51 27 27 27

48 "I understand myself well."
High 6.2632 6.3684 10.105 0.533 6.5333 6.0000 10 14 6 18

Low 4.9091 6.6364 '1.727 0.697 : 5.2424 5.9394 32 10 25 20

22 "I try not to think about my problems."
High 6.2632 5.6842 0.579 0.467 5.2333 5.7000 9 23 25 23

Low 5.3636 6.3636 1.000 0.788 4.8788 5.6667 24 17 33 24

Boys Boys Boys Girls Girls
Group Self Ideal Differences Self

Girls
Ideal

"My personality is attractive to the opposite sex."
High 5.1053 5.5789 0.4745 1.100* 4.7000 5.8000
Low 3.2727 5.2727 2.000 2.727 3.3636 6.0909

"I usually don't brood over things."
High 6.6842 6.8947 0.210# 0.600 5.8000 6.4000

Low 3.8182 6.5455 2.727 1.939 1 3.9394 5.8788

Boys
Rank

Girls
Rank

29 24 33 21
49 23 47 18

4 6 15 14

39 11 39 21

11 16 11 15
36 21 44 15

23 22 16 17
42 26 34 19

* after means in the "Differences" columns signifies that the discrep-
ancy scores between groups were significant at beyond .001.

# signifies the means are significantly different at .001.

§ signifies the means are significantly different at between .01 and
.002.
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Table D-2. Self-ideal comparisons of boys and girls by self-esteem.

Item Boys Boys Boys Girls Girls

Group Self Ideal Differences Self
Girls Boys
Ideal Rank

Girls
Rank

3 "I often kick myself
High 6.5263 4.2632
Low 8.2727 3.6364

for the things
2.263 2.233
4.636 4.515

I do."

6.5333
7.8182

4.3000
3.3030

6

1

32

39
4 31
1 47

41 "I have an anxiety about failing in everything."
High 5.4211 4.0526 1.368 1.500* 5.4667 3.9667 21 36 21 35

Low 6.9091 3.8182 3.091 3.848 7.3939 3.5455 4 35 343

45 "I feel uneasy."
High 3.7895 3.3684 0.421* 0.733* 4.2000 3.4667 44 43 40 42

Low 6.0000 2.4545 3.545 3.273 6.7879 3.5152 14 53 4 45

44 "All people have to do is insist with me, and I givEJ in."

High 4.3684 4.1053 0.2634 0.933* 4.7000 3.7667 36 35 31 40

Low 6.2727 3.2727 3.000 3.788 6.6970 2.9091 11 43 5 49

15 "I am confused."
High 4.2632 3.1053 1.158 0.533* 3.7667 3.2333 38 47 46 48

Low 6.4545 3.0000 3.4544 3.303 6.2424 2.9394 10 52 11 48

49 "People don't trust me."
High 4.3158 3.3684 X0.947 1.4674 4.3667 2.9000 37 42 34 50

Low 6.4545 3.3636 3.091 3.303 5.8788 2.5758 9 42 18 52

26 "I am a good-for-nothing."
High 3.2632 2.6316 !.0.632 1.133 3.7000 2.5667 48 50 47 52

Low 5.6364 3.1818 2.455 3.879 6.3333 2.4545 19 47 9 53

23 "I often act on impulse without thinking much."
High 5.8421 4.4211 '1.421 0.833* 5.3000 4.4667 15 29 22 30

Low 7.0000 3.6364 3.364 2.879 6.4848 3.6061 3 38 6 42

24 "I have the feeling that I am just not facing things."
High 4.4211 3.0526 '1.368 0.367* 4.2000 3.8333 34 48 41 38

Low 6.6364 3.1818 3.455 2.606 6.0909 3.4848 6 46 14 46

51 "I am worthless (insignificant)."
High 3.2105 2.5789 '0.632 1.200* 3.4333 2.2333 51 51 48 53
Low 5.5455 3.1818 2.3644 3.545 6.2121 2.6667 22 48 12 50

12 "I feel helpless."
High 3.8947 3.7895 10.105* 1.467 5.5000 4.0333 43 40 20 34

Low 6.7273 3.2727
! 3.455 2.424 6.2424 3.8182 5 44 10 37

31 "I just can't respect myself."
High 4.4211 4.0000 10.421* 0.200* 4.4333 4.2333 35 37 35 32

Low 6.5455 3.8182 2.727 2.606 6.4545 3.8485 7 36 8 36

47 "There are many things about myself I'd change if I could."

High 6.0000 5.4211 0.579§ 1.033 16.0333 5.0000 1 13 25 10 28

Low 7.1818 4.3636 12.818 2.303 7.4848 5.1818 1 2 30 2 25
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Table D-2. Continued.

Item Boys Boys Boys Girls Girls Girls Boys
Group Self Ideal Differences Self Ideal Rank

Girls
Rank

14

29

"I can't decide things
High 3.7368 2.5789
Low 6.0909 3.0909

"I shrink with fear

for myself."
1.158 0.667
3.000 2.030

when facing something

4.1000 3.4333
5.5455 3.5158

difficult

45 52 42 44

13 50 21 44

or dangerous."

High 3.7368 3.2105 0.526 1.300 4.7000 3.4000 46 46 32 45

Low 5.9091 3.6364 2.273
§

2.545
§

6.4545 3.9091 15 40 7 34

17 "I feel apathetic."
High 4.1579 2.6842 1.474 0.100* 3.9333 3.8333 39 49 45 37

Low 5.5455 3.3636 2.182 2.485 6.1212 3.6364 21 43 13 41

34 "I am easily confused."
High 5.4211 4.4211; 1.000 1.100 5.3000 4.2000 20 30 23 33

Low 6.4545 3.5455. 2.909 1.667 5.9091 4.2424 8 41 17 30

2 "I have a feeling of hopelessness."
High 2.2632 2.26321 0.0005 0.067* 2.4667 2.6333 50 53 53 51

Low 5.0000 3.0909! 1.909 2.636 5.2727 2.6364 28 51 23 51

18 "I do not believe my feelings."
High 3.9474 4.1053 0.158 0.533* 4.2667 3.7333 42 34 39 41

Low 5.7273 4.0000 1.727 2.182 5.9697 3.7879 16 33 16 38

39 "I am a failure in many things."
High 4.4737 3.3158 1.158 0.667 3.9667 3.3000 32 44 44 47

Low 5.1818 3.1818 2.000 1.576 5.2424 3.6667 26 45 26 40

7 "I usually don't reveal my true feelings to others."
High 5.1579 4.5263 0.632 0.333 I 5.5667 5.2333 28 28 19 26

Low 6.0909 4.7273 1.364 1.485 5.9697 4.4848 12 28 15 29

28 "I despise myself."
High 3.2632 3.7895 0.526 0.167 3.0667 2.9000 49 39 50 49

Low 5.0000 3.8182 1.1825' 1.424§ 5.1212 3.6970 29 37 28 39

10 "I usually feel driven by my parents."
High 4.0526 4.3684 0.316 0.4005 3.3667 3.7667 41 31 49 39

Low 5.7273 4.0909 1.636 0.970 5.0909 4.1212 17 32 30 32

9 "I often feel like leaving home."
High 3.3158 3.2105 0.105 0.367 2.9333 3.3000 47 45 51 46

Low 5.2727 4.0000 1.273 1.091 4.9697 3.8788 25 34 32 35

20 "I work very hard, but
it tough."

everything isn't going well, so I have

High 5.2632 4.1053 1.158 0.433 4.3333 3.9000 24 33 38 36

Low 5.0909 4.3636 0.727 1.485 5.5152 4.0303 27 31 20 33

The remaining four items did not show a discrepancy of a column or
more for any of the four groups, and so are not reported.
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Seven items in Table D-1 show large self-ideal discrepancies for

all four groups, and the discrepancies of the low-esteem students are

at least twice as large as those of the high-esteem students. These

items are :

1. "I am a responsible person." (item 6)

2. "I am intelligent." (item 43)

3. "I have confidence in myself to do many things." (item 52)

4. "I am a rational person." (item 21)

5. "I do things on my own initiative." (item 30)

6. "I am likeable." (item 36)

7. "My personality is attractive to the opposite sex." (item 37)

The low-esteem discrepancies for the next four are almost twice as large.

8. "I am a hard worker." (item 40)

9. "I am strict with myself." (item 1)

10. "If I make a mistake, I take responibility for it." (item 4)

11. "I do not get excited in front of people." (item 19)

The self-sort placement difference between the high- and low-

esteem girls for all 11 of these items is significant at beyond .001.

Between the high- and low-esteem boys it is significant at .05 or

beyond for all items but the last (item 19). Eight of the 11 items in

this list are associated in Japanese thinking with achievement and

success! This high number seems hardly to be a result of chance.

Item 6 was placed closest to "like I want to be" on the ideal-sort

by all four groups. All the groups feel they come far short of their

ideals on this characteristic. The low-esteem girls put item 6 almost

four columns higher in the ideal-sort than in the self-sort, and the

low-esteem boys put it 4.6 columns higher. The self-ideal discrepancies

of the low-esteem students for the other items related to achievement

are smaller, but still quite large. This data reveals the great desire

of the low-esteem students to be achievers and also their admission that

they lack the personal characteristics that make achievement possible.

These are attitudes the high-esteem students seem to share to a lesser

degree. A comparison of the items at the top of this page with those

in Table 5-A in Chapter IV suggests the general conclusion that the
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low-esteem students are dissatisfied with their inter-personal rela-

tions while the high-esteem students are not. It also suggests that

low-esteem students feel they lack the characteristics necessary for

achievement and success to a much greater degree than high-esteem

students do.

Ten items in Table D-2 show large self-ideal discrepancies for

all four groups, but show the low-esteem discrepancies are at least

twice as large. These are :

1. "I often kick myself for the things I do." (item 3)

2. "I have an anxiety about failing in everything." (item 41)

3. "I am confused." (item 15)

4. "People don't trust me." (item 49)

5. "I am a good-for-nothing." (item 26)

6. "I have the feeling that I am just not facing things." (item 24)

7. "I often act on impulse without thinking much." (item 23)

8. "I am worthless (insignificant)." (item 51)

9. "I can't decide things for myself." (item 14)

10. "There are many things about myself I'd change if I could." (47)

The combined self-ideal discrepancies of the low-esteem boys and girls

for the next three items are more than double those of the high-esteem

boys and girls.

11. "I feel helpless." (item 12)

12. "I shrink with fear when facing something difficult or dangerous."

(item 29)

13. "I am easily confused." (item 34)

Item 3 was put closest of all the 53 items to "like me" in the

self-sort by the low-esteem boys and girls alike. Item 47 was put

second closest to "like me" by these students. These two items seem

to indicate these students are not satisfied with their actions or with

themselves. These two self-perceptions are shared by the high-esteem

students also, but not nearly to as great a degree since the high-

esteem students put several positive items closer to "like me."

Item 41 was put third closest to "like me" by the low-esteem girls
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and fourth closest by the low-esteem boys. Item 24 seems related to

item 41. Item 15 may be also. The low-esteem students appear to be

not coping in their own eyes. They seem dissatisfied with themselves

and with at least some of their actions, and seem to have negative

expectations toward their futures. These characteristics are shared to

a moderate degree by the high-esteem students. But, since the self-

ideal discrepancies for these items for the low-esteem students are

twice as great and the self-sort placements are significantly closer

to "like me," they are far more descriptive of the low-esteem students

than for the other students in the sample.

There were much larger self-ideal discrepancies for the low-esteem

boys than for the high-esteem boys on all the 49 items but one: "I

work very hard, but everything isn't going well, so I have it tough,"

(item 20). The high-esteem boys seem to be saying that they are work-

ing hard in the face of difficulties -- this is so common a feeling

that it has its own Japanese word (ganbaru) -- and wish they did not

have to do so.

Items 2, 42 and 16 showed self-ideal gaps of zero for high-esteem

boys and fairly large discrepancies for low-esteem boys. The low-

esteem boys' discrepancies were twenty times as large for items 12 and

8. They were over ten times as large for items 44, 18, 9, 33, 38, 35,

48 and 13.

The self-ideal discrepancies for the low-esteem girls were greater

than those for the high-esteem girls on all 49 items. The low-esteem

girls had very large self-ideal gaps on several items that showed

almost no gaps for the high-esteem girls. It was about 25 times as

great for items 17 and 2; and over ten times as great for items 31 and

33.

If a general pattern can be discerned from these differences, it

would seem to show that low-esteem boys and girls alike are troubled

with feelings of hopelessness. Low-esteem boys feel unable to cope,

and low-esteem girls are unhappy with themselves.
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High and Low Defending Quartile Differences

The Kochi sample was divided into a low quartile (the "copers")

and a high quartile (the "defenders") in defending behavior, and the

self-sort placement means between these two groups for all 53 items

were compared. The copers averaged 322 in self-esteem scores, 325 for

the 31 boys and 318 for the 23 girls. The defenders' scores averaged

422, 369 for the 25 boys and 467 for the 30 girls. The 98-point dif-

ference between the defending boys and girls is the largest sex dif-

ference of any of the relationships explored in this investigation. It

is discussed in Chapter V. There were 107 degrees of freedom.

Sixteen items showed a difference between groups significant at

.052 or beyond. Table E-1 shows the seven items the copers put signi-

ficantly closer to the "like me" pole.

Table E-1. Self-sort items placed higher by the coping students.

Item Group Mean t-value

43 "I am intelligent."
Coping 4.7407

7.01
Defending 2.8545

6 "I am a responsible person."
Coping 5.6296
Defending 4.2182

4.64

30 "I do things on my own initiative."
Coping 5.5926

4.54 Beyond .001
Defending 4.2727

8 "I can accept and keep most social rules."
Coping 6.2963

3.57 .001
Defending 5.1818

Significance Boys Rank Girls Rank

Beyond .001

Beyond .001

28 36

52 53

19 9

40 44

18 12

35 47

6 8

25 22

13 "I can usually live comfortably with the people around me."

Coping 6.7037 3 3
.001.

Defending 5.6545
3.

12 17

33 "I express my opinions clearly."
Coping 5.3519 2.30 .023
Defending 4.5091

36 "I am likeable."
Coping 5.3148 2.30 .024
Defending 4.6909

21 19

19 49

22 20

38 28
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In Table E the items showing the greatest significance are put

first. Items 13 and 8 suggest the copers consider themselves more

socially adjusted than the defenders do. The other five items in Table

E-1 were not put very close to the "like me" pole. Three of these are

significant at beyond .001, and all relate to achievement and success.

The nine items the defenders put closer to "like me" follow.

Table E-2. Self-sort items placed higher by the defending students.

Item Group Mean t-value Significance Boys Rank Girls Rank

2 "I have a feeling of hopelessness."
Coping 2.8704

- 5.79 Beyond .001
Defending 4.6364

51 "I am worthless (insignificant)."
Coping 4.1865
Defending 5.2545

-3.51 .001

49

141

46

23

52
33

39
21

5 "I feel inadequate, but it's all my teachers' fault."
Coping 2.6852 51 53

.001.

Defending 3.6727 -3. 51 50

49 "People don't trust me."
Coping 4.3889 35 43

34 .001
Defending 5.3455

-3.
24 20

15 "I am confused."
Coping 4.6111 31 38

Defending 5.4727
-3.29 001

27 12

26 "I am a good-for-nothing."
Coping 4.1296 44 42

- 2.96 .004
Defending 5.0909 44 16

9 "I often feel like leaving home."
Coping 3.0741 52 51

Defending 4.0909
-2.58 011

48 40

39 "I am a failure in many things."
Coping 4.0926 38 50

- 2.50 .014
Defending 4.8000 34 32

24 "I have the feeling that I am just not facing things."
Coping 5.0926 25 24

.052
Defending 5.7455

-1.97 .

11 14

Several items the defenders put significantly closer to "like me"

seem to suggest they are aware that they are "non-copers." These
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include items 24 and 39, and perhaps 26, 2 and 5 also. Defenders put

three items that appear to show social maladjustment significantly'

closer to "like me"--items 49, 9 and 5. This contrasts with the copers

putting two items expressing social adjustment significantly closer to

"like me." The two Q-sort items most suggestive of low self-esteem

were also put closer to "like me" by the defenders. These are "I am

worthless" and "I am a good-for-nothing." This latter item in Japanese

has a definite social context, suggesting no social worth.

A look at Table E-1 and E-2 shows that the coping group put posi-

tive items closer to "like me" and the defending group put negative

items closer. This supports Peck's position that the coping-defending

dimension is evaluative in various cultures.

Internal and External Locus of Control Differences

Those in the sample who scored 40 or lower on the locus of control

scale were designated the "internals." Those who scored 47 or higher

were designated the "externals." The internal students averaged 316 in

self-esteem, 315.5 for the 24 boys and 316 for the 35 girls. The

external students averaged 403 in self-esteem, 385 for the 19 boys and

415 for the 28 girls. There were 104 degrees of freedom.

Seventeen items showed a difference between these two groups on

the self-sort significant at .053 or beyond, and these are reported in

Table F. The level of significance between placements of the internal

students with scores of 38 or below and the externals with scores of 50

or more are also reported in this table under the title "Comp. Sig."

Joe (1971) observed that "individuals at the extreme ends of the

control continuum might be more maladjusted than individuals in the

middle range" (p. 635). This is why more importance is attached in

this investigation to the top- and bottom-quartiles in locus of control

than to the 15% who scored under 39 and the 15% who scored over 49. On

most items the extremes and quartiles appear similar in their self-sort

placements. But items 8, 11 and 53 seem to distinguish between the
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extremes better than between the quartiles. These do indeed appear to

be characteristics that might be related to maladjustment in most cul-

tures. On most items in Table F the extremes appear to share the same

characteristics as the quartiles do.

Table F. Self-sort placement differences of internals and externals.

Item
Self t- Comp. Ideal Boys

Group
Means values

Sig.
Sig. Means Rank

Girls
Rank

Internal Self-sort Means Higher

36

50

52

25

43

11

38

4

8

"I am likeable."
Internal 5.2712

3.30 .001
External 4.4681

"I am popular with children my own
Internal 5.0339

3.11 .002 !.042
External 4.2553

1

"I have confidence in myself to do
Internal 4.9831

.0102.62 . ,

External 4.1489
2.

"I have an attractive personality."
Internal 4.2881

0102.62 .010
External 3.6383

2.

"I am intelligent."
Internal 4.0508 [

0302.20 .030
External 3.4043

2.

"I usually like people."
Internal 6.3893

2.15 .034
External 5.6596

"I usually don't brood over things."
Internal 5.7966

2.14 .035
External 4.9362

"If I make a mistake I take responsibility
Internal 6.3898 202 .046. .

External 5.8511

"I can accept and keep most social;

Internal 5.9322
61.9 .053

External 5.2553

.020

age."

many things."

.019

. 378

. 232

.006

' .074

..889

rules."

1 006.

6.9492
6.5106

6.0000
6.2340

6.7458
6.4255

6.0678
6.2340

6.5254
6.4468

6.0339
5.7447

6.1864
6.0851

for it."
7.40684
6.7447

' 6.5424
6.1489

19

40

26
42

33

36

44

48

43

51

3

24

7

17

4

8

8

19

20

40

30
42

29

47

38

48

48

50

7

6

13

39

6

9

9

21

External Self-sort Means Higher

2 "I have a feeling of hopelessness."
Internal 3.0508 Beyond

External 4.2553
-3.69

.001

2.7119 ; 51
018 3.0426 j 44

52
43
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Table F. Continued.

Item Group
Self
Means

t-
Si g.

Comp. Ideal Boys Girls
values Sig. Means Rank Rank

45

9

28

53

49

5

51

"I feel uneasy."
Internal 4.7288

-2.73 .007
External 5.7872

"I often feel like leaving home."
Internal 3.0847

-2.69 .008
External 4.2340

"I despise myself."
Internal 3.6780

-2.63 .010
External 4.5319

"I don't want to be a male (if male)
Internal 3.6610

-2.28 .024
External 4.6383

"People don't trust me."
Internal 4.7797

-2.16 .033
External 5.3191

"I feel inadequate, but it's all my
Internal 2.9322

/ -2.04 .044
External 3.510o

"I am worthless (insignificant)."
Internal 4.3390

-1.96 .052
External 5.0213

.192

.194

.067

or a female

.001

.620

teachers'

.046

.011

3.5932
3.6809

3.4237*

3.9787

3.4068

3.2553

(if

4.1017
4.5319

2.5593
2.9574

fault.'

3.5085*
4.0213

2.6271
2.8085

31 33

25 5

52 5o

5o 35

48 49

43 34

female)."

53 39

52 15

35 31

13 25

5o 53
49 49

40 41

28 26

The internals' and externals' self-sort were also compared with

those of the whole Kochi sample. Internals feel less uneasy and brood

over things less than externals and most of their classmates do. They

also have less of a sense of hopelessness. A sense of personal control

seems to reduce anxiety! Internals seem to have significantly more

confidence than their classmates, and to be less confused. They impute

the cause of their inadequacies to their teachers less.

Externals feel less popular than their classmates do, and feel

their personalities are less attractive. They feel less trusted, and

don't want to be the sex they are to a greater degree than their class-

mates feel this way.



APPENDIX SIX

ADDITIONAL RESEARCH AND INTERPRETIVE MATERIAL RELATED TO CHAPTER V

Introduction

This appendix presents data from several supplementary studies.

These were undertaken to obtain data to more adequately evaluate the

impact of current educational practices in Japan on the eighth graders

in the sample.

The data from the Kochi sample is first compared with the data

from a small sample in an English-speaking school near Tokyo in order

to make tentative conclusions about the whole Kochi sample. Next

the overachievers and underachievers in the Kochi sample are con-

sidered. The sample is then divided into groups on the basis of more

than one variable and the significant Q-sort item placement differences

are examined. One division is into a "success" and a "failure" group.

Another is into an "effort" group and an "unlucky" group. The "failure"

group and the "unlucky" group are also compared.

English and Japanese Samples Contrasted

The same tests given in Kochi Prefecture were translated into

English and given to an eighth grade class of 24 students in a private

school for the children of western missionaries and businessmen. The

English-speaking students were studying in a school adapted to the

American system and preparing students for American higher education.

The Japanese-speaking students in Kochi were studying in schools

adapted to the Japanese school system and preparing students for

Japanese higher education. Comparisons were made to see if these dif-

ferent educational environments would produce significant differences

in the test variables. The English-speaking students reported that

212
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they had lived in Japan from four years to all their lives and most of

them could speak Japanese fairly fluently. Several were of Japanese

or Chinese descent. Although they live in the same cultural environ-

ment as Japanese students do and seemed aware of this culture, most of

the 24 speak English at home and all speak it at school. It did not

appear that any of these English-speakers were preparing for the dif-

ficult examinations to enter Japanese colleges.

General Differences. Analysis of variance was performed between these

two samples as whole groups, with no divisions for level of esteem or

for sex, et cetera. The two samples were significantly different at

beyond .05 on all the test variables, with I.Q. controlled. The

differences in defending behavior are not reported here because the

Behavior Rating Scale is not designed for comparing classes. There

were 87 boys and 123 girls in the Kochi sample, and nine boys and 15

girls in the English-speaking sample.

Table A. Differences between Kochi and English-speaking samples.

Variable Degrees of Freedom F Statistic Significance

Self-esteem 231/2 28.371 .001

Locus of Control 231/2 10.047 .002

GPA 231/2 7.763 .006

The tested self-esteem of the English-speaking sample was signi-

ficantly higher at .001 and their locus of control was more internal

at .002. The English-speaking group also had significantly higher

grades, but this may not be meaningful because it is the teachers in

a school that establish average grade levels.

It appears from the strong differences in self-esteem and locus

of control that these samples are significantly different in the atti-

tudes tested in this investigation even though they live in the same

country and almost all of them speak Japanese. As a whole, the Kochi
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students appear to have much lower self-esteem and a much more exter-

nal sense of control than the English-speaking students do. An attempt

was made to test an eighth grade class in Corvallis, Oregon in order

to have another basis for comparing the Kochi group, but this was

unsuccessful. The English-speaking school in Tokyo has a high percent-

age of Christian students and Bible is taught at school, and this may

contribute to the higher esteem and greater sense of personal control

of the English-speakers. But at a minimum, the English-speaking

students are a group of the same age and grade level with which to

compare the Kochi students. The differences in self-esteem and locus

of control between these groups are great enough to suggest the Kochi

students may be negatively affected by the Japanese system of educa-

tion. Differences in self-concepts between these two groups are pre-

sented next, and these also suggest a generally more negative

influence from the Japanese educational environment.

Self-sort Placement Differences. The significant differences in self-

sort placement between the two groups were studied to investigate the

ways these two groups see themselves. Significant differences at

beyond .05 were found in the placements of 35 items. All 16 items

the Kochi group placed closer to "like me" were identified as negative

items by the Pilot Study. Of the 19 items the English-speakers placed

closer to like me, all but item 5 were identified as positive items.

These placement differences present a strong impression that the Kochi

students have a much more negative opinion of themselves than the

English-speakers have of themselves.

The data for all 53 items is presented in Table B to make it

available to other researchers. The ideal-sort means are included

for this purpose also. The first column of means in the table refers

to the highest quartile in self-esteem in the Kochi sample. The items

showing higher significance levels are placed higher in the table.

An asterisk after the ideal means shows the difference between groups

is significant at .05 or beyond.
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Table B-1. Kochi self-sorts higher than English-speakers'.

Item Group
High Self t- Significance Self Ideal Ideal

Quartile Means value Rank Rank Means

41 "I have an anxiety about failing in everything."
Japanese 5.4490 1 6.5857

8.24 Beyond .001 4,37English! 3.2917

34 "I am easily confused."
Japanese 5.3469 5.8476 10

7.42 Beyond .001
English 3.3750 46

39 "I am a failure in many things."

,

Japanese 4.1633 1 4.4857 39

English 2.4167
6 66 Beyond .001

51

51 "I am worthless (insignificant)."
Japanese 3.3469 ! 4.6429

2.3333
6.34 Beyond .001

35

2English 52

3 "I often kick myself for the things I do."
Japanese 6.5306 , 7.3381 1

6.16 Beyond .001
English 5.1667

26 "I am a good-for-nothing."
Japanese 3.5305 4.5762

2.9167
374.49 Beyond .001

English 49

81

31

33.:73t34

4.0667*
42Tie 3.2500

45 3.5238*
53 2.1250

53 2.6667*
52 2.1667

33 4.0238
29 4.6250

52 2.7095
46Tie13.1250

53 "I don't want to be a male (if male) or a female (if female)."
Japanese 3.5510 4.0048 47 29 4.5333*

4.35 Beyond .001
English 2.0417 53 51 2.2917

31 "I just can't respect myself."
Japanese 4.4286 5.4143 16 36

4.24 Beyond .001
English 3.9583

142 40

44 "All people have to do is insist with me, and I give in."
Japanese 4.5714 5.8381 11 47

3.82 Beyond .001
English 4.3333 34 33Tie

49 "People don't trust me."
Japanese 4.3469 4.9857 24 50

3.76 Beyond .001
English 3.8333 43 45

15 "I am confused."
Japanese 3.9592 4.9476 25Tie 49

3.70 Beyond .001
English 3.7500 44 48Tie

24 "I have the feeling that I am just not facing things."
Japanese 4.2857
English

12 "I feel helpless."
Japanese 4.8776
English

5.2762
4.0833

5.3429
4.0833

38

3.36

001
'

.001

21

37Tie

19

37Tie

3.9905*

3.4583

3.4714*
4.1667

2.8952
3.2083

3.0619
3.0833

40 3.6619*
31 4.3333

37 3.8905*
46Tie 3.1250
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Table B-1. Continued.

Item Group
High Self t-

Significance
Self Ideal Ideal

Quartile Means value Rank Rank Means

28 "I despise myself."1

Japanese 3.1429 j 4.0476

English 2.9167
3.15 002

45 "I feel uneasy."
Japanese 4.0408 5.3762

2.68 .008
English 4.2500

17 "I feel apathetic."
Japanese 4.0204 4.9190

2.20 .029
English 4.0833

29 "I shrink with fear when facing something
Japanese 4.3265 , 5.4810

1.98 .049
English 4.7083

46

50

146

50

17 44
35 42Tie

29 41

37Tie 39

3.4905*
2.6667

3.5286

3.2500

3.6476

3.5833

difficult or dangerous."

14 "I can't decide things for myself."
Japanese 3.9592 4.7095

1 83 .068
English 4.0417

15 43 3.5524
32 36 '4.0833

34 48 '3.3952*
40 30 ;4.4167

20 "I work very hard, but everything isn't going well, so I have it
tough."
Japanese 4.6939 1 5.3571 18 I34 14.0143

English I 4.7917
1.60 .112

31 133Tie 4.1667

23 "I often act on impulse without thinking mUch:"
Japanese 5.5102 5.9429 9 32 14.0333

English I 5.2917
1 55 123 25Tie33Tie'4.1667

2 "I have a feeling of hopelessness."
Japanese 2.4490 1 3.7619 48 51 2.7810

English 3.2917
1 24 .217 47Tie 48Tie 3.0833

10 "I usually feel driven by my parents."
Japanese 3.6327 4.6143 36 30 4.0810

English ' 4.1667
1.13 260

36 38 3.6667

18 "I do not believe my feelings."
Japanese 4.1429 4.9238

7 440
27Tie 35 4.0000

English 4.6667 33 32 4.2083

9 "I often feel like leaving home."
Japanese 3.0816 3.6714

0 28 .782
50 42 3.5952

.

English 3.5417 45 42Tie 3.2500

For every item in Table W-1, the mean of the English-speaking

sample is closer to the mean of the Kochi high-esteem quartile than it

is to the mean of the whole Kochi sample.
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Table B-2. English-speakers' self-sorts higher than Kochi self-sorts.

Item Group
High Self t-

Significance
Self Ideal Ideal

Quartile Means value Rank Rank Means

40 "I am a hard worker."
Japanese 4.2449 3.5762 51

-8.15 Beyond .001
English 6.3750 8

52 "I have confidence in myself to do many things."
Japanese 5.6122 4.4238 141

- 7.50 Beyond .001
English 7.0417 3Tie

43 "I am intelligent."
Japanese 4.8163 ' 3.7429

-6.64 Beyond .001
English 6.0833

35 "I am satisfied with myself."
Japanese 5.2245 1 4.2429

English 6.5000
- 5.58 Beyond .001

1

42 "I think I am emotionally mature for my age."
Japanese 4.9796 4.2286

- 4.38 Beyond .001
English 5.8333

19 "I do not get excited in front of people."
Japanese 4.2653 3.3619
English 5.0833

-4.31 Beyond .001

25 "I have an attractive personality."
Japanese 5.0000 i 4.0952

4.15 Beyond .001
English 5.3333

36 "I am likeable."
Japanese 5.8776 4.9238 27Tie

- 4.12 Beyond .001
English 6.2083 12

11 "I usually like people."
Japanese 6.7551 , 6.0143 7

1

3.98 Beyond .001
English 7.4583 1

30 "I do things on my own initiative."
Japanese 6.0000 4.9048 30

- 3.73 Beyond .001
English 6.1667 13Tie

8 "I can accept and keep most social rules."
Japanese 6.3469 1 5.6048

3.48 .001
English 6.7917

6 "I am a responsible person."
Japanese 5.8980 4.9476

-3.47 .001
English 1 6.1667

37 "My personality is attractive to the opposite sex."

49

15

42

6

2

9

10

12

7.0905
6.9583

6.5810
6.7500

9 6.6714*
2Tie 7.4167

22

6Tie
5.7238*
7.0417

43 27 5.0810*
17Tie 15 6.3750

52 21 5.8238*
29 28 4.9167

45 18 6.0619*
24 1 7.8750

7

2

6.8524*
7.4167

19 6.0143*
4 7.2500

8 '6.7905*
23 5.5417

12 13 6.3000

5 17Tie 6.2083

25Tie 1 ,7.5476

13Tie 6Tie7.0417

Japanese 4.8571 1 4.1190
37 001

44 24 5.6762*

English 5.1250 28 , 5 7.1667
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Table B-2. Continued.

Item Group
High Self t- Self Ideal

Significance
Quartile Means value Rank Rank

Ideal
Means

46

13

21

50

16.

5

"I don't depend on
Japanese 5.4082
English

"I can usually live
Japanese 6.9796
English

"I am a rational person."
Japanese 5.6735
English

"I am popular with
Japanese 5.5918
English

"I usually make up
Japanese 6.1020
English

"I feel inadequate,
Japanese 2.9796
English

other people."
4.4714

-2.98 .003
5.5417

comfortably with the people
6.1143

-2.83 .005
7.0417

4.8143
-2.48 .014

5.6250

children my own age."
4.7190

-2.35 .020
5.4583

my mind and stick to it."
5.0381
5.8750 -2.22 .027.

but it's all my teachers'
1 3.3190

2.12 .035
1 4.0000

1

40

22

around
6

3Tie

32

21

33

23

23

1 16

fault.'

1 53

1 41

17 6.0762*
25Tie 5.0417

me.'

4 '7.0048

10 .6.8750

6 16.9048

13Tie 6.5833

20 5.9667*
11 6.7917

14 '6.1429

20 :6.0417

39 '3.7810
37 4.0000

32

1

38

22

33

48

47

"Although I want to improve, I feel content with myself
Japanese 5.9184 5.4952 14

English
1 -1.81 .072

9

"I am strict with myself."
Japanese 5.3673 4.5048 38

.159.

English , 5.0000
-1.

39

"I usually don't brood over things."
Japanese 6.1429 5.1238 22

.213.

English 5.6667
-1.

19Tie

"I try not to think about my problems."
Japanese 5.6327 5.2905 20

English 5.8333
-1.17 .245

17Tie

"I express my opinions clearly."
Japanese 6.2449 ; 4.8810 31

English 5.2917
-0.98 .327

25Tie

"I understand myself well."
Japanese 6.4286 5.9429

-0 84 402
8Tie

. .

English 6.2500 10Tie

"There are many things about myself I'd change if I could."
Japanese 6.0204 7.0381

-0 48 631
2

. .

English ', 7.2083 2

as

26

21

11

19

15

25Tie

23
24

5

16

16

8

25
22

I am."
5.2238*
5.9167

6.5476
6.0833

6.1238*
5.0417

5.6905
5.1667

6.9429*
6.2917

6.1143*
7.0000

5.3095
5.6250
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Table B-2. Continued.

Item Group
High Self t-

Significance
Self Ideal Ideal

Quartile Means value Rank Rank Means
1

4 "If I make a mistake I take responsibility for it."
Japanese 6.6531
English

27 "I am ambitious."
Japanese 7.1020
English

6.1333
-0.38 .701 5

6.2500

6.3143
-0.37 715

6.4583

lOTie

7

7 "I usually don't reveal my true feelings to others."
Japanese 5.4082 5.6000

-0.15 .881
13

English 5.6667 19Tie

3

17Tie
7.0619*
6.2083

12 6.5429
13Tie 6.5833

28 4.8190
27 4.9583

There seem to be several bases for designating an item in the 0,-

sort as "positive" or "negative." One of these is the relationship of

the placement of a given item by a student in the self-sort and his

score on an evaluative test like the Factor's Diagnostic Text of

Achievement-Advancement (FAT). Another basis is the placement of that

item by the high-esteem quartile. This assumes with Rogers that high

self-esteem is positively related to positive self-concept. A third

basis is the placement of that item in the ideal-sort. These three

bases will be used here as indicators of the positive or negative value

of a given item.

The Kochi group put 24 items closer to "like me" than the English-

speaking group did. All three of the indicators--the FAT, the high-

esteem quartile placement, and the ideal-sort placement--are in agree-

ment that 23 of these items are negative. The lone exception is item

53, "I don't want to be a male (if male) or a female (if female)."

This item was placed higher by the Kochi sample in the ideal-sort than

in the self-sort. But according to the other indicators it is negative.

Of the 29 items the English-speaking group put closer to "like

me," the three indicators are in agreement that 25 are positive. Of

the others, only item 5, "I feel inadequate, but it's all my teachers'

fault," showed a significant difference. Cultural differences between

the two groups may have affected the placements of this item.
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Differences Between Overachievers and Underachievers

Two attempts were made to identify the overachievers and under-

achievers in order to investigate the differences in their self-

concepts. The Kochi sample was first divided into high and low

students on the basis of peer-ratings for criterion one on the Behavior

Rating Scale, "students in your class who study hardest." The 105

students with scores of 39 or more ("those who don't study") were put

in Group One. The 105 students with scores under 39 ("those who study")

were put in Group Two. When divided on this basis, 22 items in the

self-sort were significantly different between groups at .05 or beyond.

Dividing by BRS criterion one did appear to produce meaningful

results. But the number of underachievers in the sample may be much

smaller than the 105 students identified as those who don't study much.

Besides this, I.Q. was not controlled. The Random House Dictionary of

the English Language (1968) defines underachieve as follows: "(of a

student) To perform below the potential indicated by his scores on

tests of mental ability." No effective formula was found to identify

the underachievers and overachievers statistically. The investigator

selected 28 students who seemed clearly to be underachievers on the

basis that their I.Q.s were much higher than those of other students

with about the same GPA. Next, the 28 students who appeared to be the

greatest overachievers were identified on the basis that their I.Q.s

were noticeably lower than those of other students with the same GPA.

No assumption was made that these included all the underachievers or

overachievers, but they appeared to be the most obvious ones. Only

five items were found to be significant when the self-sorts of these

two groups were compared--but these five appeared very meaningful.

Table C presents all 16 items that were significant at .01 or

beyond when the sample was divided by BRS criterion one. These

include the five items that were significant between the underachievers

and overachievers. For comparison, Table C includes the data for these

16 items of the high and low GPA students, and the data of the

underachievers and overachievers.
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Table C-1. Self-sort items placed higher by the "underachievers."

Item
GPA Study

Means Means t Sig.

Achieving
Means t Sig.

2

51

15

24

39

9

49

"I have a feeling
Low 4.2887
High 3.3097

"I am worthless
Low 4.9897
High 4.3451

"I am confused."
Low 5.2474

§
High 4.6903

"I have the feeling
Low 5.5979
High 5.0000

"I am a failure
Low 4.7835
High 4.2301§

"I often feel like
Low 3.6186
High 3.7168

"People don't trust
Low 5.23719
High 4.7699-

of hopelessness."
Don't 4.4286

5.70 .001*
Do 3.0952

(insignificant)."
Don't 5.0381
Do 4.2476 3.39 .001

Don't 5.2857
3.34 .001

Do 4.6095

that I am just not facing
Don't 5.6381

3.17 .002
Do 4.9143

in many things."
Don't 4.7905

3.10 002
Do 4.1810

leaving home."
Don't 4.1048

2.90 .004
Do 3.2381

me."

Don't 5.2476
Do 4.7238

2.63 .009

Under 4.0357
Over 3.2857

Under 5.2857
Over 4.2857

Under 5.2500
Over 4.8214

things."

!

Under 5.4286
Over 5.4286

Under 4.9643
Over 4.1786

Under 4.2143
Over 3.6786

Under 5.2500
Over 4.8929

1.50

2.04

1.01

0.00

2.17

0.89

0.85

.046

.034

"11"

"§"

"61"

indicates a difference significant at beyond .001.

indicates a difference significant at from .01 to .002.

indicates a difference significant at from .05 to .02.

The first five items in Table C-1 seem related to feelings

toward self, and the last two items to interpersonal relations. The

difference in means between the first and second columns for item 9

in Table C-1 suggests that there are quite a few of the students "who

study" in the low GPA group, and many of those who "don't study" in the

high GPA group. The placement of this item seems to reflect the

pressure parents put on the students who don't study to get them to

study harder. Perhaps it can be assumed that the desire to leave home

is related to parent-child harmony. If so, being seen by peers as

studying seems related to good parent-child harmony, and being seen by
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peers as not studying seems related to poor parent-child harmony.

Table C-2. Self-sort items placed higher by the "overachievers."

Item
GPA Study Achieving

Means Means t Sig. Means t Sig.

43

6

30

8

33

21

40

13

4

"I am intelligent."
Low 3.1443
High 4.2566

#

"I am a responsible
Low 4.5567

#
High 5.2832

"I do things on
Low 4.4021

#
High 5.3363

"I can accept and
Low 5.2474

§
High 5.9115

"I express my opinions
Low 4.4742
High 5.2301

"I am a rational
Low 4.57736
High 5.0177'.

"I am a hard worker."
Low 3.3093e
High 3.8053

"I can usually
Low 5.8660
High 6.3270

"If I make a mistake
Low 5.9794
High 6.2655

Don't 2.9905
-7.34 .001*

Do 4.4952

person."
Don't 4.4952

-4.15 .001*
Do 5.4000

my own initiative."
Don't 4.4667

-4 001*.12 .

Do 5.3429

keep most social rules."
Don't 5.2095

-3.64 .001*
Do 6.0000

clearly."
Don't 4.4667

-3.05 .003
Do 5.2952

person."
Don't 4.5048
Do 5.1238

3.04 .003

Don't 3.2667
2.84 .005

Do 3.8857

live comfortably with the
Don't 5.8190
Do 6.4095

-2.84 .005

I take responsibility
Don't 5.8762
Do 6.3905

-2. 00771 .

Under 3.0000.

Over 4.0000

Under 46786.

Over 5.5357

Under 4.3929
Over 5.1429

Under 5.0714
Over 6.3929

Under 5.1786
Over 5.0357

Under 4.5714
Over 4.7500

Under 3.1786
Over 3.6429

people around
, Under 5.7143
Over 6.1429

for it."
Under 5.8214
Over 6.2143

-2.24

-2.03

-1.87

-2.78

+0.27

-0.51

-1.09

me."

-1.04

-1.05

.029

.048

.007

The rankings and high means in Table C-2 of the students who study

show they rate themselves very high in living comfortably with people

and in keeping the social rules. They rate themselves high in respon-

sibility, and fairly high on some of the items related to achievement.

The overachievers rate themselves highest of all the groups on keeping

the social rules, and on being responsible people. Of the negative
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items, they rate themselves much higher than the high GPA students and

those "who study" do on having the feeling that they are not facing

things. There is an interesting suggestion here that the overachievers,

by studying so much, are avoiding other issues in their lives!

The underachievers rated themselves even lower than the low GPA

students and those who "don't study" did on keeping social rules. This

may mean that they see themselves as not responding to parental expec-

tations to study hard. Not studying to the level of one's natural

ability is considered failure, and failures have little value in Japa-

nese society. The positive relationship of underachievement to not

keeping the social rules, to failure, and to a sense of worthlessness

is suggested both by the data in Table C and by many of the articles

quoted in Appendix One.

To further investigate the effect of grades on self-concept and

self-esteem, the self-sort means of the underachievers were compared

with those of the students in the Kochi sample who were not designated

as either underachievers or overachievers. The three significant items

are reported in Table C-3. There were 138 degrees of freedom.

Table C-3. Self-sort comparisons of underachievers and other students.

Item Group Means t-value Significance

14 "I can't decide things for myself."
Underachievers 4.0714

-2.48 .014
Others 5.0000
(Overachievers = 4.8214)

43 "I am intelligent."
Underachievers 3.0000

-2.33 .021
Others 3.7768
(Overachievers = 4.0000)

37 "My personality is attractive to the opposite sex."
Underachievers 3.6429

-2.24 .027
Others 4.2679
(Overachievers = 3.8929)

The I.Q.s of the underachievers are somewhat higher (at 104) than

those of the overachievers (average of 97). Their I.Q.s are a little
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higher than those of the other students too, but they seem to believe

they have less intelligence. It was the overachievers who rated them-

selves highest on intelligence! Thus it appears that the grades Kochi

eighth graders get do influence how intelligent they think they are.

The 28 underachievers and 28 overachievers were hand-picked

rather than chosen by a statistical formula. While acknowledging the

limitations imposed by this, it would appear from the data that behind

underachieving are the self-attitudes that one is not intelligent and

that one is worthless and a failure. This appears to be a defeatist

attitude, and may hinder these students from keeping the social rule

of achieving to one's ability in school as a responsible person.

A sense of "failure in many things" seems to typify the under-

achievers. This phrase could be translated "I am a failure in life."

Though the phrase is vague, it has connotations in the Japanese cul-

ture of social rejection and dereliction.

According to the data, this strong sense of failure of the under-

achievers does not seem related to peer-relations. It does not mean

they see themselves as non-copers. Overachievers and underachievers

had identical means for "I am popular with children my own age" and "I

have the feeling that I am just not facing things." This sense of

failure does not seem related to student-teacher relations or being

pushed by parents. The means of the two groups were very close for

"I feel inadequate, but it's all my teachers' fault" and "I usually

feel driven by my parents."

The placement of two items may suggest what this sense of failure

implies. The underachievers put "I often feel like leaving home" over

half a column closer to "like me" than the overachievers did. They put

"I can't decide things for myself" almost a column closer to "not like

me" than the other students did, significant at .014. The under-

achieving eighth graders may already have given up trying to pass

entrance examinations into good high schools and later into good col-

leges. Some may be "coping realistically" by trying to develop skills

needed to get and maintain a job after high school or even after junior

high (as 7% of ninth graders do not go to high school). There are
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technical high schools that provide terminal education for such students

in Kochi Prefecture, and these schools are relatively easy to enter.

Self-Concept Studies Related to More Than One Hypothesis

The Q-sort studies in Chapter V considered each of the test

variables separately. But the data suggests that the self-concepts of

students who hold several characteristics in common might reveal signi-

ficant and meaningful differences. In order to identify the problem

students statistically and describe their self-concepts, it appears

necessary to divide the sample by scores on several of the test vari-

ables at the same time. This identification would seem more helpful to

teachers and others who work with actual students rather than with psy-

chological constructs. A study based on such multiple test criteria

did produce meaningful results, and the most important results follow.

Success-Failure Patterns. The literature on education in Japan sug-

gests that what is seen by society as success and failure in life is

generally determined by what college a young person enters. A person's

chances of entering a good college are strongly influenced by the high

school he enters. This puts great pressure on Japanese junior high

students--who, according to Iwai, must make the decisions that largely

determine the individual's social status in adult life (Iwai, 1974,

p. 386).

If this is true, it would seem important to understand the dif-

ferences in self-esteem and self-concept between those who fit the

"success" pattern and the "failure" pattern in Japan. The statistics

produced by this investigation suggest self-esteem, coping-defending

and grades as the three variables most related to success and failure,

and these were used to identify two groups statistically. Group one

share the following three characteristics, and will be called the

"success" group: (a) they are in the highest quartile in self-

esteem; (b) they are in the lowest quartile in defending behavior, and
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(c) they are in the higher half of the class in GPA.

Group two shared the following characteristics, and will be called the

"failure" group: (a) they are in the lowest quartile in self-esteem;

(b) they are in the highest quartile in defending behavior; and

(c) they are in the lower half of the class in GPA.

The computer identified eight girls and ten boys in group one

and 15 girls and three boys in group two. Table D-1 presents the 21

items group one put significantly higher in the self-sort at .05 or

beyond. Table D-2 presents the 23 items group two put significantly

higher in the self-sort.

Table D-1. Self-sort items success group put higher.

Item Self Girls Boys Kochi
t Si g. Rank t t

Group Means Means Means Rank

43 "I am intelligent."
Success 5.1111 27 4.8750 5.3000

6.72 .001*I 6.04 2.19 49
Failure 2.2353 52 2.1333 3.0000

6 "I am a responsible person."
Success 6.1111 1 11 6.3750 5.9000

5.89 .001*
3.0667

5 2.42
50 .Failure 3.2363 3.6667

33 "I express my opinions clearly."
Success 6.4444

5.49 .001*
7 6.7500

5.47
6.2000

1

Failure 3.4706 46 1 3.2667 4.6667

13 "I can usually live comfortably with the people around me."
Success 7.3333

5.48 .001*
1 , 7.2500

3.44
7.4000 4.69

Failure 4.8235 30
I

5.2667 3.3333

40 "I am a hard worker."
Success 4.0556

5.08 .001*
Failure 2.1765

42 1 4.1250 4.0000

53 2.0667
4 84

2.3333

30 "I do things on my own initiative."
Success 5.9444 6.1250.13 6

4.95 .001* 5.61
Failure 3.7647 43 3.4667

36 "I am likeable."
Success 5.8333 5.7500.16 5

4.78 .001* 2.81
Failure 4.0000 41 ; 4.2667

5.8000
5.3333

5.9000
2.54

3.6667

52 "I have confidence in myself to do many things."
Success 5.5000 23 i 5.3750 5.6000

4.58 .001* 3.21
Failure 3.4706 48 I 3.4000 4.0000

25

31

6

51

30

27

41
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Table D-1. Continued.

Item Self Girls
t Sig. Rank

Group Means Means

46 "I don't depend on other people."
Success 5.7222 17 1 5.8750

4.51 .001* 3.88
Failure 3.4706 47 1 3.4000

Boys
Means

5.6000
3.6667

Kochi
Rank

4 "If I make a mistake I take responsibility for it."
Success 6.6111

*4.24 .001
I 5 ! 6.7500

4.10 1
6.5000

Failure 5.2941 1 25
1 5.0667 6.0000

8 "I can accept and keep most social rules."
Success 6.8333

4.00 .001* I 3 ! 6.3750 7.2000

Failure 4.8235 31 5.0667 -I 3.6667 ' 7

37 "My personality is attractive to the opposite sex."
Success 5.0000 I 31 ! 4.5000 5.4000

4.00 .001 1
2.63

Failure 3.4706 149 3.5333 3.6667

50 "I am popular with children my own age."
Success 5.7222 17 ! 6.0000 5.5000

3.97 .001* 3.02
Failure 4.0588 39 4.1333 4.3333

21 "I am a rational person."
Success 5.6667

3.48 .001
Failure 3.9412

21 ' 6.0000 5.4000
42 ; 4.0000 J.--) 3.3333

140

5

12

414

33

32

32 "Although I want to improve, I feel content with myself as I am."
Success 6.1111 10 1 5.3750 6.7000

3.28 .002 2.89 14
Failure 4.0000 40 , 3.9333 4.0000

35 "I am satisfied with myself."
Success 5.0556

3.23 .003 1 29
Failure 3.6471 44

1 "I am strict with myself."
Success 5.6667 20

3.20 .003
Failure 4.1176 37

1
5.5000 4.20
3.4667

4.7000
4.0000

6.2500 m ,m 5.2000
4.0000 ".'" 4.6667

16 "I usually make up my mind and stick to it."
Success 5.8333 15 5.5000 6.1000

3.17 .003 2.o9
Failure 4.2941 34 4.2000 4.3333

25 "I have an attractive personality."
Success 5.0000 30 5.3750

3.17 .003 2.55
Failure 3.5294 45 3.6667

38 "I usually don't brood over things."
Success 6.3889 6.2500.8 6

2.93 .006 2.28
Failure 4.6471 33 4.4667

11 "I usually like people."
Success 6.7222 4 6.5000

2.41 .022
Failure 5.2941 24 5.4000

4.7000

3.3333

6.5000

5.0000

6.9000

5.0000

42

38

23

45

22

7
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Table D-2. Self-sort items the failure group put higher.

Item Self Girls Boys Kochi
t Sig. Rank t

Group Means Means Means Rank

2 "I have a feeling of hopelessness."
Success 1.6667 53 1.5000 1.8000
Failure 5.5294

-10.90 .001*
22 5.6667

-8.34 -5.56
5.3333

18 "I do not believe my feelings."
Success 3.6111 46 4.0000 3.3000

- 6.34 .001* -4.24 -3.98
Failure 5.7647 19 5.6000 6.3333

15 "I am confused."
Success 4.2222 37

- 6.26 .001*
Failure 6.5882 5

26 "I am a good-for-nothing."
Success 3.3333 48

-5.51 .001*
Failure 6.1176 11

4.2500
6.4667

_4.81
4.2000

- 2.76
6.6667

3.7500 3.0000
6.4667 --" 5.0000 -2'38

51 "I am worthless (insignificant)."
Success 3.3333 48 3.5000

- 5.43 .001* -3.76
Failure 6.1176 11 6.0667

45 "I feel uneasy."
Success 4.1111

- 5.26 .001*
41

Failure 6.5882 6

28 "I despise myself."
Success 2.9444 51

-5.11 .001*
Failure 5.2353 28

17 "I feel apathetic."
Success 4.1667 39-4.37 .001*
Failure 6.1765 9

4.2500
- 4.75

6.8667

3.2000
- 2.79

6.0000

4.0000

5.3333

3.1250 2.8000
-3.31 -3.25

5.2667 5.0000

3.7500 114.5000
- 5.66

5.33336.3333

5 "I feel inadequate, but it's all my teachers'. fault."
Success 2.5000

-4.13 .001*
, 52 1.7500 3.1000

Failure 4.1176 38 4.2667
-5.83

3.3333

31 "I just can't respect myself."
Success 4.2222 38 4.3750

- 4.10 .001* -2.13
4.1000

7.3333 -592Failure 6.1765 10 5.8667

49 "People don't trust me."
Success 4.3333

-3.58 .001 35 4.2500
-2 45

4.4000
- 2.90

Failure 6.0588 14 5.8000
.

7.0000

41 "I have an anxiety about failing in everything."
Success 5.5000 22

-3.55 .001 .

15.5000 368 5.5000
Failure 7.4706 2 7.6000 6.3333

14 "I can't decide things for myself."
Success 3.8889 43 14.1250

. .003
1 21 1 5.4667

-2.46
Failure 5.5294

3.7000- 324 003
6.3333

48

27

25

37

35

17

46

29

53

16

24

3

34
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Table D-2. Continued.

Item Self Girls Boys Kochi
t Sig. Rank t

Group Means Means Means Rank

12 "I feel helpless."
Success 4.8889 32 5.6250 4.3000

-3.10 .004 2.62 19
Failure 6.2941

-3.
8 6.2000 6.6667

47 "There are many things about myself I'd change if I could."
Success 5.9444

-3.04 .005
12 1 6.3750 5.6000

Failure 7.4118 3 7.4000 7.0000
2

24 "I have the feeling that I am just not facing things."
Success 4.3889

- 3.00 .005
34

1 4.0000 4.7000
21

Failure 5.9412 16 6.0000
-2.85

5.6667

44 "All people have to do is insist with me, and I give in."
Success 5.0556

- 2.98 .005
28 1 4.7500

-2.92
5.3000

11
Failure 6.3529 7 6.4000 6.0000

29 "I shrink with fear when facing something difficult or dangerous."
Success 4.5556 4.2000

Failure 6.0588
-2.70 .011 33 5.0000

413 6.4667 .6667
15

1

"I often kick myself for the things I do."
Success 6.5556 6 . 6.3750

- 2.58 .015
Failure 8.0000 1 : 7.8000

9 "I often feel like leaving home."
Success 3.0000 50 1 2.1250

- 2.57 .015 -3.47
Failure 4.7059 32 4.9333

39 "I am a failure in many things."
Success 4.2778 36 3.3750

- 2.44 .020 -3.69
Failure 5.5294 20 5.2667

6.7000
-2.36 1

9.0000

3.7000
5.0000

5.0000
6.6667

50

39

20 "I work very hard, but everything isn't going well, so I have it
tough."
Success 4.1667 40 3.6250 4.600o

- 2.17 .037 -2.12 18
Failure 5.2941 26 5.1333 4.6667

10 "I usually feel driven by my parents."
Success 3.6667 45 2.6250

-2.04 .050
.

-3.51
Failure 4.9412 29 5.3333

4.5000

4.3333
36

The group ranks for items 26 and 51 are the same because the group
means for both items are identical.

All items in Table D-1 are positive. All the items in the Q-sort

strongly associated with achievement and success in school are in Table

D-1 except "I am ambitious." But the success group see themselves as
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socially adjusted even more than as possessing the characteristics

needed for success in school. They ranked item 13 first, item 8 third,

and item 11 fourth--all much higher than the Kochi sample as a whole

ranked them.

The data in Table D-1 also suggests the success students have a

stronger sense of responsibility (items 4 and 6) than the Kochi stu-

dents in general have. They seem characterized by much more positive

self-concepts than the failure students and their other classmates are.

All the characteristics in Table D-2 are negative, with the pos-

sible exception of item 47. The failures have much stronger feelings

of hopelessness and worthlessness than the success students do, and

this is true of boys as well as girls. Generally speaking, the self

concepts of the failure girls are much more negative than those of the

failure boys. Regarding item 10, the failure boys profess to feel less

pressure from parents than the success boys do. This seems interest-

ing, though it is difficult to interpret. The failure boys may not

recognize the desires of their parents for them to study and become

successful. Or the parents may have given up pushing their sons toward

success because their sons aren't responding to pressure positively.

Or these boys may have parents who aren't as involved emotionally in

their children's education as most Japanese parents are.

In order to present an organized picture of the self-concepts of

the failure students as represented by this investigation, the 12 items

they placed closest to "most like me" are listed below.

They are presented in order of highest means first.

1. "I often kick myself for the things I do." (item 3)

2. "I have an anxiety about failing in everything." (item 41)

3. "There are many things about myself I'd like to change." (item 47)

4. "I often act on impulse without thinking much." (item 23)

5. "I am confused." (item 15)

6. "I feel uneasy." (item 45)

7. "All people have to do is insist with me, and I give in." (item 44)

8. "I feel helpless." (item 12)

9. "I feel apathetic." (item 17)
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10. "I just can't respect myself." (item 31)

11. "I am a good-for-nothing." (item 26)

12. "I am worthless (insignificant)." (item 51)

All 12 of these characteristics are negative. The failure group

see themselves as significantly more negative than the success group

does for all but item 23.

The whole Kochi sample also put the first three items in this list

closest of all the 53 items to "most like me." This suggests that most

students in the eighth grades tested share these three self-perceptions.

Thus it is the success group that appears atypical here! A minority of

students in the eighth grades in Kcchi seem to have adjusted success-

fully to the educational climate and have relatively positive self-

concepts. The educational system may be helping these students develop

sound self-concepts and prepare for adult life. Or these students may

have coping capabilities that help them succeed in any environment.

But the data strongly suggests that most eighth graders in Kochi have

relatively negative self-concepts. The educational system may be con-

tributing to this problem for them.

In Table D-2, the failure group put significantly higher at be-

yond .001 these characteristics: "I do not believe my feelings,"

"I am confused," "I feel uneasy," and "I feel apathetic." These

characteristics seem to suggest that the failure group is emotionally

depressed. They also suggest the listless state that many Japanese

observers claim is typical of many high school students in Japan:

"no energy, no interest, no responsibility, and no feeling" (Asahi

Evening News, August 14, 1972).

The failure group had the unusually high mean of 8.0000 in the

self-sort for item 3 (the three failure boys had a mean of 9.0000- -

showing all placed it in the column closest to "most like me!"). The

success group had the unusually low mean of 1.6667 for item 2. These

means suggest that dividing students by the multiple criteria men-

tioned at the beginning of this section has produced a much more homo-

geneous group than was produced when dividing by only one criterion.

Dividing by these three criteria also produced the highest t-value
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observed between the means of any two groups in this research--the

t-value for item 2, "I have a feeling of hopelessness," was 10.90.

This underscores the strong sense of hopelessness of the failure stu-

dents!

Effort-luck Patterns. Another study was made of the self-sort to see

if the self-concepts of the external locus of control boys who are

defending and have low grades are significantly different from the

internal locus of control boys who are coping and have high grades.

This was done to investigate the strong relationship of external locus

of control to the other variables in the hypotheses testing for boys.

Group one shared the following characteristics and will be called the

"effort" group: (a) they are boys in the lowest quartile in defend-

ing behavior; (b) they have locus of control scores of 40 or less;

(c) they are in the higher half of their class in GPA.

Group two shared the following characteristics and will be called the

"unlucky" group: (a) they are boys in the highest quartile in defending

behavior; (b) they have locus of control scores of 47 or more; (c) they

are in the lower half of the class in GPA.

There are 12 boys in group one and nine boys in group two. They

differ from the success and failure groups only in that locus of con-

trol scores are used in the place of self-esteem scores, and all are

boys.

Table E. Self-sort differences between internal copers and external
defenders, with success and failure group means for com-
parison.

Locus Esteem Difference
Item Means t-value Sig. Means

Group Group in Means
Group One Means Higher

30 "I do things on my own initiative."
Effort 5.9167

+3.10 .006
Luck 3.8889

43 "I am intelligent."
Effort 4.9167

+2.65 .016
Luck 3.3333

Success 5.8000 0.117

Failure 5.3333 1.444

Success 5.3000 0.383

Failure 3.0000 0.333
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Table E. Continued.

Item
Locus Esteem Difference

Means t-value Sig. Means
Group Group in Means

36 "I am likeable."
Effort 5.5000

+2.52 .021
Luck 3.8889

Success 5.9000
Failure 3.6667

0.1m
0.222

Group Two Means Higher

48

2

35

"I understand myself well."
Effort 5.0000

-4.09 .001
Luck 6.8889

"I have a feeling of hopelessness."
Effort 2.8333

-2.39 .028
Luck 4.6667

"I am satisfied with myself."
Effort 3.6667

-2.27 .035
Luck 5.3333

31.

Success 6.2000
Failure 5.0000

Success 1.8000
Failure 5.3333

Success 4.7000
Failure 4.0000

1.200
1.889

1.033
0.667

1.033
1.333

Previous Q-sort item analyses that divided by defending behavior

and grades always produced one group with significantly more negative

self-concepts than the other group. But this did not occur when

locus of control scores were included: The data in Table E suggest

the unlucky group is typified by the feelings they lack initiative,

understand themselves well, and are satisfied with themselves. They

are quite different from the failure group, as well as from the effort

group, on these three characteristics.

Lack of initiative seems consistent with the belief that what

happens to one is primarily controlled by chance. But are the self-

satisfaction and the sense of good self-understanding to be taken at

face value, or is this "defensive rationalization" on the part of the

unlucky boys?

In seeking to answer this question, the differences in self-

sort placement between the failure boys and the unlucky boys were com-

pared. As a consistent and seemingly meaningful pattern emerged, the

major differences are summarized and interpreted here.

Compared with the failure boys, the unlucky boys see themselves

as more comfortable with people, working harder and more rational.

They also feel they are better at understanding themselves, obeying
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the social rules and sticking to what they set their minds to, and

are more satisfied with themselves. These are all positive items.

The only negative items the unlucky boys put much closer to "like me"

are 20, 53, and 29. The greatest difference was for item 20, "I work

very hard, but everything isn't going well, so I have it tough." The

high means of the unlucky boys for this item (6.1111) suggest they

feel their lack of success is not due to a lack of effort but to a

lack of getting the "breaks"--that is, forces outside their control are

keeping them from being successful.

The failure boys put 13 items at least a column closer to "like

me" than the unlucky boys did, and all but one are negative. The lone

positive item is 30, "I do things on my own initiative." The failure

boys feel more like leaving home, more confused, more helpless, less

trusted, more apathetic, more worthless, and much more concerned about

failure. They also trust their feelings less.

All the most positive items in the Q-sort are included in the

items the unlucky boys put at least a column closer than the failure

boys did to "like me" but items 6 and 4. These are the only items in

the Q-sort that mention responsibility. The unlucky boys seem to think

they are especially lacking in initiative and in assuming responsi-

bility.

It seems clear from these comparisons that there is a great dif-

ference in self-concept between the failure boys and the unlucky boys.

Since both groups were seen as defending by classmates and both had

relatively low grades, it appears that the groups represent two dif-

ferent ways of responding to this situation. It seems that the low-

esteem "failures" respond to their poor grades and non-coping by lower-

ing their esteem--just as the non-coping girls do. But the external

"unlucky" boys maintain a clearly higher level of self-esteem and more

positive self-concepts, apparently by projecting the cause of their

troubles away from themselves and imputing it to luck. Interpreting

the data in Table E, the unlucky boys seem to understand and be satis-

fied with themselves either by imputing the unknown or unacceptable to

chance, or by refusing to admit into awareness things about themselves
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that are negative and unpleasant to think about. They may be using

the defense of repression. On the other hand, the failure boys, along

with the non-coping girls, may be using the defense of sensitizing and

admit their problems without trying to cope with them, and this self-

admission seems to be measured in this investigation as low self-

esteem.

The only negative item that distinguishes the unlucky boys more

than the failure boys from their peers is 41, "I have an anxiety about

failing in everything." This seems clearly significant, as many

researchers mentioned in Chapter II maintain that what the defenders

are defending against is anxiety. The data suggests that external

locus of control in the unlucky boys may be a mechanism by which they

maintain their relatively high self-esteem and shield themselves from

anxiety over the future in the face of objective indications that they

are failing. That such self-protection is associated with defending

behavior has been maintained by many researchers (Murphy, 1960, p.

144) and psychological theorists (McCall, 1963, p. 365).

It would appear from the data and the above discussion that both

repressors and sensitizers are represented among the eighth grade boys

in Kochi. It also appears that repressors are more numerous, and that

repressors come closer to Bruner's concept of defending. It seems

that only 4% can be identified as "sensitizers," though three or four

boys who had unusable test scores also seem to fit this pattern. About

11% of the boys in the sample can be identified as "repressors." It

would seem that the tendency towards repression is even more widespread

among the boys, but only 11% are defending to the degree they are in-

cluded in the highest defending quartile.

Failure Girls and Unlucky Boys. For the boys in the Kochi sample,

external control was stronger than self-esteem in the dynamics among

the test variables. For girls, self-esteem was stronger than locus of

control. In order to explore and contrast the self-concepts of the

typical defending girl with those of the typical defending boy in the

sample, the girls in the "failure" pattern introduced on page 105 were
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compared with the boys in the "luck" pattern introduced on page 105.

Group one are the same 15 girls that are mentioned as group two on page

226. Group two are the same nine boys mentioned as group two on page

233.

It seems important to know not only how these two groups of

typical defenders differ from one another, but also how they differ

from their other classmates. The F Ratios and significances following

them in Table F show the differences between the two groups. The

significance under the title "Differences from the same sex" in the

table reports how different the means of the defending group are from

the means of all the students of the same sex in the sample. The ten

items that group one put significantly higher in the self-sort are

reported in Table F-1.

The failure girls' means in Table F-1 were significantly higher

than the total girls' means for seven items, but none of the unlucky

boys' means were significantly different from the means of all the

boys. This suggests again that the failure girls have especially low

self-esteem while the unlucky boys don't.

Table F-2 follows the same format, and reports the 11 items

group two put significantly higher in the self-sort.

The failure girls rated themselves lower on all the positive

items in Table F-2 than all the girls in the sample did, and in most

cases the difference is significant. In contrast, the unlucky boys put

many of these items higher than all the boys in the sample did, and

for items 48 and 40 the difference is considerable. Judging from these

differences it is not surprising that sex differences are very impor-

tant in the regressions of defending behavior on self-esteem and locus

of control.

The self-concepts of the failure girls are so negative and so

different from their classmates that self-esteem shows a strong rela-

tionship to all the other test variables. This suggests that, to help

these girls, teachers should concentrate on helping them develop more

positive self-concepts.
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Table F-1. Failure girls' self-sorts higher than unlucky boys'.

Wh Dif. From
Item

ole Defense
Means Sig. Means F Ratio Sig. Range

Sam le Grou. Same Sex

41

45

15

26

17

12

28

9

53

5

"I have an anxiety about
Girl 6.6829 ,
Boys

s

6.4483 -)I'

"I feel uneasy."
Girls 5.6179
Boys 5.0345

"I am confused."
Girls 4.9106

.672
Boys 5.0000

"I am a good-for-nothing."
Girls 4.7805

043
Boys 4.2874

"I feel apathetic."
Girls 5.0163 ,h,

Boys 4.7816 -"'*-L

"I feel helpless."
Girls 5.6585
Boys 4.8966

.002

"I despise myself."
Girls 4.1220 "fg

Boys 3.9425 -'''

"I often feel like leaving
Girls 3.9593 024
Boys 3.2644

.

"I don't want to be
Girls 4.8699
Boys 2.7816 001*

"I feel inadequate,
Girls 3.2520

.454
Boys 3.4138

failing in everything."
One 7.6000

7.3886 .0126. .

Two 5.4444

One 6.8667
6.7358 .0165

Two 5.1111

One 6.4667
14.1439 .0011

Two 4.5556

One 6.4667
Two 4.4444

9.3792 .0057

One 6.3333
Two 4.2222

11.7624 .0024

One 6.2000
Two 4.6667

8.4578 .0081

One 5.2667
Two 3.7778

6 1662 .0211

home."
4.9333

7.1438 .0139
Two 2.7778

a male (if male) or female (if

Two

4.7333
Two 3.2222

4.3818 .0481

but it's all my teachers' fault."
IOne 4.2667
Two 3.11 1

4.3690 .0484

6-9

5-9
1-7

5-8

2-6

4-9

2-8

5-9
2-8

4-8
2-4

3-8
2-6

1-9

1-5

female)."
1-8
1-6

2 6
--
1-5

Beyond

Beyond

Beyond

Beyond

Beyond

Almost

Beyond

Almost

Beyond

.05

.05

.05

.05

.05

.05

.05

.05

.05

"Range" refers to the columns on the score sheet where the students

placed that item.
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Table F-2. Unlucky boys' self-sorts higher than failure girls'.

Whole
Item Means Sig.

Sample

48 "I understand myself
Girls 5.9431
Boys 5.9425 '77

Defense Sig. Dif. From
Means F Ratio Range

Group Same Sex

well."
One 5.2000 3-710.6035 .0036
Two 6.8889 6-8

Almost .05
Beyond .05

32 "Although I want to improve, I feel content with myself as I am."
Girls 5.2114

8.2601 .0088
One 3.9333 1-6 Beyond .05

Boys 5.8966 Two 6.2222 3-8

16

33

35

21

52

40

37

6

43

"I usually make up my mind and stick to it."
Girls 4.8455 One 4.2000
Boys 5.3103 '°58. Two 6.1111 9'9799

0045

"I express my opinions clearly."
Girls 4.7398 ne . 66

226
Boys 5.0805 Two 5.4444

7 11.4731 .0027

"I am satisfied with
Girls 4.0081 .032
Boys 4.5747

myself."
One 3.4667

11.4276 .0027
Two 5.3333

"I am a rational person."
Girls 4.8699 One 4.0000
Boys 4.7356 Two 5.3333

"I have confidence in myself to do
Girls 4.1789 One 3.4000
Boys 4.7701

010
Two 5.0000

"I am a hard worker."

005
One 2

Boys 3.9425 Two it

Girls 3.3171

"My personality is attractive
Girls 3.9837 One 3

Boys 4.3103
099

Two It

"I am a responsible person."
Girls 4.9350 One 3

Boys 4.9655
895 Two 4

"I am intelligent."
Girls 3.4959 One
Boys 4.0920

010
Two

7.3333 .0128

many things."

10.0253 .0045

3-7
3-9

2-6
3-8

2-6
14-7

2-6

3-7

1-6
3-6

.066 1-3
37.1425 .0001*

.7778 3-6

to the opposite sex."

.5333 .0522
3

2125
1-6-.

.

.6667
46

.0667 1-6
6.0752 .0220.556 2-6

2.1333
4.7226 .0408

3.3333
1-1+

1-6

Almost .05

Beyond .05

Beyond .05

Beyond .05

Beyond .05
Almost .05

Beyond .05

Beyond .05
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The unlucky boys differ greatly from the other boys in the

placement of only one item in Table F-1, and in only two in Table F-2.

This seems to suggest that the self-concepts of the unlucky boys might

not be a key in helping them cope better in school. However, the

meanings of these three items do present important clues in under-

standing the attitudes toward self of these boys. They have more self-

understanding and far less anxiety than other boys do! This strongly

suggests repression. Few students put "I am a hard worker" very high.

The unlucky boys put it much higher than the other boys did, and put

it well over twice as high as the unsuccessful girls did, significant

at beyond .0001! This seems to be the characteristic that distin-

guishes best between failure girls and unlucky boys. External defend-

ing boys with relatively low grades feel they are working fairly hard

in spite of their poor grades! In their thinking they seem to have

clearly separated the process--working hard- -and the results--good

grades. They seem to see themselves as coping, but their classmates see

them as not coping and their teachers give them low grades. If

"reality" can be defined in the narrow sense of how significant others

respond to the individual, these boys seem in their self-perceptions to

be divorced from reality. Their defending seems to be successful in

the sense that they maintain high self-esteem and feel little anxiety- -

seemingly at the expense of considerable distortion of "reality." The

failure girls, on the other hand, are too vulnerable to feed-back from

significant others and as a result have low self-esteem and much

anxiety about failing.

It would also seem important for teachers and others to know how

these two defending types are similar in their self-concepts. This

information is presented in. Table F-3 on the next page.

The means of the two groups were close on a few other items, but

in each case there were little differences in means between these

groups and their classmates. For every item in Table F-3, the means

of the failure group and the unlucky group are much closer to each

other than they are to the means of their classmates of the same sex.
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Table F-3. Self-sort similarities of failure girls and unlucky boys.

Dif. From
Item

Whole
Means Sig.

Defense
Means F Ratio Sig' Range

Sample Group Same Sex
Failure Girls' Means Higher

49 "People don't trust me."
Girls 4.9837

982
One 5.8000

.

Boys 4.9885 Two 5.5556
.1354 .7164

10 "I usually feel driven by my parents."
Girls 4.4390 One 5.3333

.103 0 1.0000
Boys 4.8621 Two 5.3333

39 "I am a failure in many things."
Girls 4.5122 One 5.2667
Boys 4.4483 155 Two 5.0000

.3267 .5734

19 "I do not get excited in front of people."
Girls 3.3740

.913
2.8667

.0249 .8761
Boys 3.3448 Two 2.7778

4-8
4-8

3-9
4-8

3-7
3-6

1-6
1-5

.05

.05

Almost .05

Beyond .05

Unlucky Boys' Means Higher

50 "I am popular with children my own age."
Girls 4.8049 One 4.1333

.315 .0226 .8819
Boys 4.5977 Two 4.2222

30 "I do things on my own initiative."
Girls 4.9106 One 3.4667

.950 .6372 4333
Boys 4.8966 Two 3.8889

1-6 Almost .05
2-6

2-5 Beyond .05
1-5 Beyond .05

Failure girls and unlucky boys feel they do things on their own

initiative significantly less than their classmates feel this way.

They also feel driven by parents much more than their classmates do.

Their high self-ratings on these two items suggest both defending

groups are much more passive than their classmates. Many observers

of Japanese classrooms say students are generally too passive and that

this is a major problem in Japanese education. Perhaps the failure

girls are passive because of a very low sense of self-worth, and

unlucky boys are passive because they do not believe activity is

rewarded.

Both defending groups feel they are failing somewhat more than

their classmates do. Then why do the unlucky boys rate themselves

much lower than their classmates on fearing failure--as reported

in Table F-1? It seems their classmates rate themselves much
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higher on fear of failure than on actually failing. The unlucky boys

only rate themselves slightly higher on fear of failure than on being

failures. Consequently, the unlucky boys do not deny they are fail -

ing- -but they do deny they have a strong fear of failure. This seems

to be either successful denial of anxiety or less concern for the

consequences of failure. Cultural considerations would suggest the

former as the more likely interpretation. The unlucky boys seem to be

refusing to admit to themselves that they are falling far short of the

expectations of their parents, or they are acknowledging it but are

not greatly concerned about it. The failure girls, on the other hand,

seem very concerned. Fear of failure does not seem to motivate the

unlucky boys! This appears to be an important observation.

The six characteristics listed in Table F-3 seem to express

common tendencies in the self-concepts of defending eighth grade boys

and girls with low grades in Kochi, or at least in the four schools

tested in this investigation. But the differences between the

unlucky boys and failure girls presented in Table F-1 and F-2 seem

greater than the similarities presented in Table F-3. This suggests

that the ways of helping these two types may be different.


